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FOREWORD
The City of Chester is an historic city. A college town. A riverfront community. A community of the future. Despite our
economic challenges, we are experiencing recent investment with a new hotel, a soccer stadium, and plans for the East
Coast Greenway to route through our city.
Every successful city in America has a park and recreation system that serves as a central gathering place, a point of local
pride, a source of health and wellness, and a sanctuary from the stresses of modern life. We want that too.
Resilience through Recreation is the City of Chester’s plan to revitalize our public parks and recreation system, connect
our community with safe places to walk and bicycle, and make our riverfront a recreational destination. The Call to Action
provides the framework for how we can improve our parks, recreation facilities, and programs. This plan comes at an
important time. A practical and achievable parks and recreation strategy should play a major role in the City of Chester’s
ongoing revitalization efforts. It will guide our brand identity: Chester City is as a great place to live, work, and visit.
All recommendations will require leadership, but this important plan is bigger than what the City or any one organization
or person can do working alone. It requires public-private partnerships with businesses and non-profits, community-based
organizations, and the citizens. Everyone who cares about Chester has a role to play in revitalizing our parks and recreation,
as well as in creating safe places to walk and bicycle, and promoting a fun and profitable riverfront. Fundamental to this
is ensuring the public parks and recreation department provides ongoing professional management that is rooted in
partnerships, community organizing, and lively services that generate strong support and use of our parks and recreation
facilities. High quality programs and facilities are vital to our quality, economic vitality, and reputation.
The City of Chester is committed to implementing this plan. I am asking you to join us in making it a reality.

Thaddeus Kirckland
Mayor, City of Chester

Chester Park C. 1906
Source: oldchesterpa.com
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PARKS AND RECREATION MATTER
w hy a r e pa r k s an d r e c r e at i on o p p o r tun i t i e s
i m p o r tant to th e c i ty o f c h e s t e r ?
Throughout the planning process, our citizens said that they want safe, clean and beautiful parks and recreation facilities.
They want to go to city parks to be with their friends, play with their children, exercise, read, enjoy nature, play music,
dance, eat, have a picnic, get away from it all, relax, refresh, and get on the river. Lively recreation programs could help our
children to feel safe, develop positive interests and relationships, get a nutritious meal and find out how to cook healthy
food, learn how to play sports and develop as artists. Public parks and recreation save lives and change lives!
Research shows that parks and recreation is good for individuals and good for cities. Parks and recreation improves health,
deters crime, stimulates the economy, and enhances the quality of life in cities1.
•

Access to parks and recreation opportunities is strongly linked to reductions in crime and to reduced juvenile
delinquency, sometimes to record lows.

•

Quality parks and recreation in a community are a key driver in attracting and retaining businesses and jobs.

•

Parks and recreation is one of the most important factors in assessing how livable communities are.

Community members share what they would like to see in Chester Parks in November 2017
1. https://www.cityparksalliance.org/why-urban-parks-matter. Retrieved 8-29-18
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th e c h e s t e r c i ty pa r k s an d r e c r e at i on s y s t e m
Chester’s parks and recreation system is typical of older distressed urban systems throughout the northeastern United
States. It is aging and deteriorating while facing increasing demands for services with increasingly limited resources available
through staffing and budget. The 4.7 square mile city has 247 acres of parkland that are well distributed throughout the
City. The City has six major parks, 23 neighborhood play areas, a boat access to the Delaware River. Memorial Park has a
ten year old swimming pool. Eight schools have recreation facilities. Two quasi-public recreation centers are in Chester:
the Chester Senior Center and the Boys & Girls Club. The Philadelphia Union, Philadelphia’s professional soccer team, is
located in the waterfront stadium. At one time, the City also had two community centers and a YMCA. Delaware County
owns Deshong Park, which includes an art museum, a mansion and sports fields. There are no commercial recreation
facilities such as bowling alleys and movies theaters in the City. One fitness center and one boxing club are in Chester.
Most parks are within a ten-minute walk for citizens. The majority of the recreation sites are small neighborhood parks.
The five largest parks make up nearly half the total acreage of city parks. Existing parks have a mix of recreational facilities
including baseball, softball, soccer and football fields. Game courts include basketball, tennis and street hockey. Picnic
facilities and sitting areas are located in the parks.
Support facilities at one time included restrooms, lighting and drinking fountains, but they are no longer functional. Lighting
was removed from all parks except Memorial and there are no restrooms or drinking fountains. More pathways or pathway
improvements are needed in the parks.
Connecting with nature is an important feature of the City’s park system. Chester, Crozier, and Washington Parks are the
most significant natural areas. Chester Park is particularly lovely.
The waterfront remains largely industrial. Recreational access to the Delaware River is available at Barry Bridge Park.

Challenges with Existing Facilities
•

Maintenance is the chief problem with existing facilities. Deferred maintenance has led to a need for capital
improvements in city parks.

•

The major deficiency is the lack of indoor recreation facilities. There is a need for year-round indoor recreation
facilities to serve people of all ages, but especially children.

•

Safe places to walk and bicycle are needed citywide. Planning is underway for the East Coast Greenway that would
traverse the City near the riverfront.
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CHESTER CITY: PARKS, TRAILS, + OPEN SPACE MASTER PLAN UPDATE: CONCEPT PLAN

chester parks map
chester all parks map
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Programs and Services

Chester Panthers 10 and under play in Memorial Park
						
Source:
The Chester City Blog

The City of Chester’s Parks and Recreation Department once had major recreation programs such as a summer playground
program with hot lunches with attendance at more than 40,000, a summer special events series, athletic leagues, and
indoor programs at two now-closed recreation centers. Based upon available information, programs now include the
summer hot lunch which is a large program at 20 sites. About 720 meals are served at these sites every day. The City also
offers dances on Tuesday evenings at Ethel Waters Park in the summer for adults. Information about community sports
leagues was not provided other than league names including Biddy League Basketball, Panthers Football, Chester Soccer
United, and YMCA sport. Holiday programs include a Veteran’s Day Lunch. Toys for Tots, Easter Egg Hunt, and a July 4th
Concert.
Challenges with Programming
•

There is virtually no recreation budget other than for pools and the hot lunch program

•

With 8,757 children and youth under 18 mostly living in poverty, recreation is a vital public service that must be
provided

•

While people of all ages need recreation, the most pressing need in this community is recreational services for
children and youth
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Organization, Management, and Financing

Chester’s Riverfront Ramble brings the community down to the Delaware River
Photo by G. Widman for GPTMC

The City of Chester’s form of government includes a council member who serves as the director of a designated city
department. The Parks, Public Properties, and Recreation Department’s management includes:
•

The council liaison as the Director of Parks, Public Properties, and Recreation

•

The Deputy Director of Parks, Public Properties, and Recreation

•

The Park Services Manager

•

The Recreation Services Manager

The Department staff includes:
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•

One Adult Recreation Coordinator for the dances, adult basketball league, and trips

•

Two positions are open for a Youth Coordinator and a Youth/Adult Coordinator

•
•
•
•
•

Staffing for the Hot Lunch Program
Nine maintenance employees
Currently, one employee is out on Worker’s Compensation and three positions are unfilled
In summer, six per diem workers are hired for grass cutting
11 lifeguards managed by the Recreation Services Manager, a Certified Pool Operator, for
the Memorial Park Pool
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When the current management team assumed responsibility for the Department, there were no records, policies,
or procedures in place. At present, the Department does not do workload or cost tracking or have any formal written
management systems or reporting methods in place. There is no citizens advisory board or any city manager in place
to which the Department is responsible. For the Department to allocate resources effectively, workload, cost tracking,
and ongoing reporting methods must be in place. Employees in the four management positions should be doing
detailed monthly reports of accomplishments toward goals, work undertaken, challenges, and opportunities. Currently no
information is produced about any function, facility or service provided by the Department of Parks, Public Properties and
Recreation. Without information, it is impossible to ensure accountability, make informed decisions or allocate resources
effectively and efficiently.

Challenges with Organization and Management
There are no formal management systems in place resulting in the managers operating on a day-to-day basis rather than
from a data-driven and strategic standpoint. Additionally, There is no annual work program in place on which to identify
needs and evaluate accomplishments.
Customary reports on programs, participation, a customer data base, maintenance, and budget are not available. Such
reports are integral to decision-making and the effective allocation of resources. The single most important thing to reduce
a city’s exposure to liability are written management systems and reports.
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Financing
The budget for parks and recreation also includes public properties. Based upon the best available information, it is
estimated that the parks and recreation budget is about $1,102,464. This includes:
•

$349,994 for the Director’s office

•

$616,720 for park maintenance

•

$54,550 for the swimming pool

•

$81,200 for the Summer Food Program

The budgeted funding for recreation is for the swimming pool and hot lunch program. The park maintenance budget
translates into $2,496 per acre annually for all park acres. This is consistent with park systems in Pennsylvania in which
parks, are safe, clean and functional. Note, a significant number of park acres in Chester are in the natural state and receive
practically no maintenance, thus the actual per acre maintenance investment is likely more than the $2,496 per acre
estimate.
The Director’s office has significant funding which should largely be used as follows:
•

70 percent for partnership engagement

•

20 percent for program and service planning

•

10 percent for workload cost tracking and reporting of work accomplishments.

Further analysis of the budget would require additional information on line item expenditures, which were not available
for review.

Challenges with Financing
As an Act 47 community, the City is in financial distress which carries over in to the parks and recreation budget. With
high levels of poverty and only a few partnerships, there are no non-governmental revenues to help support parks and
recreation. About 70 percent of a department director’s time should be spent in generating public- private partnerships –
that’s about 1400 hours annually for a manager or two and a half days per week.
A major challenge is that while the City is strapped financially, key stakeholders perceive parks and recreation as nice-tohave and believe they can’t afford it. However, parks and recreation is an investment not a cost. Nationwide, economic
development leaders place a high level of value on park and recreation amenities for their efforts. A nationwide study on
the economic value of parks and recreation found that 72 percent of communities use images of urban parks and public
spaces, outdoor amenities, and recreational and cultural facilities in their economic development marketing materials
because it will attract visitors, commerce, and business interests which will help fuel the local economy. Similarly, 70
percent of these communities make specific reference to quality-of-life considerations and/or present parks-related data
and information in their economic development marketing materials. This requires a park system to be clean, functional
and beautiful.
The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) and Federal Coastal Zone Management
Grant provided most of the funding to support this Parks, Trails, and Open Space Plan Update to ensure that the City will
have a thriving public parks, recreation, and riverfront system connected with safe places to walk and bicycle. As evidence
of how important parks and recreation is, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has been a major investor in the City of
Chester’s parks and recreation facilities for many decades. By undertaking this plan, the City of Chester demonstrated its
commitment to public parks, recreation, trails, and the riverfront.
10
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a b out th e p l an
Plan Goals
The purpose of the plan was to develop a practical, achievable action program for the City of Chester to implement as
follows:
•

Revitalize its parks and recreation facilities,

•

Connect the community with safe places to walk and bicycle,

•

Provide waterfront recreation opportunities and protect water, the shoreline, and ecological services provided by
the natural environment,

•

Provide programs and services of vital importance to this community

•

Determine a sound strategy to sustain parks and recreation facility maintenance, operations, financing, and
management through excellence in management and public/private partnerships.

Given the City’s potential, residents expressed concern about gentrification. Hearing that concern, this plan advocates a
“Just Green Enough” park plan that calls for designing with the community and not for it. The basic idea is that not every
sustainable park or riverfront improvement project needs be a market-driven concept that favors new residents to our own
residents. Instead of a grand waterfront plaza dotted with high-end boutiques, LEED-certified towers, and Disney-type
attractions, a “just green enough” strategy would emphasize a delicate balance of sustainability and equity to improve our
community, attract new investment, and not push out our residents due to escalating rents. If a bigger project does make
sense, it should incorporate local input and protect local culture.
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Plan Process

The Pennsylvania Environmental Council (PEC) worked with the City of Chester to secure grant funding for this project.
The Chester Planning Department and Redevelopment Authority in partnership with the Parks and Recreation Department
launched the planning process with the support of Viridian Landscape Studio (VLS), the Pennsylvania Environmental Council,
Natural Lands (NL) and Toole Recreation Planning (TRP). The planning team included licensed landscape architects, natural
resource specialists, certified community and parks and recreation planners, and community engagement professionals.
An Advisory Committee of 27 thought leaders and community advocates guided the plan through development. The
planning process addressed six areas that gathered information on community needs, evaluated existing conditions, and
assessed service levels including the following:
•

Current city conditions and community needs

•

Parks and recreation facilities

•

The Riverfront and streams

•

Community connections for safe walking and cycling

•

Programs and services

•

Administration, management, and financing

The Advisory Committee chose six parks to focus on as models to move the City toward the revitalization of the entire
park system. The parks included Memorial Park, Sun Village Park, Barry Bridge Park, Mitchell Park, Deshong/Eyre Park, and
Chester Park.
12
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CHESTER CITY: PARKS, TRAILS, + OPEN SPACE MASTER PLAN UPDATE: CONCEPT PLAN

Community Engagement

Community members share ideas on how to improve priority parks in November 2017

Community engagement was at the heart of the planning process to ensure a large cross-section of local input, voice,
opinions and ideas. Outreach included:
•

Plan Advisory Committee served as the eyes and ears of the community. Members represented Chester sports teams;
local families; different age groups; Chester’s Planning Department, Parks & Recreation Department, Community
Liaisons, Redevelopment Authority and City Council; Widener University; the Boys and Girls Club of Chester; the
Shade Tree Commission, and Delaware County Staff. The Committee met six times during which they provided
advice, information, feedback on community parks and recreation goals and opportunities, and recommendations
on advancing the plan toward adoption by the City. For details, see Meeting Minutes in Appendix E.

•

Interviews with key stakeholders that included community based organizations, city, county and state officials, Act
47 officials, East Coast Greenway planners, businesses, waterfront interests, school district, community sports,
Chester Library, neighborhood park and recreation leaders, and general citizens using the parks.

•

Community Events were an important source of information about community parks and recreation needs from the
general public. The Planning Team engaged citizens at public events as part of the recreation needs assessment
and to get ideas on parks, recreation, riverfront and trail preferences. To view data gathered, go to Appendix E.

•

Information Exchange Sessions with the Wharf, Delaware County Planning Commission, and the East Coast
Greenway Advisory Group. The Wharf meeting was an important exchange of information about the plan and its
purpose along with ideas about the riverfront from the businesses leasing space at the Wharf.

•

The Planning Team met with the Delaware County Planning Commission about bicycle planning. The Planning
team also participated in a meeting about the East Coast Greenway regarding traversing the City of Chester.

•

Three public meetings were held. The first was held at Chester City Hall to learn about residents’ impressions
of and wishes for the existing parks and recreation system. The second meeting was held at the YMCA to solicit
multigenerational information for use in formulating recommendations to meet community needs through parks,
recreation, trails and the riverfront. Designed as an interactive work session with dinner provided to the participants,
the meeting drew 65 people of all ages from throughout the City. A third and final public meeting will be held to
present the plan. Notes from these workshops can be found in Appendix E.
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What We Heard

Community members discuss what they want to see in Chester Parks in January 2017

Parks and recreation is very important to this community with participants in every single encounter reporting that:
•

Safe, clean and attractive public places are important, especially for children and youth

•

It is important to the community to take care of the parks that we have and to maintain them well

•

What people want the most is to feel safe in the parks and to be able to use them more

•

Memorial Park is the favorite park and the pool is wonderful. They’d like more facilities of that caliber

•

Sun Village Park is dangerous. The residents want children and families to use this park. The park has neighbors
who are interested in improving the park through programs, services and better facilities. They are willing to
become engaged in a process to make this happen

•

Citizens want safe places to walk and ride bicycles

•

Organizations want to work together on parks and recreation improvements and programs. They want to learn how
to do this most effectively

•

More programs in the parks for families will result in park use

•

A stadium is needed for football and other sports, a citizens’ group supports this, and there are possible partners
to make this happen

•

Indoor recreation centers are much needed. The building at Sun Village could be an opportunity.

•

Adding more facilities to the parks such as drinking fountains, seating, beatification, skate parks, spray pads, pump
tracks, better designed playgrounds and equipment, and outdoor fitness areas are important.
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•

Additional pavilions would be good.

•

People like the idea of pop-up experiences and see this as revenue generation for the City.

•

Concern about the stability of public parks and recreation is evident. People have fond memories of the glory days
of parks and recreation in the City.

•

There is little attachment to small neighborhood parks, perhaps due to condition and facility availability.

•

Programs for people of all ages are important and must be provided, most especially for children and families.
Citizens report that there is nothing for children to do. There are no family activities. The summer hot lunch
program is the only major City program. It has limited recreational activities in conjunction with it.

•

Most people cannot afford to pay for recreation, which impacts children significantly in terms of their ability to
participate in recreational activities. In Chester, recreational services for children are absolutely necessary. They
need to be free, low cost, or have scholarship support.
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FINDINGS
The Delaware River waterfront is a major untapped resource. The riverfront is a major recreational and economic
development opportunity for the City of Chester.
Recreation programs and services available to the community are minimal. The summer hot lunch program is the
Parks and Recreation Department’s major program.
The Parks and Recreation Department inherited a management system without any records, policies and
procedures in place. While the Department has four management positions, it functions on a day-to-day basis
without an organized management system for planning, controlling, reporting, workload/cost tracking, and
evaluation.
High poverty, high unemployment, high crime, public schools in receivership, low income, high living expenses
largely supported by public assistance, and low educational levels challenge the people who live here. They
challenge children the most. Childhood poverty is considered a main disease with lifelong impacts. These adverse
socio-economic conditions paired with limited recreation opportunities underscore the great need for parks and
recreation opportunities year-round, indoors and outdoors.
Parks must be made safe, clean and ready to use. The City does not have a formal written planned maintenance
management system. There is no workload or cost tracking. It costs seven times as much to perform a maintenance
task on an emergency basis rather than as part of a regularly scheduled maintenance schedule. As the old saying
goes: “You can’t manage what you don’t count.”
Chester parks need community support. Voulunteerism represents a significant major opportunity. It is essential
to develop strategies for involving people that represent the culture of the community. Many people and
organizations with an expressed interest in parks and recreation and in revitalizing the City emerged in the
planning process. However, they are not organized for a common goal. In Chester friends’ groups have not
emerged and efforts to create them have not yet been made. Community organizing to develop support groups
requires significant time and effort, which appears beyond the capacity of the Parks and Recreation Department.
The Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development declared the City of Chester to be
financially distressed under the Financially Distressed Municipalities Act known as Act 47. While the Parks and
Recreation Department shares in this financial distress, its budget is complicated by the fact that Public Properties
is part of the parks and recreation budget. Public properties incudes all other city properties including buildings.
It is imperative to separate parks and recreation out into its own cost center. It is essential to perform workload
cost tracking and reporting to demonstrate the work that is being done in parks and recreation management
regarding resource allocations and benefit to the community.
A lot of planning – little implementation. Throughout the planning process, the planning team heard a resounding
chorus that a lot of planning has been done over the years but very little implementation of recommendations
has been accomplished. People wanted to see something different with this plan: an emphasis on practical
actions that can actually be accomplished given all the challenges in the City of Chester.
The City appears to view parks and recreation as something that’s nice to have - if the City can afford it! For the
City to attain a vibrant and successful parks and recreation system, community leaders, elected and appointed
officials, and citizens alike must perceive parks and recreation as an essential public service. The City can’t
afford not to have a robust parks and recreation system. As an essential public service, parks and recreation
directly contributes to economic vitality, crime reduction, citizens’ health and wellness, clean water, clean air, and
attracting businesses and residents. It is largely up to parks and recreation management and key stakeholders
in the community to advocate for the importance of parks and recreation by documenting benefits, testimonials,
and relationship to the economy. The parks and recreation department must develop operating systems that
will lead to reports on the system’s benefits, the organization of community support, and the promotion of how
parks and recreation helps the City of Chester and its residents.
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VALUES, VISION &
RECOMMENDATIONS

Values
The values of the community that emerged in the public outreach process serve as the foundation for the plan
recommendations. This should guide all future decisions regarding plan implementation and the allocation of resources.
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1

Safety – The City will work to ensure the safe experiences of park visitors, recreation program
participants and the management, staff, and their partners in providing public parks and recreation
opportunities.

2

Public Service – The Parks and Recreation Department will focus on the needs of the people
who live, work and visit Chester. They will work toward providing excellent and responsive public
service.

3

Parks and Recreation as a Solution – The Parks and Recreation Department will focus parks
and recreation services on the social needs of the City of Chester. They will design, operate,
and maintain programs, services and facilities that contribute to the amelioration of those needs
positioning parks and recreation as a solution, not a cost.
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4
5

Accountability and Transparency – The Parks and Recreation Department will develop
management systems to plan, direct, control and report on all functions and public benefits.
Criteria of Great Urban Park Systems - The Trust for Public Land’s criteria of excellent park systems,
can serve as guideposts for revitalizing the City of Chester’s parks and recreation system. They
include the following elements that were used to craft the values, vision, and recommendations
for this plan:
•

A clear expression of purpose

•

Ongoing planning and community involvement

•

Sufficient assets in land, staffing and equipment to meet the system’s goals

•

Equitable access

•

User satisfaction

•

Benefits for the City beyond the boundaries of the park

Biddy League Basketball in the 7th Street Courts
Source: Chester City Blog
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Vision
This Parks, Open Space and Trails Plan Update is adopting the vision of the Chester City Vision 2020 Plan to help the
City achieve its overall goals using parks and recreation as a tool.

The historic City of Chester is the first
choice to live, work, and play; where
people work together to create a
vibrant and beautiful community.
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p l an r e c o m m e n d at i on s
Vision
Since 2000, 27 plans related to the City of Chester have been undertaken resulting in public perception that there has
been too much planning and too little implementation. For this plan, the Plan Advisory Committee and the Planning
Team decided to focus on a few Core Projects with practical and achievable actions to carry out rather than creating a
laundry list of good ideas with a slim chance of implementation. The Core Projects selected are formulated as focus areas
incorporating the following criteria:

1

Ability to harness the energy and enthusiasm of residents by developing and empowering
a citizen’s group to help carry out the project and provide stewardship for its long-term
sustainability. This group should work closely and openly with the Parks and Recreation
Department.

2

Identified strategic partnerships through the project to create a mix of public and private
support for parks and recreation.

3

Capacity for the project to help to help build infrastructure for the Parks and Recreation
Department to plan, direct, control, maintain, and manage parks and recreation operations
in a professionally transparent and accountable manner.

4

Increase recreation opportunities for children and families in a safe, clean and harmonious
environment.

5

Action items advance the goals of the Chester City Vision 2020 Plan, especially in terms of
the City Beautiful movement. The City Beautiful Movement was concerned with promoting
a better quality of life and social harmony through civic beauty, efficient transportation, and
regional systems such as parks.

A birthday party in Ethel Waters Park
Photo: Bernada Gill
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th e 5 c o r e p r o j e c t s
The five Core Projects will be accomplished over the next ten years with an emphasis on the first three to five years and
a first-year specific plan of action. Not everything can be accomplished at once and with every small success Chester will
move closer to achieving its vision as a preferred place to live, work, and play. The Core Projects will serve as models for
improving Chester’s parks, trails and recreation system. The following sections addresses each of the Core Projects and
addresses: Our Vision, Why We Care, Analysis and Findings : Strengths, Challenges, Opportunities, Recommendations with
specific actions and steps to take to carry out the Core Project. The section concludes wiht the Implementation Schedule.
OUR WATERFRONT: THE ENVY OF PENNSYLVANIA

PLACES TO WAL K AND BICYCLE: CONNECTING OUR COMMUNI

MEMORIAL PARK: SPORTS FOR LIFE

SUN VILLAGE PARK: MANAGING FOR EXCELLENCE

ACHIEVING CITY BEAUTIFUL: THE CITY SYSTEM & FOCUS PARKS FOR THE FUTURE
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Our Waterfront:
The Envy of Pennsylvania
Our Vision
Chester’s waterfront is enviable – an opportunity to connect with the city’s industrial history and with nature, encourage
recreation, facilitate economic growth by attracting outside visitors and business development, and instill a sense of
community and pride within the Chester Community.
Long term planning is important, focusing on three key measures: access, connections and development. Creating a
cohesive vision for the waterfront will allow it to become a safe, attractive, and vibrant destination for Chester’s residents,
workforce and visitors.
Identifying key areas along the waterfront where people can connect with the water, either visually or through recreational
activities such as fishing or boating will lead to creating public access. These access areas can be owned by the City, or
created through partnerships and easements from current landowners. Key streets and trails can safely and easily allow
users to reach the waterfront by foot, bicycle or other means of transportation.
Development of a cohesive network of space accessible to the public will need to occur in a variety of ways: identification of
key parcels for acquisition, creation of zoning overlay district with required riverfront easements, outreach and establishment
of partnerships with landowners, and programming the waterfront with various events and activities. Fostering the sense
that the waterfront is safe, enjoyable and vibrant. Building the framework and capacity to maintain and support waterfront
development, programming and maintenance is key to longterm success. The creation of a task force specifically dedicated
to waterfront development, which includes members of Chester City government, the private sector and the community,
will spur action, transparency, accountability, and communication. This capacity-building should also leverage community
interest, involvement and leadership in order to create a sense of ownership and pride.
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Strengths

Challenges

• Strong historic past

• Disjointed, with various landowners and uses

• Natural Beauty

• Disconnected from city, difficult to access,

• Potential for environmental restoration and design
• Areas already being used for recreational
activities such as fishing
• Proximity to established destinations such
as the Union Stadium and Harrah’s Casino
• Proximity to the East Coast Greenway
• Barry Bridge Park already an established city park

seems remote even though physically
close to the city and downtown
• Few established destinations
with amenities for visitors
• Lack of programming to draw people to
the one established park (Barry Bridge)
• Lack of safety measures in place along
East Coast Greenway or within Barry
Bridge, perceived as being unsafe

Opportunities
• Possible partnerships with current landowners such as Harrah’s and the Philadelphia Union in order to program
spaces, host events, organize volunteers, allow for potential trail development and future waterfront access
• Utilize current interest and investment in the East Coast Greenway to expand the length of the existing trail and
connect it with new path system to city
• Organize current users of the waterfront (those fishing or enjoying the trail) in order to develop community interest
and involvement
• Small-scale programming at Barry Bridge Park
• Potential small-scale concessions or other amenities at Barry Bridge Park
• Increase environmental focus in natural area to east of Barry Bridge
• Possibilities for natural resources protection, wildlife habitat and stormwater mitigation along waterfront
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r e c o m m e n d at i on s
PRIORITY 1
•

Establish Chester Riverfront Alliance to focus on a realistic and feasible vision for the waterfront. Appoint a
seven nimember advisory committee representing the city government, businesses, and the citizenery.

•

Program Barry Bridge Park with a series of small pop-up events to create excitement, and establish the
waterfront as a vibrant destination.

•

Engage surrounding community in order to create community interest and involvement.

•

Create a zoning waterfront overlay district with requirements for public access zones.

•

Reach out to landowners along Highland (Hays Property Trust) and Norris (Delaware County) to gauge acquisition
as well as installation of park amenities at waterfront ends of streets.

•

Reach out to the Philadelphia Union to partner on events.

•

Reach out to Union Stadium ownership to install park amenities and increase waterfront views and access along
ECG between Wharf Building and Stadium.

•

Reach out to Harrah’s Casino to explore trail access along east edge of property along Ridley Creek and south
edge of property along waterfront

•

Install clear signage and safe and accessible multi-use paths along Highland and Norris Street to connect with
ends of current East Coast Greenway.

•

Reach out to local birders/environmental groups to increase environmental focus in natural area to east of Barry
Bridge (clean-up days, plantings, installation of bird boxes, etc.).

•

Engage in feasibility study to look at programming Barry Bridge Park with permanent business such as a
working marina and related infrastructure.

PRIORITY 2
•

Implement permanent programming at Barry Bridge Park (restaurant/café, events, restrooms).

•

Implement permanent park amenities at waterfront ends of Norris and Highland Streets (seating, plantings,
shade, signage).

•

Implement native plantings and wildlife restoration in existing inlets by the Philadelphia Union and Barry Bridge
Park.

•

Begin acquiring land/easements where possible.

PRIORITY 3
•

Establish publicly accessible spaces along the entirety of the waterfront through land acquisition or agreements
with major land owners such as Kimberly-Clark, BRG, and Harrah’s Casino.

•

Continue unifying the Chester Waterfront as a series of publicly accessible and programmed spaces connected
by safe, clean and beautiful bike and walking trails and boardwalks
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WATERFRONT AREA
opportunity zones

key p l a n

a n a ly s i s
ACCESS
POINTS
CONNECTIONS
DEVELOPMENT
FOCI

ove rview
While the Delaware River frontage has incredible potential, it will not
become a unified destination overnight. It is currently underdeveloped
and unwelcoming, and viewed as remote and disconnected from the City
of Chester. There is no closely associated neighborhood or established
group of users.
Creating a Chester waterfront destination will require a strategic process
of improving and connecting current city-owned parks and open space,
identifying land parcels for acquisition or easements, creating partnerships with current landowners and citizen groups in order to implement
short and long-term improvements, interventions, and programmatic
elements, and creating a zoning overlay in an established waterfront zone
in order to ensure that future land development allows for waterfront
access and trail access or easements.
Over time, the potential exists to create a vibrant, multi-use destination
for residents and visitors, consisting of a network of parks and bike and
pedestrian paths, easily and safely reached by visitors or city residents,
with both permanent amenities such as shade, seating, landscaping, restrooms, bicycle and boating rentals, cafes and public art, as well as by
programmed events such as festivals, concerts, and educational opportunities.

city of chester focus area

str e n gth s
• Strong history
• Natural beauty
• Potential for ecological restoration and design
• Potential for water-related recreational activities such as fishing and
boating
• Proximity to Chester residential areas and downtown business district
• Proximity to East Coast Greenway, both existing and planned segments
(can capitalize on pre-existing interest and planning)
• Proximity to established visitor destination areas such as Harrah’s
Casino and the Philadelphia Union Stadium (potential funding partners)
• Proximity to major workforce destinations such as the Wharf Building
and Kimberly-Clark (potential funding partners)
• Barry Bridge and other nearby parks (Ethel Waters, Penn’s Landing)
• Vacant land opportunities in adjacent areas
• Underutilized lots along waterfront

ex i st in g conditions images

union stadium
inlet

c h a l l e n g es
natural resources
protection

river edge
condition

view towards river
from ethel waters park

public space and
park amenities

intersection at flower
street and route 291

existing segment of the
east coast greenway
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• Lack of a clear vision - no established entity responsible for waterfront
planning, programming, development, fundraising, or public outreach
• Disjointed area, with multiple landowners with varying interest in waterfront development and public access
• Disconnected from city and difficult to access although physically close
• Considered unsafe and remote
• Few established destinations, with limited amenities
• Limited programming in the one established park, Barry Bridge
• No established neighborhoods or citizen groups associated with the
waterfront for advocacy or support

im m e d iate pri o ri ti es

river access and
recreation opportunities

• Create a Waterfront Task Force to manage planning (including zoning
overlay), programming, development, fundraising and public outreach
• Explore partnerships with existing landowners for public access, funding
of events and improvements
• Explore feasibility of safe bike and walking routes to established areas of
the waterfront along Highland Avenue, Norris and Flower Streets
• Explore feasibilility of creating a safe attractive bike and pedestrian
route along Highland, Norris and Route 291 in order to create a loop
• Implement small-scale improvements to Barry Bridge Park such as creative seating and lighting, temporary restrooms, food trucks and reliable programming

safe bike and
pedestrian connections
images are examples only and not site-specific

WATERFRONT - CENTRAL
opportunity zones

key p l a n

a n a ly s i s

ove rview
The central portion of the waterfront is currently limited in terms of access, connections and development, with the majority of parcels being
privately owned and utilized for industry. The area is also disconnected
from the city by I-95 off-ramps, Route 291, and Front Street, which is primarily used as business access, and is unsafe for pedestrians or cyclists,
with few visitor amenities. Despite this, there are still a few potential
areas for access, routes for connections, and potential for development
of parks, whether through land acquisition, partnerships, or easement
agreements.
By utilizing Barry Bridge Park and and Norris Streets as connections, access to the waterfront could be made to the southwest. By potentially
accessing underutilized parcels via a new Fulton and Front Street connection, access could be gained to the northeast.

acc ess
city of chester focus area

ACCESS
POINTS

ex i st in g conditions images

CONNECTIONS
DEVELOPMENT
FOCI
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wildlife habitat
restoration

programmed
events

river access and
recreation opportunities

public green
space

east coast greenway
trail extension
images are examples only and not site-specific

Immediate Opportunities
• Norris Street - the waterfront end is an opportunity for a small parklet
area, trailhead, and recreational activity such as fishing
• Frontage adjacent to the East Coast Greenway Trail east of Barry Bridge
Park - strong opportunities for linear park activities, trail amenities, or
recreational activities such as fishing, ecological restoration/riparian
plantings, and engaging with nature/wildlife via boardwalks
Long-term Opportunities
• Parcels owned by Delaware County and Riverbridge Associates have the
potential to create significant public park area and river access in what
is currently a group of adjoining unused parcels

co n n ec tio n s

Immediate Opportunities
• Norris Street - a bike and walking route along this road with clear signage and safe intersection crossings at 2nd Street/Rt. 291 could
connect residential areas to the north with the river, the East Coast
Greenway Trail, and a potential loop route along 2nd Street. This is also
an existing SEPTA route, which could bring more people to the area
Long-term Opportunities
• East Coast Greenway - extending the existing length of the East Coast
Greenway trail network along Rt. 291 would allow for more easy access
to the waterfront, and attract outside visitors
• Second Street/Route 291 Loop Trail - a signed, painted and landscaped
bike and walking route between Highland and Norris could form a 3
mile loop trail, provide an alternate transportation route southwest to
northeast, and contribute to a waterfront area gateway effect
• Fulton Street - a bike and walking route along this road with clear
signage and safe intersection crossings at 2nd Street/Rt. 291 and Front
Street could connect adjacent residential areas with potential river
access, as well as the future East Coast Greenway Trail

d eve lo pm e n t
Immediate Opportunities
• Norris Street - consider claiming the waterfront terminus by creating
a parklet with “pop-up” amenities such as seating, shade, and landscaped barriers from the road
• East Coast Greenway - look at further activating the trail segment with
additional seating and shade, as well as environmentally and ecologically sensitive interventions to improve upon existing natural features
Long-term Opportunities
• Delaware County land (Union Stadium overflow parking) - look at feasibility of partnering with Union to program events and allow for some
permanent amenities, particularly in lawn area adjacent to the river
• Delaware County/Riverbridge Associates land - look at feasibility of
acquiring or obtaining easements on waterfront parcels for potential
parks and recreation area

WATERFRONT - EAST
opportunity zones

key p l a n

a n a ly s i s

ove rview
The eastern section of Chester’s waterfront is the least promising in terms
of waterfront access, connections, or development. The area is a dense
compilation of industrial use (primarily Kimberly-Clark), State-owned
land (Chester County Prison and associated uses), and privately-owned
commercial gaming (Harrah’s Casino), with no immediate opportunities
for public waterfront usage.
Two natural features intersect the Delaware River in this area: Chester Creek and Ridley Creek, which could provide the impetus to think
creatively and collaboratively with adjacent landowners in order to gain
trail easements along the waterways towards and eventually along the
waterfront. In addition, the City of Chester owns two parcels of land
which could prove to be useful towards the development of the waterfront area in this section and providing a connection to Chester’s downtown business district.

acc ess
city of chester focus area

ACCESS
POINTS

ex i st in g conditions images

CONNECTIONS
DEVELOPMENT
FOCI
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lighting
interventions

“pop-up”-type
seating and lighting

multi-use
paths

Immediate Opportunities
• Ethel Waters Park- Expand park amenities and incorporate regular park
programming to attract more diverse usage and better knowledge of
and connection to Chester Creek
Long-term Opportunities
• Explore possibility of acquiring trail easements and waterfront access
easements along Ridley Creek from Chester Downs & Marina LLC, as
well as other adjacent landowners
• Explore possibility of acquiring trail easements and waterfront access
along Chester Creek from Kimberly-Clark, as well as other adjacent
landowners

co n n ec tio n s

Immediate Opportunities
• None
Long-term Opportunities
• Explore possibility of acquiring trail easements along Ridley Creek from
Chester Downs & Marina LLC, as well as other adjacent landowners as
part of the future Ridley Creek Trail
• Explore possibility of acquiring trail easements along Chester Creek
from Kimberly-Clark, as well as other adjacent landowners as part of
the extension of the Chester Creek Trail system
• East Coast Greenway - extending the existing length of the East Coast
Greenway trail network along Rt. 291 would allow for more easy access
to the waterfront, and attract outside visitors
• Explore potential of safe, attractive bike and pedestrian connection
between Chester’s City Hall and downtown business district and Ethel
Waters Park, incorporating current planned layout of East Coast Greenway extension
• Explore potential of safe, attractive bike and pedestrian connection
between Ethel Waters Park and Penn’s Landing Park, incorporating
current planned layout of East Coast Greenway extension

d eve lo pm e n t

creekside trail
development

Immediate Opportunities
• Ethel Waters Park - Expand and upgrade park amenities and incorporate regular park programming and “pop-up”-type activities in order to
attract more diverse usage
Long-term Opportunities
• Kimberly-Clark - look at feasibility of waterfront access easements, consider potential of activating the area with dynamic lighting
• Chester Downs (Harrah’s Casino)- look at feasibility of waterfront access
easements, consider potential of activating the area with dynamic lighting or other site interventions including aquatic elements
• East Coast Greenway - support and encourage potential trail extension
along Route 291 with required trail zoning easements in a waterfront
overlay zone

landscaped
tidal inlets
images are examples only and not site-specific

WATERFRONT - WEST
opportunity zones

key p l a n

a n a ly s i s

ove rview
The western end of the waterfront is filled with strong opportunities:
areas for access, routes for connections, and potential for development
of parks, whether through land acquisition, partnerships, or easement
agreements.
With additional amenities such as seating, shade, restrooms and concessions, diverse activities and reliable programming and events, waterfront
visitors would have more reason to activate the area, stay for longer, and
return more often. Potential users of the waterfront area include residents, cyclists and pedestrians utilizing the East Coast Greenway Trail,
employees at the Wharf Building and visitors to the Philadelphia Union
Stadium.

acc ess

city of chester focus area

ACCESS
POINTS

ex i st in g conditions images

CONNECTIONS
DEVELOPMENT
FOCI
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Immediate Opportunities
• Highland Avenue - the waterfront end is an opportunity for a small
parklet area, trailhead, and recreational activity such as fishing
• Frontage adjacent to Wharf Building and Union Stadium - opportunities
for linear park activities, trail amenities, or recreational activities such
as fishing, ecological restoration/riparian plantings, and engaging with
nature/wildlife
• Barry Bridge Park- opportunity to enhance boating and fishing facilities,
provide more fun and comfortable site amenities
Long-term Opportunities
• Development of underutilized parcels owned by or adjacent to Union
Stadium land

co n n ec tio n s

Immediate Opportunities
• Highland Avenue - a bike and walking route along this road with clear
signage and safe intersection crossings at 2nd Street/Rt. 291 could connect adjacent residential areas with the river, the East Coast Greenway
Trail, and a potential loop route along 2nd Street. This is also an existing
SEPTA route, which could bring more people to the area.
• Flower Street - a bike and walking route along this road with clear
signage and safe intersection crossings at 2nd Street/Rt. 291 could
connect adjacent residential areas with the river, the East Coast Greenway Trail, and a potential loop route along 2nd Street.
Long-term Opportunities
• East Coast Greenway - extending the existing length of the East Coast
Greenway trail network along Rt. 291 would allow for more easy access
to the waterfront, and attract outside visitors.
• Second Street/Route 291 Loop Trail - a signed, painted and landscaped
bike and walking route between Highland and Norris could form a loop
trail, provide an alternate transportation route east to west, and contribute to a waterfront area gateway effect.

d eve lo pm e nt
Immediate Opportunities
• Barry Bridge Park - consider additional “pop-up” amenities (fun creative
seating and shade structures, food trucks) and partnering with the Philadelphia Union in order to create reliable events and programming
• Highland Avenue - consider reclaiming the waterfront end by creating
a parklet with “pop-up” amenities such as seating, shade, and landscaped barriers from the road
• Chester Parking Authority land - look at feasibility of planting or activating the corner of Route 291 and Flower Street in order to create a
gateway effect into Barry Bridge and the waterfront area
• East Coast Greenway - look at further activating the trail segment with
additional seating, shade, and lighting
Long-term Opportunities
• Union Stadium - partnership to develop existing areas for more public
use, as well as acquire adjacent properties for development

east coast greenway
linear park
images are examples only and not site-specific

The Waterfront

Safe Places to Walk & Bike:
Connecting our Community
Our Vision
Chester’s current multi-use path network is minimal, consisting of only a 1.3 mile long, free-standing segment of the East
Coast Greenway Trail Network along the Delaware River waterfront, and a 1/8 mile long pedestrian path connecting Four
Seasons Park to a pedestrian footbridge over the rail line.
Chester is a city divided by features both manmade (transportation corridors such as the rail line and the I-95 traffic
corridor) and natural (Chester Creek, Ridley Creek). According to datausa.io 2016 statistics, Chester is below the national
average in terms of car ownership, with 16% of households with no means of auto transportation. The city is lacking safe
routes to allow pedestrians and non-vehicular access through the city, contributing to disconnected neighborhoods and
unequal access to schools, employment, businesses, and parks and recreational amenities.
We see the implementation of a unified, city-wide bike and walking path system increasing the health, satisfaction and
safety of residents, providing safe and free access to recreational activities and education and employment opportunities
throughout the city, spurring continued economic development by attracting visitors and businesses, and increasing the
ability of Chester’s existing business community to attract customers and increase workforce retention. We see a commuting
and recreational network used not only by Chester residents, but by Chester’s daily workforce and by visitors in order to
access and enjoy different areas of the city for retail, restaurants and recreation.

Site of the future Chester Creek Trail
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Strengths

district, for example) streets are narrow and crowded.

• Plenty of wide roads with under-utilized parking
lanes which can be transformed into complete
streets, incorporating safe bike and walking
alongside vehicular and parking lanes.
• Chester City has already received grants to implement
a portion of a multi-use trail along Chester Creek, and
the design and engineering of another portion.
• The existing East Coast Greenway trail segment is a
great anchor to further extension, and naturally begins
and ends at access points to the Delaware River.

• Underpasses and overpasses could
cause safety concerns.
• Along waterways, ownership and
access could cause issues.
• A clear vision is not yet in place, so different city
entities may be working against one another in terms of
setting aside space for future bike and walking paths.
• Funding for future maintenance
needs to be considered.

• A feasibility study is currently underway to look at Route
291 as a possible extension for the East Coast Greenway.
• Natural features and open space run through the city.
• While the railway and I-95 form barriers to clear
access through the city, they are dissected by both
overpasses and underpasses in multiple areas.
• The Philadelphia Union has expressed a desire to
incorporate a loop road around their campus, which
could tie into an overall bike and walking network.

Challenges

• Intersections and high-traffic routes need to
be looked at to increase crossing safety.
• In certain areas of the city (the downtown business
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Opportunities
• Trail funding is available, particularly when combined with green stormwater infrastructure.
• Philadelphia Union could be a great partner along the waterfront and 291.
• Crozer Hospital could be a great partner along Chester Creek.
• Harrah’s Casino could be a great partner along Ridley Creek.
• Chester Creek runs through several Chester City parks, and down to the waterfront.
• Ridley Creek runs through several Chester City parks, through RDA and underutilized municipal land, and down to
the waterfront.
• The Seventh Street corridor runs through the city connecting downtown and various city parks, youth-oriented
activities, and currently empty lots, and could work as a recreational corridor through the city.
• Take advantage of the City-driven momentum behind the Chester Creek Trail development.
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The Waterfront

r e c o m m e n d at i on s
PRIORITY 1
•

Form the Chester Safe Cycling Committee to advocate for, oversee and facilitate planning, fundraising,
implementation and programming of safe bike and walking routes.

•

Consider establishing a community position to organize neighborhood and community groups to advocate for
local bike and walking paths.

•

Consider changes to zoning code to allow for and encourage bike and walking routes on existing streets and
within new development

•

Prioritize extension of the East Coast Greenway, taking advantage of the planning work already being done
along Route 291.

•

Take advantage of the Philadelphia Union’s interest in a loop trail extending from the East Coast Greenway, and
including Flower or Norris Streets, 291 and Highland, in order to establish a bike and walking route in this area

•

Establish Seventh Street as a recreational corridor throughout the city from Memorial to Route 291 and Sun
Village Park with a painted two lane bike route, signage, and bike parking at major destinations such as Memorial
Park, the J. Lewis Crozer Library, Seventh Street Courts, and the Boys and Girls Club.

•

Begin conversations with landowners adjacent to Chester and Ridley Creeks for future implementation of bike
and walking trails

PRIORITY 2
•

Complete the Chester Creek Trail portions currently under construction and design engineering, and continue
the trail though Deshong Park to meet the Avenue of the States (Edgemont Avenue, Route 352).

•

Seek bike and walking route funding along Ridley Creek and Chester Creek corridors and through open space
areas by combining with stormwater mitigation practices such as riparian buffer plantings or bioretention basins.

•

Identify, acquire and implement community-maintained public recreational spaces along the Seventh Street
corridor.

•

Begin identifying and implementing bike and walking routes throughout city to connect existing trails and form
the city-wide network.

PRIORITY 3
•

Complete extension of East Cost Greenway along 291.

•

Make street connections between Seventh Street Corridor, East Coast Greenway, Chester Creek and Ridley
Creek trails to further expand the city-wide bike and walking path network.
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BIKE AND PEDESTRIAN PATHS
EAST COAST GREENWAY
exis t in g c onditions images

1
plan

a n a ly s i s

ove rview
The vision for the East Coast Greenway is to create the nation’s longest
continuous protected biking/walking path: 3,000 miles of protected
greenway and another 1,000 miles of complementary trails running along
the coast from Florida to Maine, through 25 cities. There are currently ten
million annual users of existing segments.

highland avenue
proposed route

An existing 1.3 mile long segment exists along the Delaware River waterfront from Highland Avenue to Norris Street, running alongside the
Wharf Building, the Philadelphia Union Stadium and Barry Bridge Park.
This segment is augmented with lighting and benches, creating the beginnings of a linear park system, with access to natural beauty and additional recreational activities such as fishing and boating potential at Barry
Bridge Park.

existing segment
by wharf building

Expanding the route throughout the city along Route 291 can connect
Chester with the overall greenway, attracting trail users to visit and experience Chester through complementary offshoot trails. The trail could
also provide an alternate safe bike and pedestrian path through the city,
connecting Chester residents with neighboring municipalities.
This route would also esult in a 3 mile loop trail in the vicintiy of the Union
Stadium, creating an added incentive for visinting the waterfront and Barry Bridge park, and an amenity for workers ocated in the Wharf Building
or other businesses in that area.
existing segment west
of barry bridge park

existing segment at
barry bridge park

existing segment east
of barry bridge park

proposed route along
route 291/2nd street

str e n gth s
• Existence of heavily used trail segment
• Planning work in place for extension- County and interest beyond Chester
• Vacant lands adjacent to street can be utilized to strengthen the recreational corridor
• Strong funding potential for trail work, particularly when combined with
green stormwater infrastructure and stormwater mitigation
• Planned route can provide additional access to proposed waterfront
• Planned route can connect various destination points such as Barry
Bridge and Ethel Waters Park, helping knit the parks system together
• Delcora easement along 291 could provide available space for offroad
trail

c h a l l e n g es

EXISTING, PLANNED
AND PROPOSED
TRAIL LOCATIONS

existing segment east
of barry bridge

connection to
current trail system
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connections with
waterfront

knitting together of
multiple site usages
images are examples only and not site-specific

• City has no current plan or group working together to promote trail
planning and construction, and may in many cases be working against
one another in terms of long-term trail planning
• Funding - many intersections require upgrades
• Funding - road improvements
• Road constriction at many points along the proposed route
• Existing overpasses are narrow
• Future maintenance will require dedicated staffing and funding

im m e d iate pri o ri ti es
• Create a dedicated committee to focus on planning and implementation of a Chester-wide system
• Reach out to adjacent residents, landowners (including PECO, BPG, the
RDA) and business owners along the proposed corridors to educate,
gauge interest, form partnerships, and create enthusiasm
• Look at feasibility of implementing path network through entire corridor, and effect on existing parking and traffic usage
• Identify key intersections and what is needed to increase pedestrian
and bike safety
• Identify potential areas for combined trail and GSI interventions
• Identify key vacant land parcels along corridor for acquisition to augment system with park amenities, rest stops, and bike infrastructure
(parking, maintenance, rentals, etc.)
• If acquisition is not possible, identify key land parcels along corridor for
easement potential
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SEVENTH STREET RECREATION CORRIDOR
exis t in g c onditions images
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seventh street at
memorial park

flower street
underpass

typical smaller
underpass

typical
empty lot

The Seventh Street Corridor runs southwest-northeast through the center of the city, connecting multiple parks and recreation destinations as
well as the downtown business district.
This corridor, with road improvements such as painted lanes, landscaping, and signage, could provide an integral commuting and recreational
path through the city, allowing safe access to Memorial Park, the J. Lewis
Crozer Library, Four Seasons Park, Seventh Street Courts, the Boys and
Girls Club, Pulaski Park, Sun Village Park and Chester’s downtown business district.
Along this route, multiple vacant lots could potentially be acquired and
activated with permanent parks and recreation amenities, or through
temporary “pop-up”-type activities.
This corridor could form the backbone of a series of community spaces
such as community gardens and green spaces that could be managed and
maintained by adjacent neighborhood residents, strengthening community and creating a sense of ownership and civic pride.
With spur road improvements (see ROAD IMPROVEMENTS) along the
corridor, additional destinations and paths could be accessed, including
Little S Park, the Delaware River waterfront area including Barry Bridge
Park, and the existing and proposed East Coast Greenway trail (see EAST
COAST GREENWAY).
Additional paths intersect the Seventh Street Corridor and could lead to
various other areas of the city, including the planned and proposed Chester Creek Trail (see CHESTER CREEK TRAIL) and the proposed Ridley Creek
Trail (see RIDLEY CREEK TRAIL).

str e n gth s
• Direct clear route between multiple established destinations for all age
groups
• Majority of route is appropriate for complete streets design
• Seventh Street observed to be currently used as a bicycle route
• Vacant lands adjacent to street can be utilized to strengthen the recreational corridor
• Strong funding potential for trail work, particularly when combined with
green stormwater infrastructure and stormwater mitigation

c h a l l e n g es
downtown
intersection

intersection with
empty lot

PROPOSED
TRAIL
LOCATION

• Multiple intersections need major improvements for safety of potential
users, particularly at Engle Street, Flower Street, Concord Avenue, the
downtown business district, and at Route 291
• At certain points, particularly in the downtown business district, streets
are considerably more narrow and busy
• Underpass at Morton Avenue is narrow
• Future maintenance will require dedicated staffing and funding

im m e d iate pri o ri ti es
• Create a dedicated committee to focus on planning and implementation of a Chester-wide system
• Reach out to adjacent residents, landowners (including PECO) and business owners along the proposed corridors to educate, gauge interest,
create partnerships, and create enthusiasm
• Look at feasibility of implementing path network through entire corridor, and effect on existing parking and traffic usage
• Identify key intersections and what is needed to increase pedestrian
and bike safety
• Identify potential areas for combined trail and GSI interventions
• Identify key vacant land parcels along corridor for acquisition
• If acquisition is not possible, identify key land parcels along corridor for
easement potential

seventh street
courts

painted
bike lanes
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An extension of and connection to the existing 2.8 mile long Chester
Creek Trail (Lenni through Middletown Township) is currently underway
within the city of Chester, with a portion already designed and funded for
construction along the existing Chester Creek waterway through Crozer
Park, and another funded for planning and construction from Crozer to
Eyre and Deshong Parks.

crozer
park

This trail’s location is an important connection to municipalities north of
Chester, using momentum already in place for trail design along Chester Creek. It could create better access to the existing natural beauty of
the Chester Creek riparian area, and would also help potentially connect
important parks and open space destinations such as Crozer, Eyre and
Deshong Parks and valuable economic entities such as Crozer Hospital to
Chester’s downtown.

crozer park - entry to
path at finland drive

A roadside trail offshoot to the east of Deshong could ultimately also
bring path users to City Hall, Ethel Waters Park and eventually, the waterfront. A proposed trail offshoot south of Crozer Park could allow access
across I-95 via an unused underpass, and then alongside school district
land on Lamokin Street until intersecting with the Seventh Street Recreation Corridor.

str e n gth s
deshong
park

concord street bridge at
i-95 existing underpass

lamokin
street

avenue of the states
downtown chester

• Existence of already used but unmaintained trail segment in Crozer Park
• Funding in place for construction of trail segment through Crozer Park
• Funding for planning and construction of trail segment from Crozer to
Eyre/Deshong Parks
• Planned extensions north of the city to link with built segment at Middletown
• Delaware County-brokered deal with PennDOT allowed for potential I95
underpass access at Concord and Lamokin Streets
• Strong funding potential for trail work, particularly when combined with
green stormwater infrastructure and stormwater mitigation
• Proximity to Chester Creek can allow for potential riparian restoration
• Natural beauty of Chester Creek Waterway
• Proposed trail route allows for direct access to downtown business district and Avenue of the States, allowing for potential economic benefit
to Chester

c h a l l e n g es
PLANNED AND
PROPOSED TRAIL
LOCATIONS

• City has no current plan or group working together to promote trail
planning and construction, and may in many cases be working against
one another in terms of long-term trail planning
• Existing unofficial trail segment adjacent through Crozer not well maintained and used as a dumping ground
• Existing trail segment through Crozer perceived as unsafe
• Interest in ATV usage in this area may ot align with desire for trails
• Future maintenance will require dedicated staffing and funding

im m e d iate pri o ri ti es

connection
with nature

chester creek
in eyre park
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• Create a dedicated committee to focus on planning and implementation of a Chester-wide system
• Reach out to adjacent residents, landowners and business owners along
the proposed corridors to educate, gauge interest and create enthusiasm
• Identify key intersections and what is needed to increase pedestrian
and bike safety
• Identify potential areas for combined trail and GSI interventions
• Identify key vacant land parcels along corridor for acquisition to augment system with park amenities, rest stops, and bike infrastructure
(parking, maintenance, rentals, etc.)
• If acquisition is not possible, identify key land parcels along corridor for
easement potential
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While there is no current planning underway for a multi-use trail alongside Ridley Creek closer than the 4.8 mile loop located in Ridley Creek
State Park, north of Chester, this is an important corridor in the proposed
comprehensive bike and pedestrian path system in for Chester.

existing creekside
trail in chester park

This proposed trail route runs along the east boundary of Chester, and
connects the city to nearby Parkside, Brookhaven and Nether Providence,
as well as creating an important link between multiple important destinations, parks and open space areas, including Chester Park, the Taylor
Arboretum, Widener University, Sun Village Park, and eventually, the Delaware waterfront.

ridley creek in
taylor arboretum

This path corridor is critical in connecting the northeast part of Chester
with the downtown area and the waterfront, and in connecting Widener
University with the Taylor Arboretum, a potentially important opportunity for research and teaching.
The proposed route would primarily be a creekside, multi-use path, allowing users to meander along Ridley Creek, maximizing views and access
to water and natural areas.

str e n gth s
sun village
park

open space above route 291
view east from hinkson street

ridley creek looking
towards delaware river

ridley creek outlet
into delaware river

• Existence of already used trail segment in Chester Park
• Need for trail connections between Widener and Taylor Arboretum
• Natural beauty
• Strong funding potential for trail work, particularly when combined with
green stormwater infrastructure and stormwater mitigation
• Proximity to Ridley Creek can allow for potential riparian restoration
• Natural beauty of Ridley Creek Waterway
• Proposed trail route intersects with proposed Seventh Street Recreational Corridor and East Coast Greenway extension
• Several open/underused areas along the proposed trail corridor are already being considered for ATV usage
• Existing RDA and municipally-owned land along Ridley Creek

c h a l l e n g es
PROPOSED
TRAIL
LOCATION

• City has no current plan or group working together to promote trail
planning and construction, and may in many cases be working against
one another in terms of long-term trail planning
• Bridge across Ridley Creek in Chester Park non-functional
• Proposed creek crossings and proximity to creek
• Segment of proposed trail runs through Nether Providence
• Interest in ATV usage in this area may be an issue
• Some necessary road connections are narrow
• Future maintenance will require dedicated staffing and funding

im m e d iate pri o ri ti es

ridley creek in
chester park

multi-use
path
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• Create a dedicated committee to focus on planning and implementation of a Chester-wide system
• Reach out to adjacent residents, landowners and business owners along
the proposed corridors to educate, gauge interest and create enthusiasm
• Identify key intersections and what is needed to increase pedestrian
and bike safety
• Identify potential areas for combined trail and GSI interventions
• Identify key vacant land parcels along corridor for acquisition to augment system with park amenities, rest stops, and bike infrastructure
(parking, maintenance, rentals, etc.)
• If acquisition is not possible, identify key land parcels along corridor for
easement potential
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Chester’s street layout is not uniform and highly variable in terms of parking, sidewalks, and width. It is not currently universally supportive of safe
bike and pedestrian access. While some streets are wide, with clear driving and parking lanes and curbed sidewalks, others are less clear and pedestrians and bikers are required to share the road with vehicular traffic.
Looking at the city’s traffic patterns and road types, certain streets could,
with road improvements such as dedicated separate lanes for biking
and walking, landscape improvements, signage, painted paving or other
means, help create a safe and attractive alternative transportation network along streets throughout the city. This road improvement network
would augment and connect the previous paths called out in this plan, including the EAST COAST GREENWAY, the SEVENTH STREET RECREATIONAL CORRIDOR, the CHESTER CREEK TRAIL, and the RIDLEY CREEK TRAIL,
weaving together an overall network for commuter and recreational use
throughout Chester.

engle
street

The proposed improvements were evaluated in terms of street type, feasibility of hosting safe bike and walking lanes, and quality of connections
between destinations and other path systems. On the east side, Providence Avenue and Walnut Street form a route between Deshong Park,
the planned and proposed Chester Creek Trail, Widener University, the
proposed Ridley Creek Trail, and Nether Providence Township. On the
west side, road improvements would focus on creating safe connections
to and between the proposed Seventh Street Recreational Corridor and
the existing and proposed East Coast Greenway, better allowing access to
the waterfront area.

existing footpath at
four seasons park

str e n gth s
• Streets evaluated for feasibility of bike and pedestrian lanes
• Need for straightforward safe connections between primary bike and
pedestrian routes
• Improvements can vary from landscaped separate lanes to painted
streets, depending on width and funding
• Strong funding potential for trail work, particularly when combined with
green stormwater infrastructure and stormwater mitigation
• Many streets identified and utilized as unofficial bike routes already
fulton
street

walnut street
footbridge over i-95

c h a l l e n g es
PROPOSED
TRAIL
LOCATIONS

• City has no current plan or group working together to promote trail
planning and construction, and may in many cases be working against
one another in terms of long-term trail planning
• Neighborhood outreach required to educate regarding redesign of
parking, if necessary
• Future maintenance will require dedicated staffing and funding

im m e d iate pri o ri ti es
• Create a dedicated committee to focus on planning and implementation of a Chester-wide system
• Reach out to adjacent residents, landowners and business owners along
the proposed corridors to educate, gauge interest and create enthusiasm
• Identify key intersections and what is needed to increase pedestrian
and bike safety
• Identify potential areas for combined trail and GSI interventions
• Identify key vacant land parcels along corridor for acquisition to augment system with park amenities, rest stops, and bike infrastructure
(parking, maintenance, rentals, etc.)
providence
avenue

painted bike lanes with
landscape improvements
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city of chester - parks, open space and trails plan

3
city of chester - level of service with transportation barriers

4
I95
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str e n gth s

• Many streets with potential for safe pedestrian and bike routes
• Existing interest- in progress trail work and planning work along Chester
Creek and in progress planning work for the East Coast Greenway
• The existing East Coast Greenway trail segment is a great anchor to
further extension, and naturally begins and ends at access points to the
Delaware River
• Natural features and open space run through the city, affording opportunities for connections and destinations

13
13

2
322

c h a l l e n g es

291

Highways/Major Road Corridors
Rail Corridor

• Intersections and high-traffic routes need to be looked at to increase
crossing safety
• In certain areas of the city (the downtown business district, for example) streets are narrow and crowded
• Underpasses and overpasses across I-95 and rail line could cause safety
concerns
• Along waterways, ownership and access could cause issues
• City has no current plan or group working together to promote trail
planning and construction, and may in many cases be working against
one another in terms of long-term trail planning

1

im m e d iate pri o ri ti es

ex i st in g conditions images
safe bicycle and pedestrian path system components

seventh street
at memorial park

existing segment of the
east coast greenway

1

east coast greenway - existing, planned and proposed segments

2

seventh street recreation corridor - proposed segments

3

chester creek trail - planned and proposed segments

4

ridley creek trail - proposed segments

5

road improvements - proposed segments
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Chester’s current multi-use path network is minimal, consisting of a 1.3
mile segment of the East Coast Greenway and a 1/8 mile pedestrian
path and footbridge over the rail line. Portions of a multi-use path along
Chester Creek are in progress, and a feasibility study of the East Coast
Greenway extension along Route 291 is underway.
While Chester’s park system provides a good level of service to the
majority of residents, the city is divided by natural features (Ridley and
Chester Creeks) and transportation corridors that contribute to a lack of
safe routes for pedestrians and bikes through the city, leading to disconnected neighborhoods and unequal access to schools, employment, businesses, and parks and recreational amenities.
We see the implementation of a unified, city-wide bike and walking path
system resulting in the following:
• increasing the health, satisfaction, well-being and safety of residents
• providing safe and free access to recreational activities
• increasing access to education and employment opportunities
throughout the city
• spurring economic development by attracting visitors, businesses and
a stable workforce
Ultimately, we see a commuting and recreational network used not only
by Chester residents, but by Chester’s workforce and visitors in order to
access and enjoy different areas of the city for retail, restaurants and recreation.
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• Form a Bike and Pedestrian Network Task Force to advocate for, manage
and facilitate planning, fundraising, implementation and programming
of a safe bike and walking route system throughout the city
• Consider establishing a community position to organize neighborhood
and community groups to advocate and take ownership of local bike
and walking paths
• Recommend changes to zoning code to encourage bike and walking
routes on existing streets and within new development
• Prioritize extension of the East Coast Greenway, taking advantage of the
planning work already being done along Route 291
• Take advantage of the Philadelphia Union’s interest in a loop trail extending from the East Coast Greenway, and including Flower or Norris
Streets, Route 291 and Highland Avenue
• Establish Seventh Street as a safe and attractive recreational corridor
throughout the city with a painted two lane bike route, signage, and
bike parking at major destinations
• Begin conversations with landowners adjacent to Chester and Ridley
Creeks for future implementation of bike and walking trails

The Waterfront

Community Led Sports for Life
Programming: Memorial Park as
Prototype.
Our Vision
The 21-acre Memorial Park will be a first-rate 21st Century community park, providing multigenerational sport engagement,
recreation, and activities to galvanize a stronger, healthier, more connected Chester. Comradery, volunteerism, city
pride and revenue will grow deep with new stadium seating for 1,000 fans, a concession stand, new welcoming lighting
throughout, public water fountains, and public restrooms open for use during park hours of operations, including seasonal
evening programming.
An additional basketball court will provide the opportunity for 3 games to take place at once, and with a new chillout lounge
area transitioning the activity between the basketball courts and the pool, fans and families can hang out comfortably
during tournaments, practices or just for fun at any time of day. The pool will be upgraded with a patio extension for
picnicking and parties, while the existing pool house will provide year-round programming for kids and families.
Accommodating to all areas of athletic interest, Memorial Park will indulge the large contingent of BMX bikers in Chester
with a designated and safe space to practice tricks and compete on a new pump track. Those seeking outdoor exercise
equipment will find an adjustable multigenerational fitness circuit in the revamped playground zone.
Stormwater will be harnessed for ecological benefit, and a new nature walking-jogging trail will circulate throughout the
park, making a key connection to nature, to the library, and MLK Park, which will be modified to include community garden
plots.
There will be lively educational programming partnerships with the library, using the park as an outdoor classroom and
engagement opportunity. A new 60-80-person pavilion will provide ample space for cookouts and community gatherings,
while a 20-person gazebo will offer a quieter setting for smaller groups or individuals to relax and enjoy the surrounding

Stormwater management Plan Rendering
Source:Viridian Landscape Studio
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activity. With a strong volunteer stewardship group and an effective relationship with the Department of Parks and
Recreation, Memorial Park will be well maintained and will host meaningful programming throughout the year, from dance
nights and yoga classes, to movie nights and food festivals. Well attended seasonal clean up days and fundraising events
will ensure continued commitment and investment in the park as a valuable community asset.
Memorial Park is the perfect park to start making moves toward forming a more resilient Chester. Of all of the parks in
Chester, Memorial Park has the greatest potential to spearhead a communitywide parks engagement strategy –– this
strategy is key to the success of the plan. The existing football program is a stellar example of the Resilience through
Recreation model because of the partnership between volunteers and the City. By investing further in this asset and this
partnership, the City will be building important momentum towards trust in the plan and faith in the system because the
results will be seen and felt by the community served by Memorial Park.
The concept plan represents a big vision, but the vision will not get in the way of making steps toward progress. The
recommendations made in the concept plan are intended to be implemented in chunks, based on leadership support
and available financing. The City and the Memorial Park volunteer leadership team will collaborate on delivering the most
immediately achievable aspects of the plan, or even simply the pieces that most align with the plan vision. Residents
will experience the tangible benefits resulting from plan implementation, which will yield greater communitywide park
volunteerism and meaningful recreation programming. Memorial Park will be established as the model for building
communitywide resilience through recreation programming because of City investment, partnership and service.
The best parks evolve by experimenting with short-term improvements that can be tested and refined over many years.
The vital ingredients are the committed volunteers, community leaders and City officials who work collaboratively toward
prioritization, organization, programming. When all these parties work together to achieve a cohesive vision based on the
priorities of residents, the City will grow stronger for the people, and because the growth trajectory is driven by the people,
threats of gentrification are minimized.

Why We Care
Memorial Park boasts a quality football field, a well-loved pool, tennis and basketball courts, play equipment, a wide-open
space for picnicking and restroom infrastructure. It is clear that Memorial Park is considered a destination park within the
city –– so why was it selected for more concept development? Reaction from community workshops and AC meetings
indicated Memorial Park has the greatest potential to elevate from a good park to an exceptional park and communitywide
asset –– one the residents of Chester ask for and deserve.

The Chester Panthers Youth Empowerment Program
Source: hometeamsonline.com
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We want the City of Chester to thrive. By investing in public spaces that serve the whole community from multiple
dimensions, children and youth will have the opportunity to play, learn, and grow in an environment that is nurturing, safe
and resilient because of the collective care for great recreation, programming and places. Here is why Memorial Park is
positioned to lead the Resilience through Recreation movement:

1.

Park success is linked to community involvement and stewardship. Memorial Park has a strong contingent of
community leaders and volunteers who advocate for the park and program for the park. With this key ingredient already in
place, the plan for Memorial Park is destined to be established as a successful model for other parks throughout Chester.

2.

A fundraising plan for stadium seating and concession stand is already being developed by engaged community
members. It is important to harness this energy and empower it further to deliver results that will have a positive impact on
the community. Take advantage of what is offered and make it a success to ignite the cycle of stewardship and reinvestment
for longer term improvements.

3.

Memorial Park has good existing infrastructure. With a little more investment in facility improvement, routine
maintenance and year-round programming, it has the potential to be a premier multigenerational multipurpose public park
for which all residents will have a sense of ownership and pride.

4.

There is an existing green infrastructure plan designed for the park that will support a walking-jogging trail, for
which there has been high demand. Highlighting Memorial Park as a prototype park will position it well for grant funding
to implement the green infrastructure plan. Delivering immediate results by leveraging existing and past planning efforts
will stimulate excitement, belief in the system, confidence in the City, and more investment.

5.

With a few key moves, Memorial Park will be positioned to deliver on the City’s commitment to provide great
recreation opportunities and open spaces for all. Because Memorial Park presents an easier lift than other parks in Chester,
the return on investment will be tenfold –– inspiring the future of parks, recreation and volunteerism for the next generation
and throughout all neighborhoods of the City.

What We Heard from Residents
Memorial Park is also home to the community’s winning football team’s playing field, which has the potential to generate
revenue for the team and the city by adding a concession stand and bleachers for guests. The football team has been
active in building citywide relationships to support their programming and to help fund their vision for a stadium and
concession stand. The football program serves over 250 kids, including cheerleaders. It is a shining example of effective
recreation programming: fostering community volunteerism, lifelong teambuilding skills, wellness for life, and resilience.

Memorial Park Swimming Pool
Source: Philly.com
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Memorial Park is well used, though those from the west side of the city scarcely make the journey across town to take
advantage of all this park has to offer. The biggest attraction is the public pool; however, there were many calls for
providing free or heavily discounted memberships. Additionally, many advocated for adding a public pool on the west side
so that this highly sought-after summer amenity would be more accessible to all income levels, family sizes, and zip codes.
The existing bathrooms are a valued amenity but are often locked. Residents have expressed great frustration about this
as an example of the demoralizing depravation of basic public services. Opening and maintaining the restrooms during
operating hours would make an enormous impact on user experience and overall feeling of investment in and fidelity to
the community.
Respondents expressed a desire to walk or jog the perimeter of the large park but cite mud and ponding as a major
obstacle. Residents would like to see the stormwater issues addressed so that the space can be better used for passive
recreation.
Another issue identified during community engagement was the lack of safety patrol in the park. People avoid using the
park and the adjacent library after dusk because it is not safe. The single most requested amenity for this park was to install
lighting and safety patrol so that people can use the library, cheer teams, participate in activities, and enjoy the park during
evening hours.
Feedback about maintenance suggested that Memorial Park is one of the best maintained parks and people feel it is
clean and the equipment safe to use; though there were also requests for more regular mowing, general maintenance and
upgraded equipment.
Most of the suggestions from residents focused on fixing what is already in the park, as follows:
•

Reopen the building in the park to serve as an environmental, recreational, and educational center

•

Keep restrooms open and clean to give visitors the sense that the park is well-maintained and welcoming

•

Repair grills in the park so neighbors have a reason to come to the park for cook-outs.

•

Fix the basketball courts in the park because they offer a great recreational opportunity

Recommended additions to the park include:
•

Add a stadium and concession area

•

Include a splash pad as a part of the playground area

•

Install a more modern, multisensory, multigenerational play and fitness area

•

Incorporate hammocks, benches, picnic tables, grills, pavilions, and other spaces to hang out and cookout

•

Deliver a pump park for trick bike practice and competition

•

Create a community garden. The urban farming element would be key to providing active, healthy living
through modeling and educating about growing your own food.
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Connecting Our Community

Strengths
•

that it does not feel dated in 10-years.
•

the City when one park receives a resource and

Memorial Park is a large park of 21 acres, one of

another does not. Transparency in allocation of

only five community parks in the City of Chester.
•

funding, priorities and reason for prioritization

The park has great assets: the public pool,
actively used football field, two baseball
diamonds, two basketball courts, two tennis

will go a long way in easing this tension.
•

•

The on-site amenities provide many reasons

leadership.
•

multigenerational recreation programming to

pubic with this basic amenity.
•

The park is one of the best maintained in the
City and it has a family atmosphere that feels
safe during the day so people are more inclined
to use it.

•

The football field services over 250 kids and has
inspired a committed group of active volunteers
who program for the kids, help fundraise, and

function of management.
•

No annual work program is in place.

•

The

•
•

Allocating

more

the

Parks

rest of the community.
Community support for parks is ad hoc and not
organized.
•

No park friends groups exist in the City.

•

The Parks and Recreation management staff is
not trained in park management, maintenance,
programming, fundraising and partnership
development.

While the park has great amenities, many feel
would like to see the park modernized to meet
current needs and provide a timeless feel so
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from

community members feel alienated from the

the facilities and design are dated. People
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money

cannot afford to do so. These lower income

•

•

The City budget is limited and operates under

in a sports league or join a recreation class but

community built from these events.

impact on Library use as well.

recreation

residents would like to join the pool, participate

gathering place and people enjoy the sense of

unsafe to use after dusk. This has a big negative

provide

substantially discounted programming. Many

These events establish the Park as a community

Lighting in the park is terrible and makes it

not

and Recreation budget to provide free or

type events along 7th Street in Memorial Park.

•

does

the Act 47 Plan for distressed communities.

The City hosts Community Day and other fair

Challenges

City

programming.

advocate for park resources and maintenance.
•

No financial analysis of budget, expenditures,
and staff time is undertaken as a regular

inspire wellness for life.
•

Perception that restrooms are always closed
and resentment that the City does not trust the

for people of all ages to use the park. The
facilities provide fertile ground for exceptional

Volunteer burnout when goodwill effort is put
forth without corresponding support from City

courts, the library, a public restroom, lots of
open space.

Sense of disenfranchisement and conflict within
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Connecting Our Community

Opportunities
•

toward future investment and stewardship of
the park system in Chester.

Parks programming can ameliorate some of the

•

bones from which to modernize while adding

pain of poverty, provide a lifeline of support

new facilities and equipment to meet current

and inspire volunteerism from this important
and often forgotten population.
•

If empowered with more resources, Memorial

and future recreation needs.
•

be doing. Leaders from this group can train

standard for park advocacy and stewardship

leader volunteers from other sports leagues

throughout the City.

and other parks to help strengthen sports

The Department of Parks and Recreation has

programming and multigenerational wellness

been working on securing funding for benches,

for all Chester residents. The Citywide volunteer

stands and shade trees that will provide

network motto should be: “A rising tide lifts

requested amenities to Memorial Park users.
•

all boats”. Sharing knowledge and resources

There is a lot of open space in the park for

benefits all programs and all Chester residents,

programming; residents would like to see

thus instilling resilience through recreation.

this put to good use as demonstrated in the
concept plan.
•

Members of the football program leadership
team

have

proven

relationship

Threats

building,

fundraising and inspiration instilling skills.

•

Lack

of

formalized,

committed

public-private partnering will result in missed

empowered. Given that fundraising initiatives

opportunities and less support for the park.
•

Gang violence and tension between the East

volunteer leaders will require City support to

side and the West side keep Chester fractured.

give the green light for project implementation.

This fissured state perpetuates regression

Because the football team has been making

despite efforts toward growth and wellness

headway on securing funding for a concession

that is deeply desired by residents throughout

stand and a stadium, this must be a top priority

Chester. We do not expect gang violence to

for the City to help usher in deliverables.

disappear as a result of the resilience through

The hydrology issues in Memorial Park have

recreation strategy, but we do need to embrace

already been analyzed and a stormwater

our citywide commitment to serving the kids of

management

new

Chester. We must invest in parks, trails, open

green infrastructure will make possible the

space as sacred spaces for living, learning and

walking/jogging trail requested for Memorial

growing together –– to empower our kids with

Park. Securing funds is the next step toward

skills that will lead to choices for their future.

implementation. This is low hanging fruit

Community led sports for life programming

for the City to showcase a built project as a

will pave the way to opportunity for the next

result of the plan. Demonstrating immediate

generation.

plan

developed.

The

results-oriented action from the plan will inject
confidence in the City and will build momentum
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strategic,

These skills need to be celebrated, shared and
are strategic and in support of Plan priorities,

•

The football program is effectively modeling
what all recreation programs in the City should

Park Champions, i.e. volunteers, will set the

•

Existing facilities and park layout provide good
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Connecting Our Community

m e m o r i a l pa r k a s th e m o d e l
PRIORITIES: STEP BY STEP
The starting point in developing a concept for any public park revitalization agenda should be to identify the talents
and resources within the community –– people who can provide historical perspective, insights into how the service
area functions, and an understanding of what is truly meaningful to the local people. Memorial Park was selected as a
core project primarily because there is already an active volunteer group leading programming and care for this park.
These Park Champions must be rewarded for their efforts and encouraged to continue by making their priorities City
priorities. This positive feedback loop will inspire others to become active Champions with their local parks. Community
involvement fosters ownership in the project which ensure its success for years to come.

•

The First Step - Focusing on Memorial Park as the model for establishing outstanding recreation programming
to cultivate a culture of sports for life, kids and youth will develop important teamwork, negotiation and social
skills. These skills promote healthy, resilient living. Any accomplishment and newly formed practice can be
transferred to other parks.

•

Fundraising – Leverage the relationship building skills of Park Champions and cultivate their connections
with the Philadelphia Eagles organization and individual Eagles players to develop an appropriate ask for
stadium seating and concession stands.

•

Endowments for Maintenance – Start the practice of including a line item in all gift agreements to
include 20% of the overall project budget designated for an endowment to support long-term maintenance
for the project. This is a best practice standard, one that funders often appreciate as it safeguards the integrity
of their investment and models fiduciary responsibility.

•

Park Improvements and Maintenance Planning – Use the endowment to establish a protocol for
how the stadium and concession stand will be maintained, operated and funded for the future. Take the lessons
learned from this practice and apply it to all future park improvement projects.

•

Park Friends Group – Beyond the football program’s exceptional volunteer programming, Memorial Park
will need to establish a Friends of the Park group to advocate for other park amenities and to assist with
stewardship, programming and safety. This group should incorporate a mix of citizens, community organizers
and organizational representatives

•

Stormwater Management Czar – appoint a Parks and Rec. official to be responsible for stormwater
management throughout the park system and to coordinate with the City of Chester’s Stormwater Authority.
The first priority will be securing funding for the shovel ready stormwater management plan for Memorial Park.

•

Model the Benefits of Green Infrastructure – While volunteers will focus on securing funding for the
stadium, the City will need to focus on securing funding for the stormwater management plan for Memorial
Park. Plans for the green infrastructure project are ready to go. Taking the steps needed to get the plan build
will require a commitment to this priority. Funding will be more easily secured with a Friends Group in place to
take ownership of care. Once installed, this will provide a replicate-able model for other green infrastructure
needs within the city.
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r e c o m m e n d at i on s
EIGHT-POINT STRATEGIC PLAN
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1

Organize an advisory committee to work hand in hand with the Reliance through Recreation
Action Committee. With Committee in place develop vision and goals for the committee
based on the plan –– this will be the foundation for the committee’s establishment of rules
on how they will operate.

2

Develop a 1-year work plan designating roles, responsibilities and funding opportunities.

3

Undertake the stadium and concession project as the first initiative led by the Park Champions
group and with the support of the City. Fundraising to be done via private sector support and
foundation support.

4

Undertake the stormwater management plan and walking/jogging trail as the first initiative
led by the Department of Parks and Recreations with support from the Park Champions.
Fundraising should be focused on public grants like CZM and DCNR.

5

Work with Pennsylvania Environmental Council (PEC) on community outreach and
communication through the RRAC.

6

Prioritize projects to improve Memorial Park. Determine funding methods with match
requirements. Seek grant funding by working with the city department responsible for grant
writing.

7

Develop program plan for Memorial Park and work with the library and other partners that
emerge. Consider expansion of the Sun Village hot food programming during the summer
months.

8

Set up mechanisms to identify, respond to and work with volunteers on specific projects
including park stewardship, maintenance, programming and capital improvements.
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g e tt i n g f r o m c on c e p t to b u i lt w o r k
COST ESTIMATING
Data to come.

PHASING
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1

The Core: Stadium and stormwater management plan

2

Circulation, Comfort and Programming: Paths, Play, Pavilion and Library
Programming

3

Connecting Nature and Sport: Pavilion, Pump Park, more Programs

4

Improvements to Existing Assets: Fields, Basketball, Pool
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The Waterfront

Managing for Excellence:
Sun Village as Prototype
Our Vision
We envision the 28-acre Sun Village Park as evolving from its current, primarily recreational role, into a new role as a catalyst
for community development and enhancement. Park improvements along with skillful management, programming and
community partnerships will be essential in transforming the park to enrich the City of Chester. Sun Village Park will be alive
and teeming with activities such as children playing or people sitting, walking, jogging or eating; pop-up markets lending
an entrepreneurial aspect to public spaces; cultural activities, such as art and community events; connecting with nature;
or for simply socializing with friends.
We envision the City using Sun Village Park as its testing ground to develop effective and efficient ways to manage,
maintain, program, and operate parks and recreation facilities in the City. While the management team wishes to provide
the kinds of facilities and services that the citizens want, limited management systems are in place to facilitate this; city
government alone cannot provide all that needs to be done, expertise in park management needs to be developed; and
there appears to be talent and desire in the community to become part of making Sun Village Park a treasured community
asset. This strategy will provide suggested methods for the City to plan, develop, and implement a management framework
for Sun Village Park that could be transferred to other city parks over time. Public spaces are complex, organic things. Not
everything will be done right initially. The best parks evolve by experimenting with short-term improvements that can be
tested and refined over many years as long as a strong commitment to skilled management is in place.

Why We Care
Many citizens, community groups, and public safety officers stated how important Sun Village Park is to the community and
that it needs to be revitalized, programmed and managed in order to be an important city asset. One of the largest parks in
the City of Chester, it has the potential to serve people of all ages year round with important recreation opportunities as well
as serving as an economic engine for the City’s revitalization — if it is safe, clean and functional. Now the park is underused
as the residents perceive the park to be dangerous due to drugs, violence, physical condition, lack of programming, and
low use.
Not only do people need to feel safe in a park, they also have to want to be there. To want to be there, the park needs
to have a range of activities, amenities, and users. Well-maintained parks promote community engagement and civic
pride. Neighborhood parks attract and connect individuals of all ages and ethnic backgrounds who share a vision for
the betterment of their surroundings. Neglected public spaces can become vital community assets when residents, civic
groups, and city leaders come together. Parks provide opportunities for people to take ownership of their community,
which improves quality of life. One of the most important but least recognized essentials to an attractive and healthy urban
environment in the City of Chester is a well-designed and well-maintained network of city parks — an essential component
of any city’s infrastructure. Parks support public health, the economy, the environment, education, and community cohesion.
They are also critical to workforce development, particularly green career tracks. Great parks will make our city sustainable,
livable, and vibrant.

What We Heard from Residents
Sun Village Park is a study in contrasts. Community volunteers have successfully secured grants and instituted programs.
Yet citizens in interviews and voicing their concerns in public meetings have indicated that they feel that the park is unsafe,
that children are afraid to use the park, and that drug traffic is so engrained that dealers are perceived as community
helpers in providing small grants, program materials, and barbeques. The community is eager to look forward to the future
in which they can enjoy using this park.
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Most of the suggestions of the residents focused on fixing what is already in the park as follows:
•

Reopen the building in the park to serve as an environmental, recreational, and educational center

•

Repair the restrooms in the building and keep them open to give visitors the sense that the park is
well-maintained.

•

Repair grills in the park so neighbors have a reason to come to the park for cook-outs.

•

Fix the basketball courts in the park because they offer a great recreational opportunity

Recommended additions to the park include:
•

Add a splash pad,

•

Install better play equipment

•

Put in an adult fitness area, and

•

Create a community garden. The urban farming element would be key to providing active,
healt living through the provision of places and education about growing your own food.

What Research Tells Us
In 2014 to 2016, data collectors observed park design and behaviors in 175 neighborhood parks in 25 cities across the
country. They documented park use, including who was using the park, their age, gender, and level of physical activity
(sedentary, moderate or vigorous), specific activities, as well as park characteristics, amenities, and current conditions.
The research team also collected information on how parks were perceived by those who used them. Armed with this
information, parks and recreation departments, local decision-makers, and advocacy groups could seek improvements to
existing parks.
Key Findings:
•

Proximity to a park does not guarantee people will use it: amenities, signage, and programming all determine who
is active in parks and how people use them.

•

Girls are less likely than boys to spend time in parks; only 40 percent of children and 35 percent of teenagers
observed in neighborhood parks were girls. Few girls were seen participating in sports or playing in pick-up games,
like basketball.

•

Adults comprise 49 percent of park visitors. Seniors account for only four percent of park users, even though they
make up nearly 20 percent of the general population.

•

When walking loops are present in parks, twice as many seniors are active, in contrast to parks that lack loops. In
general, walking loops encourage more people to engage in health-promoting, moderate-to-vigorous physical
activity. Yet less than one-third of neighborhood parks across the United States have pathways for walking.

•

A nearby park equipped with the right facilities and programming can help get people off the couch and outside
where they have a better chance to enjoy healthier lives.

Cohen DA1, Han B2, Nagel CJ3, Harnik P4, McKenzie TL5, Evenson KR6, Marsh T2, Williamson S2, Vaughan C2, Katta S3
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Strengths

• No financial analysis of budget, expenditures, and staff
time is undertaken as a regular function of management.

• Sun Village Park is a large park of 28 acres, one of only
five community parks in the City of Chester.
• The park has great bones. The land with its current
facilities offers the opportunity to revitalize what is there
while adding new facilities to meet current and future
recreation needs
• The building on-site offers precious year-round indoor
recreation potential. While the City once had community
centers, there is now no current indoor space for
recreation.
• The City operates a Hot Lunch Program for children in
the Summer serving 80 meals per day.
• The park’s major strength is the people in the
community who are emerging as park champions. These
park champions are providing programs and services
in the park that have resulted in grants from Keep
Pennsylvania Beautiful and the Chester Stormwater
Authority.
• The Police Department has officers with great interest
in children and youth wanting to use Sun Village
Park in which they have been providing leadership in
programming.

• No annual work program is in place.
• The City of Chester does not provide recreational
programming.
• The large population of children have very limited
recreation opportunities, perceive Sun Village Park
as unsafe and don’t use it; and the School District is
described as in chaos.
• Due to poverty, fees and charges for recreation
programs are not possible.
• The Parks and Recreation management staff is not trained
in park management, maintenance, programming, fundraising and partnership development.
• Community support for parks is ad hoc and not
organized.
• No park friends groups exist in the City.
• The City budget is limited and operates under the Act
47 Plan for distressed communities.

• The City has been getting good press on Sun Village
via these grants and programs.

Challenges
• No management system is in place for Sun Village
Park. Other than the Hot Lunch Program, the only
programming is carried out by volunteers. Maintenance
is unscheduled.
• There is no workload cost tracking or reporting system
in place.
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Opportunities
•

The starting point in developing a concept for any public park revitalization agenda should be to identify the
talents and resources within the community -- people who can provide historical perspective, insights into how
the service area functions, and an understanding of what is truly meaningful to the local people. Tapping this
information at the beginning of the process will help to create a sense of ownership in the project that can
ensure its success for years to come.

•

If the ultimate goal of city government, quasi-public institutions, non-profits, and the business community is
to make places, communities, and regions more prosperous and attractive for all people, then government
processes need to change to reflect that goal. This requires the development of consensus-building, city
management processes, and expertise in park management, programming and operations, all of which enhance
citizenship and inclusion. In cities where parks and recreation systems are successful, local government is often
less directly involved, but relies on community development organizations, business support, and neighborhood
partnerships to take the lead in making community change happen through parks and recreation.

Threats
•

Continuing to operate the park in the current mode is its biggest threat. As organic systems, Parks are always
improving or declining, and it is essential to put the park on the pathway to improvement.

•

Lack of formalized, assertive, strategic, committed outreach to key stakeholders and players will result in
missed opportunities and support for the park.

•

Continued lack of cost tracking and workload exposes the City to liability, reduces the ability of elected and
appointed officials to make timely well-informed decisions about the allocation of resources, and reduced
quality of public services.
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•

Deferring maintenance makes fixes later on more expensive.

•

Parks that are poorly maintained, managed and programmed are counterproductive to economic development.
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s un v i l l a g e pa r k a s th e m o d e l
PRIORITIES: STEP BY STEP

•

The First Step - Recommendations for revitalizing the City of Chester’s parks and recreation system as
whole would be too overwhelming a task. Focusing on Sun Village Park as the model for establishing an
efficient and effective management system through a mix of public/private partnerships follows the analogy of
the journey of 1,000 miles beginning with the first step. Any accomplishment and newly formed sound practice
can be transferred to other parks.

•

Tapping the Community Champions – Throughout this planning process, people in the community
have been stepping up to offer help in parks and recreation. it is up to the Department of Park, Public Properties
and Recreation management to recognize that help and seize it. Forming partnerships is key to the future
success of parks and recreation in Chester.

•

Seize the Opportunities - The Chester Water Authority has publicly offered grants for parks and recreation.
Finding out those details and matching their generosity to projects will be a might start.

•

Park Improvements and Maintenance Planning – Developing a full master plan for Sun Village in
conjunction with applying for grant funding will give the Parks and Recreation department an opportunity to
develop a full park maintenance plan for the park.

•

Security Planning – The more positive use that the park gets, the less anti-social, violent or criminal behavior
will happen there. Good use chases out bad use. Working with the Police Department will help to ensure safety
of visitors and protection of public property.

•

Park Friends Group – Interested citizens and businesses emerged during the planning process. A Friends
of Sun Village Park appears to be very achievable. It should be a mix of citizens, community organizers and
organizational representatives, the YMCA, and representatives of investors in the park such as the Storm Water
Authority, Tree Vitalize, PA Horticultural Society and so on.

The following recommendations include “How To” Guides to facilitate action and implementation by the Parks, Public
Properties and Recreation Department. These recommendations are not discrete actions but instead are a comprehensive
strategic action plan for achieving the vision of this plan for Sun Village Park. These recommendations are analogous to
doing a jig saw puzzle: they each represent a piece that when fit together form the whole picture. Each piece, as described
in the following eight-point stratric plan, is integral to solving the puzzle successfully.
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r e c o m m e n d at i on s
EIGHT-POINT STRATEGIC PLAN

1
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1. Establish a Collaborative Mentoring Program - The principal management recommendation is
to establish a mentoring program for the parks and recreation management team to help and
support their efforts in establishing the model parks and recreation management system via
the Sun Village Park Prototype Project. This would be similar to the City’s Act 47 advisors who
are in place to help the City return to fiscal solvency. This could be achieved in part through a
Peer grant from PA DCNR of $10,000. Although the required match is $1,000, it is advisable
for the City to contribute up to $10,000 to get the level of advisory services needed. Under
the Peer grant, the City would be able to hire a parks and recreation professional to work with
the management team and future Sun Village Advisory Board in setting up the management
systems needed for the parks and recreation system as a whole be to be tested through the Sun
Village Project.

2

Establish an annual work program for the park.

3

Institute the Sun Village Park Advisory Committee.

4

Create a maintenance management plan for the park.

5

Focus on creating programming and events for people to use the park, especially children and
families, starting with the Community Gardens.

6

Adopt a budget for Sun Village Park that is defined, monitored ongoing, and reported on
monthly.

7

Build transparency and accountability into the management of Sun Village Park so that the
Department can begin to understand the costs of park management and operation related to
outcomes, achievements and public service. Track workload and costs: This includes staff time in
which the management staff does a weekly time sheet listing work hours and accomplishments
for Sun Village Park that is summarized in a monthly report.

8

For all new projects or programs, complete the Management Impact Statement shown in HowTo Guide.
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g e tt i n g f r o m c on c e p t to b u i lt w o r k
COST ESTIMATING

PHASING
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1

Work with Community Volunteers to Establish Community Garden

2

Renovate and Program Building – Restroom Open for Daily Use

3

Play, Sports, Spray Pad, Swings, etc.

4

Fundraise for and Install Track with Football Field

5

Capital Improvement for Public Pool and Community Center

6

Pump Park and Nature Trail
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How-To: Develop an Annual
Workplan
Work planning sets the stage for implementation of projects and programs in parks and recreation in the City of Chester.
The work plan is a document that specifies and represents the department’s main activities/tasks, their sequence, timing
and who will have responsibility for them.

Steps for the Work Plan
•

Designate who will be responsible for managing the development of the annual work plan and require all division
heads to contribute to its development and monitoring.

•

List main activities that will be necessary to meet Chester’s parks and recreation goals and to achieve the desired
outcome.

•

Choose realistic, appropriate time periods for specifying when activities will take place (weeks, months, quarters).

•

Break each activity down into manageable tasks. A task is something that can be managed by an individual and is
easy to visualize in terms of resources required and the time it will take to complete.

•

Consider human resources, including work schedules, seasonal schedules, and other ongoing projects.

•

Estimate the start time and duration of each task. This may be represented as a line or bar on a chart. Be careful
to include all essential activities and tasks. Bear in mind workloads on individuals (peaks and troughs of work) and
identify where additional assistance may be needed. Be realistic about how long a task will take.

•

Identify key events or achievements (milestones) to monitor progress. These are often dates by which a task will be
completed (e.g. Maintenance Plan drafted by September 20XX).

•

Agree on and assign responsibilities for tasks with staff, volunteers, partners, and others to be identified such as
staff in Planning, the Redevelopment Authority, Police etc.
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Work Plan Template
Sample Annual Work Program Template
City of Chester Parks, Public Properties and Recreation Department
Key Action
Objectives
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Action Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

Timeline

Resources needed Deliverable/
Metric
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How-To: Form the Sun Village

Advisory Committee
Purpose

The purpose of the Sun Village Program Advisory Committee is to advise the Department of Parks, Public Properties, and
Recreation and City Council about community recreation needs and opportunities, park operations and services, safety,
support, and park facilities.

Membership
The Sun Village Advisory Committee should have nine to 11 members representing:
•

• The citizenry including people of different ages, interests and abilities: youth, seniors, families, special needs and
so on

•

• Community Champions especially champions of youth, recreation and Sun Village park

•

• Public Safety Officers

•

• Influential people who can advocate for the park and potentially provide support such as the Chester Storm
Water Authority, Redevelopment Authority, Planning, City Council, and Economic Development

•

• YMCA

•

• Faith Based Institutional Leader

•

• School District

•

• Sports

•

• The Arts, including Music

•

• Businesses

Recruiting these members is an important job that must go beyond traditional political appointments and reach out to
potentially new contacts who would be committed to making Sun Village a model park in Pennsylvania. Designate the
person or persons responsible for recruiting the advisory committee members.

Formation, Rules and Committee Functions
The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation & Natural Resources has produced a handbook on Parks and Recreation
Boards. The information this publication about boards also applies to the Sun Village Advisory Committee available at
https://prps.org/DCNRPublications. The Department’s management team should use this book as a guide and provide the
link to the members of the Committee.

Sources of Help
The Pennsylvania Recreation & Park Society offers RecTAP grants to assist public parks and recreation department in
addressing a topic of importance to them. The $2500 no match grant is intended for projects such as setting up advisory
committees. With the $2500, the Department could hire a parks and recreation professional to help set the committee up
and get it going.
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How-To: Develop the Sun

Village Park Program Plan
Purpose
The purpose of the Sun Village Program Plan is to provide a framework for increasing programs and services to the
community at Sun Village Park. Research shows that the single most powerful way to increase park use and visitation is
through recreation programs.

Parks, Public Properties, and Recreation Department Roles
The Recreation Manager should be in charge of establishing the recreation program plan. The Department should have
three roles in Programming:
•

Facilitator - Since the Department is small with limited staff and budget, the Department should primarily
function as a facilitator of recreation programming working with community-based organization to plan, promote,
implement, and evaluate recreation programs. As such, the Manager should be spending about 50 percent of his/
her time doing outreach to work with others to make these programs happen in Sun Village Park. Figuring out how
to involve more than 8,000 children mostly living in poverty is extremely important. The City’s recreation facilities
are actually the largest source of programming – programming that the citizens undertake on their own at their
own discretion. That’s why have high quality facilities is so important.

•

Promoter – The Department should advertise and promote programs. Lack of knowledge about the programs is
the number one block to participation. The use of social media should be advanced.

•

Direct Provider of Programs – These are programs that the Department plans, directs, and implements.

Programs Action Steps
•

Advance recreation programming associated with the Summer Food Program as a priority. Other cities have found
that feeding children is a powerful catalyst to getting support from businesses and foundations. The City must use
this feeding program as a tool to generate support for parks and recreation.

•

Task the Sun Village Advisory Committee to establish a sub-committee on programming to initiate a program plan
to increase programs and events it the park through a network of partnerships.

•

Undertake the development of Community Gardens – Community Gardens is the program of most interest to
the Parks, Public Properties and Recreation and will be of significance in the City in tying recreation, community
building and public health together. Follow the “How-To: 10 Steps to Creating a Community Garden.”

Purpose
The purpose of the Maintenance Management Plan is to establish a formal, written, planned maintenance management
system for the park that will result in a safe, clean, functional, beautiful park.
A Model to Follow
Use the Cranberry Township Park Maintenance Plan as the model for establishing the Sun Village Park Maintenance Plan. The
link to the plan is as follows: www.cranberrytownship.org/DocumentCenter/View/16787/Parks-Maintenance-Guide?bidId=
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How-To: Establish the Sun

Village Park Maintenance Plan
Action Steps
Undertake the following steps to create a formal written maintenance plan for Sun Village Park.
1. As a first step, assign personnel to go to Sun Village Park to inventory and measure all facilities in order to get a handle
on exactly what the City has to maintain.
2. Seek assistance from Widener University’s Campus Maintenance Department in developing the maintenance plan for
this park using Cranberry Township’s handbook as a model.
3. Establish an Annual Maintenance Calendar for this park.
4. Establish quality standards for what the City wants this park to look like.
5. Assign a park maintenance budget for this park of $70,000 – $84,000, which equates to $2,500 – $3,000 per acre. Work
toward providing the equivalent of 3,000 work hours on maintenance in this park. This includes:
•

Litter pick up and trash removal three times weekly

•

Mowing 36 cuts annually

•

Playground safety inspections weekly during peak season and monthly during non-peak season

•

If the building gets open, establish a custodial plan that includes daily restroom servicing.

•

Graffiti removal within 24 hours

•

Posting of warning hazards immediately but certainly in no more than 24 hours

•

Monthly cleaning of the parking area.

•

Weekly park inspections and repair

•

Pavilion cleaning after each major use

•

Preparation, inspection and repair of park furnishings

•

Game court cleaning and net replacement

•

Contract for tree care

•

Sports turf management

•

Development of a reporting method for workers

•

Development a park inspection checklist for maintenance workers to use. Seek examples from other park
departments via personal outreach or online research. The City of Philadelphia Parkcs and Recreation is a wonderful
resource for guidance, lessons learned, tools and mentoring.

Source of Help
Seek assistance from PA DCNR to get a Peer grant to help develop the maintenance plan for Sun Village Park. This is a
$10,000 grant that requires a $1,000 match.
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How-To: Start the Sun Village

Park Community Garden

1. Determine whether a garden is really needed and wanted
What kind it should be (vegetable, flower, both, organic? Who will be involved and who benefits? Invite neighbors, tenants,
community organizations, gardening and horticultural societies, apartment building superintendents. In other words,
anyone who is likely to be interested.
2. Decide who will be in charge of planning and managing the community garden
3. Form a Planning Committee
This group can be people who feel committed to the creation of the garden and have the time to devote to it, at least at
this initial stage. Choose well-organized persons as garden coordinators. Form committees to tackle specific tasks: funding
and partnerships, youth activities, construction and communication.
4. Identify All Your Resources
Do a community asset assessment. What skills and resources already exist in the community that can aid in the garden’s
creation? Contact horticultural societies and other local sources of information and assistance. Look within your community
for people with experience in landscaping and gardening.
5. Approach A Sponsor
Some gardens “self-support” through membership dues, but for many, a sponsor is essential for donations of tools, seeds
or money. Churches, schools, and private businesses are all possible supporters. One garden raised money by selling
“square inches” at $5 each to hundreds of sponsors.
6. Choose A Site
Consider the amount of daily sunshine (vegetables need at least six hours a day), availability of water, and soil testing for
possible pollutants. Can the gardeners get a lease agreement for at least three years? Will public liability insurance be
necessary?
7. Prepare and Develop the Site
In most cases, the land will need considerable preparation for planting. Organize volunteer work crews to clean it, gather
materials and decide on the design and plot arrangement.
8. Organize the Garden
Decide how many plots are available and how they will be assigned. Allow space for storing tools, making compost and
don’t forget the pathways between plots! Plant flowers or shrubs around the garden’s edges to promote good will with
non-gardening neighbors, passersby and municipal authorities.
9. Plan for Children
Consider starting a special garden just for kids–including them is essential. Children are not as interested in the size of the
harvest but rather in the process of gardening. A separate area set aside for them allows them to explore the garden at
their own speed.
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10. Determine Rules and Put Them in Writing
The gardeners themselves devise the best ground rules. We are more willing to comply with rules that we have had a
hand in creating. Ground rules help gardeners to know what is expected of them. Think of it as a code of behavior. Some
examples of issues that are best dealt with by agreed upon rules are: dues if necessary or even possible, how will the
money be used? How are plots assigned? Will gardeners share tools, meet regularly, handle basic maintenance? In Chester,
tools are a major consideration: provisions for providing and managing tools to ensure their availability is j=key.
11. Help Members Keep In Touch with Each Other
Good communication ensures a strong community garden with active participation by all. Some ways to do this are: social
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How-To: Budget for Sun

Village Park
Purpose

The purpose of the budget is to allocate sufficient resources to ensure that 28-acre Sun Village Park is safe, clean, functional
and beautiful. The goal is to establish this park as an important community destination.

Proposed Budget
Since no information was provided by the City on the details of its parks and recreation budget, the following information is
an estimate based upon the practices of other parks and recreation systems. This budget can come from re-appropriating
funds from the existing budget to Sun Village.
Sun Village Park Proposed Budget
Function
Maintenance

Budget
$81,000

Programming

$25,000

Administration

$18,750

Public Safety
TOTAL

TBD
$124,750.00

Comments
$2500 per acre. Includes 2,000 work hours,
materials, & supplies
Includes staffing and materials for Community
Gardens, recreation programming associated with
the hot lunch program, and seed money for
community program partnerships
15 percent of the budget should go to
administration to perform workload cost tracking,
planning, customer service and so on.
Function of the Police Department Budget.

Budget Monitoring and Reporting
The Department should work with the Finance Department to organize and implement a workload and cost tracking
system for Sun Village Park. Develop monthly reports on accomplishments, expenditures and any revenues or other forms
of outside support. Use the monthly reports to develop an annual report.

Source of Help
As described in the How-to for Programming, using the feeding program for children can help to garner outside financial
support. The above table describes total support by the City. An effective parks and recreation department would leverage
these funds with outside support using the demographics, public needs, services to children, public health and safety of
families and children as ways to build connections with outside funders.
For all projects with a value of $10,000 or more, retain the services of a professional landscape architect to work on the
design and involve the public. It is essential to have design professional involved who would work with the public in a
meaningful way while assuring that design decisions reflect the best interests of the City in creating great public spaces.
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How-To: Create A Management

Impact Statement Statement
Purpose

media,, creating an email list; city website, Facebook page, having regular celebrations. Community gardens are all about
creating and strengthening communities.
Adapted from the American Community Garden Association’s guidelines
for starting a successful community garden in your neighborhood.
The purpose of the budget is to allocate sufficient resources to ensure that 28-acre Sun Village Park is safe, clean, functional
and beautiful. The goal is to establish this park as an important community destination.

Proposed Budget
Since no information was provided by the City on the details of its parks and recreation budget, the following information is
an estimate based upon the practices of other parks and recreation systems. This budget can come from re-appropriating
funds from the existing budget to Sun Village

Budget Monitoring and Reporting
The Department should work with the Finance Department to organize and implement a workload and cost tracking
system for Sun Village Park. Develop monthly reports on accomplishments, expenditures and any revenues or other forms
of outside support. Use the monthly reports to develop an annual report.

Source of Help
As described in the How-to for Programming, using the feeding program for children can help to garner outside financial
support. The above table describes total support by the City. An effective parks and recreation department would leverage
these funds with outside support using the demographics, public needs, services to children, public health and safety of
families and children as ways to build connections with outside funders.
For all projects with a value of $10,000 or more, retain the services of a professional landscape architect to work on the
design and involve the public. It is essential to have design professional involved who would work with the public in a
meaningful way while assuring that design decisions reflect the best interests of the City in creating great public spaces.
This will ensure that the needs and interest of the public are met while the best choices and design are made for long-term
positive use and impact,
To assess the impact of a proposed project or program in terms of capital and operating costs, including capital cost,
human resources required for operations, maintenance costs including labor, equipment, materials, supplies and cyclic
repair, and the effect of on other parks and recreation facilities and services and to use this information to make decisions
about moving ahead with the proposed project.
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Method
1. Determine capital cost of proposed project and or the Operating costs for proposed project or program. Include:
a. Number of staff hours required
b. Cost of staff hours in salary, wages, benefits and payroll taxes.
c. Cost of materials and supplies.
d. Utility costs.
e. Miscellaneous costs.
2. Determine the impact on other facilities and programs should the proposed project be undertaken.
a. Will the project/program require funds needed for other facilities or services?
b. Will the project/program require staff time needed for other facilities or services?
c. How will the project impact the quality of services that Allen Township has set as a goal?
3. Determine revenue Sources from the City and Other Means of Support
a. City funds – additional appropriation
b. City funds – within current budget
c. Grants
d. Gifts or donations
e. Non-tax funds to be generated for the project/program through outside sources.
f. Will the partner(s) make a commitment to support the project or program for a defined time
period? Will they support the project over its life expectancy?

Decision-Making
Based upon the above information, does the City of Chester have the resources from any source (public, private or
combination of sources) to move ahead with this project or program?
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How-To: Increase Control and

Accountability
Purpose

No doubt, the topic of accountability is a complex subject. In setting goals, targets and timetables, the Department
of Parks, Public Properties and Recreation wants to become more efficient. Becoming more accountable will help too.
Under the Act 47 plan, the City of Chester is working to achieve results and calls to improve public service have become
particularly loud and insistent over the last couple of decades. Reasons include increasing claims on public expenditure,
particularly pensions, healthcare and education, expectations of higher quality public services in line with rising living
standards and the concern of citizens about higher taxes. This is why many cities have responded by setting goals and
shifting the emphasis of government management and budgeting away from how much money to spend towards what
is actually being achieved. Creating a culture of accountability improves employee morale, increases effectiveness, and
protects against liability risks.

Methods of Accountability
The Department may be able to work with the Act 47 Advisors in developing methods of accountability in parks and
recreation operations. These methods could include the establishment of the following:
•

Values for the Department

•

Production and distribution of information about parks and recreation operations, functions and accomplishments

•

Workload tracking

•

Methods for reviewing and evaluating the allocation of resources and accomplishments

Future Directions
The addition of requirements for reports on work and cost tracking will be key in increasing accountability. There are three
aspects of accountability that are not in place in the Department of Parks, Public Properties, and Recreation:
1) The need for and value of information
2) Defined values
3) Enforcement of values and the production and sharing of information.
Accountability is complex: values, on the one hand, are important, but on the other hand it requires enforcement. There
is no enforcement mechanism in place here. Accountability requires honest participation involving an exchange of
information. No information is produced regarding budget, tracking of services, workload, participation, action items,
customer services and request and so on.
The reports that should be required include:
• Monthly Department Accomplishments, Issues, and Opportunities for management functions and time, park
maintenance, programs and services, customer service, and budget with expenditures.
• Annual report on the parks and recreation system, goals, accomplishments, participation numbers, facts and figures,
trends, opportunities, needs, and future actions required. Access to examples of reports include the following links
to reports by Lancaster and Reading: http://www.lancasterrec.org/about-lancaster-rec/about_annual_report_2015/
http://www.readingrec.org/about-reading-recreation-commission.htm
• The appointment of an Advisory Committee will add an element of enforcement as nine to 11 people will be
watching and experiencing all aspects of the management of Sun Village Park. through public discussions, The
Sun Village Advisory Committee can add a level of review for department accomplishments and connections with
the community that does not exist now.
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Good Management Checklist
for the Chester Parks, Public
Properties, and Recreation
Department
The following checklist outlines practices that the City of Chester’s Parks, Public Properties and recreation Department can
put into place to promote effective and efficient management, public trust, and confidence in the operation of parks and
recreation. The checklist can be used to evaluate the current practices of the administration of the Parks, Public Properties,
and Recreation Department, identify areas where improvements are needed, and foster communication, accountability
and transparency about public service, protection of public parks and recreation facilities, and the optimal use of public
finances for the public good. The checklist is specifically tailored to the City of Chester’s parks and recreation system.
It should be considered as a “living document” that will evolve as it is used and the City puts into practice new and/or
improved management practices and programs.

Department Administration
In Place

Completion Date

In Progress

Scheduled Completion

Not in Place Good Practice
Organizational chart developed
Job descriptions developed
Written Annual Work Plan for the
Department developed and used
Written annual goals and work
program for each employee
Director and Managers provide
written weekly work reports
Employee performance system in
place and conducted annually
Monthly departmental report is
written and distributed to Council
Policy needs assessment conducted
Plan for policy development
in place with schedule
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Written annual department report
is produced before budget
Employee development plan established
for all managers and staff
Employee training program established
with 1-2% of annual budget

Financial Management
In Place

Completion Date

In Progress

Scheduled Completion

Not in Place Good Practice
Annual budget posted on the
Department’s website
Department Budget monitored by Director
and Division Managers with monthly reports
produced
Parks and Recreation Budget is its own cost
center separated from Public Properties
Each Division Manager manages
the respective division budget and
produces monthly reports
Five Year Capital Improvement
Program is in place
Director and Division Managers get training
about budget management and reporting
Department holds annual public
meeting about parks and recreation
to get input on public needs with
respect to budget planning
Department Director and Division
Managers meet with Auditors and Act 47
consultants annually to determine where
improvements and practices are needed

In Place

Completion Date

In Progress

Scheduled Completion

Not in Place Good Practice
Department develops a checklist for park
inspections and puts it into place with work
crews (Use sample checklists from other cities)
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Maintenance Management
In Place

Completion Date

In Progress

Scheduled Completion

Not in Place Good Practice
Department develops a checklist for park
inspections and puts it into place with work
crews (Use sample checklists from other cities)
Division manager uses time sheets to
track labor by task and by park
A written annual maintenance
calendar is established
Quality standards are
established for each park
Director and Division Managers get training
about budget management and reporting
Seek a planning grant or a Peer
Grant to develop a formal written
maintenance management system
Monitor the Pennsylvania Recreation &
Park Society website for training programs
and send managers and staff to them

In Place

Completion Date

In Progress

Scheduled Completion

Not in Place Good Practice
Maintain and inventory of all
departmental programs and services
Collect and maintain attendance
records and participation numbers
for all programs and events

Program Management
Develop a program management
plan with three programming seasons
corresponding with the school schedule:
Fall, Winter/Spring and Summer
Target programming primarily for
children, youth and families
Focus on programming for non-school
days and after school hours year round
Identify key projects and initiatives that
may be advanced through partnerships and
pursue opportunities for collaboration
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Focus on programming for non-school
days and after school hours year round
Identify key projects and initiatives that
may be advanced through partnerships and
pursue opportunities for collaboration
Improve outreach efforts by fostering strategic
targeting of promotional efforts, effective
joint promotional efforts and effective
distribution of public information materials
Utilize constituent feedback (residents,
participants, park users, interest groups) in
setting priorities for planning, development,
programming, use of facilities and
other recreation related matters
Maintain and build a strong volunteer base
Develop and implement a formal
program evaluation system
Create and implement an ongoing strategy
to seek public opinion about recreation
opportunities and community satisfaction with
programs and services. Use this information
to plan, offer and evaluate programs
designed in response to public input.
Send managers and staff in programs and
services to the Pennsylvania Recreation
& Park Society Conference to learn
about programs and network with other
recreation programming professionals
Use Sun Village Park as the prototype
for program planning and management.
Incorporate partnerships, programs,
services, marketing, community involvement,
development of an evaluation system,
and engagement of key stakeholders
such as neighborhood champions,
community police officers, and so on.
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Achieving City Beautiful: the
City System & Parks of
Focus for the Future
Our Vision
Leveraging the insights and recommendations presented in the City of Chester’s 2012 comprehensive plan, Vision 2020:
A City Beautiful Movement, the current plan’s objective is to provide a roadmap with direct initiatives, phasing, and tools
to achieve City Beautiful.
Viewing the City as a system, Resilience through Recreation considers the integration of trails, parks, open space, and
recreation on human health, ecological health, and city health. After examining, landmark destinations, key nodes, corridors, and edges, the Advisory Committee (AC) selected six parks for master plan concept development. The selected
parks include: Barry Bridge Park, Memorial Park, Sun Village Park, Chester Park, Deshong-Erye Park, and Mitchell Park.
The locations of these parks are key to knitting a tight, resilient, and multifaceted fabric within the City of Chester. There
is representation in the north, east, south, west, and central parts of the city. Most of the parks sit along significant tributaries and riparian buffer zones. All six parks are key connectors to other significant destinations within the city, such as
the Arts Corridor, Widener University, Taylor Arboretum, the public library, the East Coast Greenway, and most importantly, Chester’s crown jewel –– the Delaware Riverfront. While maintaining base maintenance for all parks in Chester, substantial effort will be put forth to secure new financial investment and human capital to be directed to the programming
and design strategies outlined for these six parks.
Implementation of the phased action items for each of the six parks will be supported by the leadership of a core group
of five to nine active resident volunteers –– the Resilience through Recreation Action Committee (RRAC). This group will
play an important role in liaising between the City and the community to inspire support, drive action, and provide guidance and accountability for all. This plan is their compass and their tool kit.
Serving as models for other parks of similar scope, scale, and use throughout the city, City Beautiful will be achieved by
focusing on the six community-driven master plans developed through the Advisory Committee and public workshops.
Prioritizing the parks that have actively engaged volunteer stewards will be paramount. It is important to show the residents of Chester that this plan is actionable by delivering items that will yield an immediate and significant impact on
community wellbeing. The City cannot do this alone; it will take communitywide commitment, collaboration, and investment. The RRAC will provide organizational strategy and guidance to empower the neighborhood groups while communicating park initiatives in need of City partnership and resources.
The Resilience through Recreation planning process identified Memorial Park and Sun Village Park as two parks with existing neighborhood groups already fundraising, networking and programming to provide more impactful programming
and facilities for the users of these parks. For this reason, Memorial Park and Sun Village Park are called out for immediate action as pilot projects.
Barry Bridge Park is a priority for the City and many residents have expressed a desire to see the waterfront become a
destination hub for the community. Though there is not an existing community group supporting this park, it is called out
as a special project led by the City of Chester project, for this park plan will require partnerships with businesses and land
owners along the waterfront. The City will cultivate the political relationships necessary to revitalize the waterfront, while
the RRAC will cultivate resident partners to take ownership of this City asset in the industrial district.
The other three parks, Chester Park, Deshong-Erye Park, and Mitchell Park are presented at the end of this chapter for
reference. They will be a valuable resource for future park development within Chester’s City System once Park Champions (i.e. community volunteers) surface for these specific parks.
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the city system
the city system
WIDENER TO RIVER CONNECT

ARTS TO RIVER CONNECT

RECREATION STREET

CROSSTOWN PARK TO PARK

DESTINATION RIVERFRONT

LEGEND
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CHESTER CITY: PARKS, TRAILS, + OPEN SPACE MASTER PLAN UPDATE: CONCEPT PLAN

b a r r y b r i d g e pa r k na r r i t i v e
Why This Park
Recognizing the value of Chester’s stellar waterfront, the Advisory Committee (AC) selected Barry Bridge Park as a park of
focus for the Resilience through Recreation Plan. It is key to connecting residents to the waterfront because it is the only
City-owned land along the waterfront ––the rest remains under private industry ownership.

Existing Conditions
The Action Group’s discussion focused on creating a sense of place that attracted people to this wonderful city asset.
Through public workshops and dialogue, it became clear that many residents do not use Barry Bridge Park. Three core
issues were identified:
•

Accessibility –– the connecting corridors are designed for cars, and trucks to quickly enter and exit the industrial
zone. They are not bike or pedestrian friendly, and thus cut off the surrounding neighborhoods from the waterfront.
Wayfinding is limited, and gateway streets do not provide a pleasant entry.

•

Confusion about what is public and what is private land. Many residents said they felt the gateways convey a
feeling of private Union-owned or Wharf-owned property. While they know there is a public park along the river,
many are reluctant to chance trespassing to get to the park.

•

Lack of programmatic attraction to draw people to the space. Outside of Union games, which cater to a
mostly non-Chester population, the waterfront feels like dead space. The bit of walking trail is nice, but without
programming, food vendors, restrooms and social-oriented seating and design, there is no reason for folks to
make the trek from their neighborhoods to this uninviting and remote park. Additionally, it was noted that dumping
is prevalent, which makes the space even less desirable for people to experience.

The Plan
The top priority for activating the waterfront at Barry Bridge Park is to establish public-private business partnerships to take
on place-making strategies.

1.

Lighting projects will be a simple first step to create a sense of place at Barry Bridge Park. The City can collaborate

with the businesses along the waterfront to incorporate colorful and attractive lighting to highlight and celebrate Chester’s
proud industrial heritage. See Landschafts Park, Germany as a precedent. Jointly, City investment in artistic lighting for
Commodore Barry Bridge, and pedestrian pathway lighting along the trail, will make Barry Bridge Park shine as a beacon
to all residents, and to those passing by on I95 and Rt.322. Improving pedestrian and bicycle access will be accomplished
through traffic calming vegetation and human-oriented street design.

2.

Adding better street/trail lighting, greening, porous pavers, mile markers, pet waste disposal bags and trashcans,

and interpretive signage would will make the area and the journey to the park more user-friendly. These improvements
apply primarily to the trail corridor, which the public would like to see expanded and connected to the neighborhoods and
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b a r r y b r i d g e pa r k na r r i t i v e
downtown. Expressive gateway entrances with maps and wayfinding will channel residents and visitors to the waterfront.

3.

Working with the Union to open their restrooms for public use would increase park use and enhance public

perception of the Union organization. Permitting food trucks and providing movable café seating along the waterfront
green is another small gesture toward activating the waterfront as a social place to see and be seen.

4.

More substantial improvements include:
•

immersive and playful waterfront seating, hammocks, and swings. Installing stadium seating, a stage, and movie
screen for movie nights and small concerts. With Barry Bridge as the backdrop, these events will attract visitors
and far and wide. These structures can be rented to test turnout before investing in something more permanent.

•

Enhance the tidal ecology experience by expanding the trail to the beach zone and building a lookout structure.

•

Improve the dock to invite water recreation. Include a watersport rental kiosk alongside an improved dock will
generate revenue for the park.

•

Secure funding to conduct a feasibility study for the development of a marina in this zone, or somewhere else
along the waterfront.

•

Complete the proposed connections for the East Coast Greenway and incorporating public art along the
boundary between the trail, the park and the utility zone.

•

Partnering with the Port Authority on creating a fun zone under the Rt.322 highway structure. This will be a
big and iconic move for Chester. The Rt.322 structure covers the main artery channeling the neighborhood
communities and visitors exiting I95 to the waterfront –– activating the existing dead space with a skate park,
adult swings, spray park, festive lighting and lounge areas would set Chester apart as an innovative, peopleoriented and waterfront city. This will take a lot of political will, relationship building and grant funding, but the
result will achieve Chester’s goal to make the waterfront the regional destination.
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Why This Park
Chester Park is the classic bucolic image of a public park from the turn of the 19th Century. It was well designed and
remains a wonderful public asset with 82.74 acres of parkland. Chester Park was selected by the AC as a park of focus
because it is the only Regional Scale park in Chester and has the potential to draw visitors and tourism to Chester.
Additionally, its geographic location is important as it is the main park servicing the entire north end of Chester. It sits
directly on the boundary with neighboring Nether Providence Township, and it is bisected by Ridley Creek. This makes
it an important node in the city system - connecting waterways to nature and nature to people for improved ecological
and human health.

Existing Conditions
The AC sees Chester Park as a destination park for the city and visitors alike. This is a lovely Olmsted-esque park with
rolling hills, forest buffers, water access, stone steps and bridges. It is also a park with a cross country trail, tennis courts,
basketball, hockey rink, and amphitheater; however, these assets are rarely programmed. Chester Park has good bones,
but in recent years it has developed a bad reputation for being unsafe, a place for dumping, vandalism, and random acts
of arson. The AC would like to build on the park’s assets, remediate the negative elements and elevate the park to be
recognized once again as the best park in Delaware County.

The Plan
The plan recommends a light touch with a few key moves to bring this park back to glory.

1.

Focus on programming and marketing the park’s offerings to Chester residents and through regional tourism

outlets. Programming will be multigenerational, community generated and developed using the park’s existing assets.
Youth tennis and basketball programs will be offered throughout the summer. The amphitheater will have regular weekly
summer shows for residents and visitors to count on, making Chester Park a regional arts and entertainment destination.
The hockey rink will be repainted and programmed with street hockey and roller derby during the day and roller-skating
parties at night. Organized hiking, jogging, bicycle and birding groups will be developed and encouraged to use the
Chester Park trail system as their home base, with options to extend out to Taylor Arboretum and the Wood Trail in Nether
Providence. Adding a natural biofiltration pool with restrooms and a concession stand will provide a much needed 3rd
public pool to service City residents (in addition to the existing Memorial Park pool and proposed Sun Village pool). It will
also provide a green alternative to the traditional public pool model –– it will be more appropriate for the setting, which
historically had a natural wading pool. This unique feature will help achieve the goal of attracting outside visitors for more
revenue. The open green space across the street from the pool will attract picnickers and will be further activated with
artist pop-up exhibits and performances in addition to fitness programming, like yoga and tai-chi. Finally, the main street
will be tree and bench lined to encourage rest and social encounters. The street will be completely closed to traffic during
the weekends to host farmer’s markets, flea markets, fairs, and vendor days.
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2.

Implement strategic and site appropriate safety measures. Programming is also a safety measure. The more

programming in the park, the more active the park, the more eyes there are on the park, the fewer incidents of criminal
behavior in the park. Chester Park will also install site appropriate park lighting congruent with the scale of the main
corridors and nature trails. Call boxes will be installed as an alternative to security cameras and police bike and or/ mounted
police patrols will service the park 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

3.

Enhance the user experience by making better trail connections cutting off vehicular access in parts of main corridor.

Marking the grand entrances with new naturalistic plantings and adding more trail loops through varied landscapes––
including an enhanced meadow near the pool –– will make Chester Park a more noticeable and appealing destination for
hikers, joggers, bicyclists, birders, and fishers. Installing a pedestrian bridge over Ridley Creek and adding a trail link to the
Taylor Arboretum will be essential to connecting Chester Park and Nether Providence to Widener University, downtown
Chester, and the waterfront. Additionally, Chester Park Drive will no longer be a throughway for Nether Providence traffic.
Cutting off vehicular access outside of designated parking areas near the pool to the west and the pavilion to the northeast,
will be a strong message that Chester Park belongs to people. This move will enhance the park’s charm, restore its sanctuary
from the hustle and bustle of the city, and improve safety.

4.

Develop a maintenance protocol and stick with it. Develop a Friends of Chester Park group to host stewardship

clean up days and provide eyes and ears for reporting problems.
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Why This Park
Technically two separate parks with no trail connection, the AC advised Deshong and Erye parks be treated as one park
because of the important social and geographic relationship they share as neighboring parks. Bisected by Chester Creek,
these two parks are also important nodes in the city system connecting waterways to nature and nature to people for
improved ecological and human health. With the highway overlooking Deshong-Erye Park, there is ample opportunity
to promote Chester through strategically placed billboards complemented by the drive by peek into these beautifully
revitalized and active parks as a symbol of all that Chester has to offer. The AC was passionate about including Deshong in
the plan because they recognize it is an important public gateway to the City and fear that without the plan making a case
for its potential, the park will be sold and developed by private business.

Existing Conditions
Erye Park is adjacent to Chester High School and students use the public athletic fields and courts for sports practice and
the trail to walk to and from school. There is a driving range on site as well. Currently underutilized, students from West
Chester University have expressed interest in developing a youth golf club for Chester residents using this range. The
Department of Parks and Recreation needs to coordinate with these volunteers and interested participants. The northern
portion of Eyre is floodplain. There is an existing CZM grant to restore this area for better stormwater management and
trail connection to Chester Creek. This protected land is as vital to maintaining ecological services and human connection
to nature as the athletic facilities are to the high school’s afterschool sports and wellness programming.
Deshong Park also plays an important ecological function as a riparian buffer for Chester Creek and as a cut through for
students walking from the westside of town to school. There is a retirement community across the street, full of potential
park users, programmers and stewards who could be connected to the high schoolers as mentors through the park.
Deshong is particularly well positioned for enhancement because it is a beautiful green gateway to the city of Chester on
Edgemont Ave. It needs to stand out so that visitors and residents enter Chester feeling safe, intrigued and inspired so
that they come back, spend money and tell others to visit Chester for arts and entertainment. There are some beautiful old
stately trees along an elegant path that leads to a dead-end of invasive vegetation and a rusting fence. Currently the park is
the daytime hangout for many of homeless who frequent the shelter nearby. The old Deshong mansion is a stunning piece
of architecture that will wow any visitor entering the City at this juncture. Fundraising efforts are underway to restore the
mansion and transform it into an art gallery, art workspace and art education center, which is a fitting feature for the newly
formed Chester Arts Corridor along Edgemont Ave. This main road leads to the public transportation hub, downtown, City
Hall, and the waterfront.

The Plan
Key recommendations include:

1.
87

Renovation of Deshong Mansion, in line with the existing plans for the building.
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2.

Build a community center and formalized outdoor community gathering space with trails connecting people to

3.

Build a pedestrian bridge over Chester Creek will make a direct trail link from the arts corridor to the high school

4.

Connect all members of the surrounding community –– age, ethnicity, income level –– by promoting inclusive and

nature and other park assets, like a new nature playground, formal gardens, seasonal pop-up events, and art installations.

by.

multigenerational programming that makes use of park amenities and volunteer talents, such as golf, little league, nature
exploration, etc.

5.
6.

Improve the athletic facilities and add parking for athletes and spectators.

Complete the CZM funded stormwater meadow and trail connection. Public workshops generated strong

endorsement for this plan. Participants of all ages expressed a desire to enhance the contemplative arboretum quality

of these parks by restoring nature for stormwater, fishing, water recreation, and nature exploration, while simultaneously
formalizing the spaces closer to the street view to attract people into the park. Incorporating a canoe trail from Camp
Upland to Ethel Waters Park using Chester Creek with an access point in Eyre Park and designated access points for fishing
and bird watching will differentiate Eyre and make it a destination in its own right.

7.

Safety concerns will be ameliorated by installing modern pedestrian lighting along paths and bridges, while

incorporating police bicycle patrols and continued programming to activate eyes on the park.

Postscript
Upon completion of the concept plan nearly a year and a half into the research for the PROS plan, the AC was notified that
Deshong Park has been sold for commercial development. According to existing zoning, 40% of the property must remain
open to the public. Recommendations for public access and use are reflected in the second version of the Deshong-Erye
Park plan. The hatched zones along East 9th St. and Welsh St. are allocated for commercial development, positioning any
new business for visibility and easy vehicular access on both the north and south ends of the park. Giving these areas over
to development will mean sacrificing the concept for the community center, formalized social gathering space, formalized
gardens and the nature playground. However, preserving the Deshong mansion and core pedestrian path connecting the
Arts Corridor to Chester High School is of paramount importance. With these two key moves in place, the plan for Deshong
will still be impactful for the community and relevant for attracting visitors to this gateway park.
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Why This Park
At .49 acres, Mitchell Park is considered a mini park. It serves a small neighborhood but was selected as a park of focus
because it is representative of many of the small parks scattered throughout Chester. The proposed modifications will
prove vital to neighborhood connectivity, pride, trust, safety and health –– exceeding expectations for mini parks and
elevating their importance as the connective tissue for individual neighborhoods which strengthens the wellbeing of each
district and the city system as a whole.

Existing Conditions
It is a long narrow space, entirely concrete with a few strips of grass and shrubs lining the perimeter. There are some picnic
tables and trashcans, but the concrete is degrading, the design dated, and lighting fixtures all broken. However, the park
is well used and well-loved by neighborhood kids who view it as a safe space to ride their bikes, run around and play
hide-and-seek during the day. Adults express happiness to have the park in their back yard, but would like to see updated
design, softer yet durable materials, and overall comfort and safety improvements made to encourage more park use and
better-quality park use. A few critical interventions will make Mitchell Park a shining example for mini parks across the city.

The Plan
The plan for Mitchell Park is simple and could be easily replicated in other similar parks. The formula includes:
•

Replace concrete with grassy open space for lounging, picnicking or playing ball.

•

Add seating and hammocks under shade trees for comfort, beauty and relaxation.

•

Include movable picnic or café tables to accommodate various gatherings and to encourage neighborhood-wide
BBQs.

•

Create quiet nature zone with a pollinators’ garden and water feature for observing and interacting with nature
–– these small connections to the natural word have proven health benefits.

•

Include some modest but modern play equipment, like a trike track, swings and a climbing structure.

•

Carve out a space for community gardening.

•

Incorporate both festive string lights and scaled street lighting to improve safety and encourage evening socializing.
Work will an urban lighting designer to select the right fixtures and light quality for the space. When street lights
are too bright and not spaced well, eyes take longer to adjust leaving pedestrians vulnerable to attack.

•

Encourage neighborhood Champions to organize programming based on talents and desires of individuals
within the neighborhood, such as: outdoor fitness classes, reading circles for children, gardening and composting
workshops, neighborhood wide art instillations, or even dance parties.

This formula is not to imply a cookie cutters approach to mini parks, it is merely a model from which start. Each neighborhood
will need bring their own unique flair to the selected materials, layout of the space and programmatic offerings. The key
ingredient is having an actively engaged volunteer group to advocate for resources, organize events and encourage
ongoing stewardship of the park.
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PARK PROFILES
c h e s t e r pa r k

1

e l k i n g t o n b lv d .

Community Park

82.74 acres

c h a r a c t e r Large bucolic park with many uses, rolling hills, and natural areas

overview
TYPE:

Special use

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Nature, fitness, sports, play,
special events, performing
arts, social gatherings

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES

Nice stone features throughout,
bridge out limiting access
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PARK PROFILES
d e s h o n g pa r k 1 0 t h &

character

edgmont

Community Park
Remnant formal park with abandoned classical historic building, steep hill
undeveloped gateway to downtown by Chester Creek

overview
TYPE:

Community

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Cut through for school kids,
unused driving range

ACCESS:

Bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Homeless enjoy during the day,
viewshed for retirement condos
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15.9 acres

PARK PROFILES
e y r e pa r k

3

eyre dr.

Community Park

11.24 acres

undeveloped, open, underused baseball fields, by Chester High School and
c h a r a c t e r Mostly
Chester Creek

overview
TYPE:

Community

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Limited use - two baseball
fields, parking, open space

ACCESS:

Bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES
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PARK PROFILES
s u n v i l l a g e pa r k

character

johnson

thomas

Community Park
21.58 acres
Multi-Use park along Ridley Creek serving the east end, mature trees, woodland
buffer, open fields, slight rolling topography

overview
TYPE:

Community

LEVEL OF USE:
USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Less than expected by kids /
families, more than expected by
teens / young adults
Fitness, sports, play, social
gathering, nature

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Unused facility, cheerful mural
art, glass on ground
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PARK PROFILES
v e t e r a n s m e m o r i a l pa r k 7 t h ,

character

5
engle

&

ward

21.13 acres
Community Park
West end multi use park with pool, playground and a field for youth football.
Relatively flat open, north and south ends buffered by trees

overview
TYPE:

Special Use

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Fitness, sports, play, organized
programs, social gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES

Flooding issues, limited lighting, near library and hospital
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PARK PROFILES
7th

s t r e e t c o u r t s 7th &

penn

Neighborhood Park

character

6

3.94 acres

Basketball and soccer facility adjoining Chester Creek

overview
TYPE:

Special Use

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Sports

ACCESS:
COMFORT:

Walkable, bikeable, transit
Satisfactory

NOTES
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Photograph: Clem Murray

PARK PROFILES
b a r r y b r i d g e pa r k

flower

&

7

w at e r f r o n t

Neighborhood Park

1.66 acres

space with fishing pier and boat ramp underneath Barry Bridge and next to
c h a r a c t e r Gathering
Union Soccer Stadium. Beautiful views of bridge, river, tidal wetlands and industry

overview
TYPE:

Special Use

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Nature, special events, social

ACCESS:
COMFORT:
NOTES

Bikeable, transit
Satisfactory
Mudflats, open and vegetated
shoreline, connection to the
East Coast Greenway
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PARK PROFILES
p u l a s k i pa r k 8 t h &

hinkson

Neighborhood Park

character

Neighborhood park with a basketball court and a playground

overview
TYPE:

Neighborhood

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play, sports

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES
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1.56 acres

PARK PROFILES
w a s h i n g t o n pa r k

17th &

melrose

Neighborhood Park

character

9

7.09 acres

Playground and woodlands by Widener University

overview
TYPE:

Neighborhood

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

There are plans to renovate
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PARK PROFILES
15 t h &

edgmont

15th &

edgmont

Mini Park

character

Small, undeveloped parcel with seating and trees

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

N/A

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Relaxing

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

The City wants to sell
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10

0.42 acres

PARK PROFILES
c o m i s i a k p l ay g r o u n d

union

&

Mini Park

character

11
harwick

0.21 acres

Playground in southwestern portion

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

The City does not own most
of the park
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PARK PROFILES
c o n c o r d p l ay g r o u n d

lincoln

&

Mini Park

character

Corner tot lot

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Playground on site
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12
concord

0.17 acres

PARK PROFILES
crosby square court

14th &

13
crosby

Mini Park

character

0.1 acres

Corner basketball court

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Sports

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES

The City does not own the
park
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PARK PROFILES
eastend rec center

11th &

upland

Mini Park

character

Playground, basketball court, and small indoor center

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Fitness, sports, play, organized
programs, social gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES

Building currently used for
boxing
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14

0.43 acres

PARK PROFILES
e l l s w o r t h p l ay g r o u n d

2nd &

Mini Park

character

15
ellsworth

0.04 acres

Small tot lot along Route 291

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Community Action Agency
next door
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PARK PROFILES
e t h e l w at e r s

2nd &

chester cr.

Public Space

character

16

1.12 acres

Creekside plaza near City Hall

Photograph: City of Chester

overview
TYPE:

Special Use

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Special events, culture, social
gathering

ACCESS:

Bikeable

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES

Connects to East Coast
Greenway
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Photograph: Stefan Roots

PARK PROFILES
f o u r s e a s o n s pa r k

pennell

Mini Park

character

17
&

woodrow

1.04 acres

Neighborhood playground and seating areas

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play, social gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Unused blacktop
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PARK PROFILES
h i g h l a n d g a r d e n s p l ay g r o u n d

Mini Park

character

New neighborhood playground

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play, social gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Owned by CEDA
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18
culhane
swarts

0.28 acres

&

PARK PROFILES
little

“S ”

6th &

Mini Park

character

19
tilghman

0.12 acres

Small access between streets

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Limited use

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Trail cut through to Woodrow
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PARK PROFILES
l l o y d p l ay g r o u n d 8 t h &

lloyd

Mini Park

character

Revitalized park with playground and basketball

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Sports, play, social gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES

In development
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20

0.33 acres

PARK PROFILES
m c c l u r g p l ay g r o u n d

8th &

Mini Park

character

21
chester cr.

0.37 acres

Playgroud at the end of a residential street

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES

Trail cut through to Woodrow
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PARK PROFILES
m i t c h e l l pa r k

byrum b/w congree

&

22
james

Mini Park

character

Small gathering space with a few mature trees and flowering shrubs – mostly open
sun, concrete and picnic tables

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Social gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Concrete in disrepair, lights
out, lacking engagement
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PARK PROFILES

23

m l k h o l m e s p l ay g r o u n d c o n g r e s s &

tilghman

Mini Park

character

0.39 acres

Neighborhood playground and gathering space for the surrounding block

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play, social gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES
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PARK PROFILES
o c ta g o n pa r k

9th &

pennell

Mini Park

character

Playground and gathering space surrounded by multi-family housing

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Play

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Serves only the block
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24

0.43 acres

PARK PROFILES
t r i a n g l e pa r k

downtown

Mini Park

character

25

0.18 acres

Downtown seating area

overview
TYPE:

Mini

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Social gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Gateway area
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PARK PROFILES
m l k m e m o r i a l pa r k 6 t h &

engle

Special Use Park

character

Space for seating and reflection next to the library

overview
TYPE:

Special use

LEVEL OF USE:

Expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Heritage, culture, social
gathering

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES
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26

1.45 acres

PARK PROFILES
mothers arch

1165

27
c o n c o r d av e .

Special Use Park

character

1.52 acres

Swedish heritage site

overview
TYPE:

Special use

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Heritage, culture, limited use

ACCESS:

Walkable, bikeable

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Memorial site
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PARK PROFILES
penn’s landing

2nd &

penn

Special Use Park

character

Historic site in an industrial setting

overview
TYPE:

Special use

LEVEL OF USE:

Less that expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Heritage, limited use

ACCESS:

Bikeable, transit

COMFORT:

Not satisfactory

NOTES

Connection to East Coast
Greenway
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28

1.34 acres

PARK PROFILES
c r o z e r pa r k

kerlin

&

chester creek

Community Park

character

29

51.17 acres

Ball fields and woodlands along Chester Creek

overview
TYPE:

Community Park

LEVEL OF USE:

Less than expected

USE &
ACTIVITIES:

Nature, sports, organized
programs

ACCESS:

Bikeable

COMFORT:

Satisfactory

NOTES

Site of future Chester Creek
Trail
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Appendix B:

Demographics of the City of Chester
The City of Chester’s storied and industrial past once boasted steel, ship building, and manufacturing
businesses. At the city’s peak, 63,658 people lived here. As plants and manufacturers closed,
unemployment rose and the population declined to a low of 33,972 in 2010 that is now slowly on the
upswing to 34,077 in 2018.
Like many urban areas throughout the United States, Chester’s population has shrunk and its tax base
has deteriorated. Chester’s experience is consistent with the national trend since the mid-20th century
of population shifting away from cities into the suburbs. The migration to the suburbs coupled with
significant job losses in the manufacturing sector led to a 47 percent population decline for Chester
from 1960 to 2018. Over the same time period, Delaware County’s population remained steady at
approximately 550,000 and Philadelphia’s other suburban counties, Chester, Montgomery, and Bucks,
experienced significant wealth and population growth .

The People of Chester

While other cities in Pennsylvania were losing population, in Chester the population increased from
34,007 in 2014 to 34,077 in 2018, a slight but positive progress . Today, Chester’s population includes:
1. About 75 percent African American, 17 percent Caucasian, and nine percent Hispanic.
2. The City has a young population with nearly one out of three residents under the age of 18. There
are 8,257 children in the City of Chester under the age of 18. The median age is only 30.5 years
compared with 37 statewide.
3. In contrast, the older population over the age of 65 is only about 12 percent, lower that the statewide
average of 15 percent.
4. Of the 7,216 family households, 4,147 have a female householder with no husband present which is
three times the state average. In these households, 83 percent are on public assistance.
5. About one in three households have a single person totaling 3,616 households.
6. 32 percent of households do not have access to a car.

Income and Poverty

Nearly two out of five people live below the poverty level. Three out of four children live in a household
with some form of public assistance. About 73 percent live in rental housing. Transience has been
reported as a problem in the schools. The median household income declined from $27,217. Most of the
poverty in Delaware County is in Chester. Homelessness is dramatically increasing in Pennsylvania and
is especially pernicious for children who are homeless. They score 45 percent on national educational
tests .

Education
Poverty is directly linked to education. In Chester, only about eight percent of its residents has a
bachelor’s degree, far below the national average of 28 percent.
The lack of education been particularly challenging for young men who have been unable to find jobs
leaving women to support the children. The lack of education begins to snowball when combined
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with inability to get a job or a job with a living wage. Homeless shelters have reported increase in
attendance including many first-time families entering the shelters
Chester Upland School District
The Chester Upland School District is in receivership as ordered by Delaware County Courts. With
frequent turnovers in administration, the most recent Superintendent left in July. While the planning
team for this project tried to interview school district representatives, they were unable to do so.
In December of 2017, the State Auditor general declared that the school district in “administrative
chaos.” No matter the reasons over the years, the essential point is that the school district is failing the
children of Chester.
The importance of education shows in income. Those with less than a high school diploma earn a
median of $17,627 while those with a bachelor’s degree earn a median of $30,833. Those with less
than a high school diploma and a family are less able to support them.
Housing
Only 37 percent of the housing units are owner-occupied. The median value of an owner-occupied
house in Chester is $66,800, about 29 percent of the Delaware County’s median of $233,300. Yet the
median rent in Chester of $810 is 81 percent of Delaware County’s median rent of $996. Anecdotal
information indicates that the population among school age children is extremely transitory.
With relatively high rents, 51 percent of renters pay more than 35 percent of their income to rent. Of
the houses with a mortgage, about 31 percent of homeowners pays than 35 percent of their income
on their mortgage.
Transportation
Of the occupied 11,610 housing units in Chester, 3,717 (32%) have no vehicle. With about 2.63 people
per household, 9,775 people would need public transportation, non-motorized transportation or ride
sharing.

What Do These Statistics Mean?
Understanding customers’ lifestyle choices, what they buy, and how they spend their free time is
important for community and recreation planners. ESRI offers a dataset called Tapestry Segmentation
that “classifies” every geographic area into one of 65 household categories or segments . Each
segment represents a set of dominant characteristics among the households within the geographic
area. These characteristics can represent a broad base of attributes including demographic, lifestyle,
spending, interests, and behavioral traits. Tapestry provides insights to help identify your best
customers, optimal sites, and underserved markets. As a result, you will get higher response rates for
programs and services, invest your limited staff and budget resources wisely, and make decisions on
how to improve public facilities optimally.
According to ESRI’s Tapestry Segmentation for the City of Chester, families in this urban segment may
be nontraditional; however, their religious faith and family values guide their modest lifestyles. Jobs
are not always easy to come by, but wages and salary income are still the main sources of income for
most households. Reliance on Social Security and public assistance income is necessary to support
single-parent and multigenerational families. High poverty rates in this market make it difficult to make
ends meet.
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Market Profile

The Market Profile indicates consumer preferences in Chester which are estimated from data by
market research such as internet use, purchases, subscriptions etc. Consumers in this market consider
traditional gender roles and religious faith very important. This market lives for today, choosing to save
only for a specific purpose. They favor TV as their media of choice and will purchase a product with a
celebrity endorsement.
• To make ends meet, consumers shop at warehouse clubs and low-cost retailers.
• Unlikely to own a credit card, they pay their bills in person.
• This market supports multigenerational families; they are often primary caregivers for elderly family
members. On average, these residents have a higher reliance on Medicaid.
• For entertainment, they listen to gospel and R&B music and prefer to watch BET.
• The recreational activity of choice for residents is basketball.
1. Econsult Solutions. August, 2016. Chester City Amended Recovery Plan. p.3.
2. U.S. Bureau of the Census. American Community Survey 2016.
3. Heinze, Justin. (June 10, 2016. Hidden Worlds: Homelessness on the Rise in Philly Region. Phoenixville, PA Patch.
4. Kaufmann, Rick. December 6, 2017. Auditor General: Chester Upland School District is in administrative chaos, saddled
with huge debt. Delaware County Times.
5. ESRI. (2018) https://doc.arcgis.com/en/esri-demographics/data/tapestry-segmentation.htm
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Appendix C: Economy Development and
City Financing Report

Changes in Econimic Development: Implications for Chester
Economic development has changed dramatically over the last ten years, evolving from a focus on
creating businesses to which workers would seek jobs, to a place-based economy in which people
choose to live and businesses gravitate to seize the labor pool. People can choose to live wherever
they want in the 21st century. This is particularly true of Millennials who decide where they want to
live first, establish their lifestyle, and then figure out how to work. The internet is changing how we
work and why we live and work the way we do. Over the next 25 years, 78 million Baby Boomers will
retire resulting in more jobs than workers to fill them. This will lead to an extreme labor shortage. The
ability of people to choose where they want to live combined with a labor shortage will require the
way we think about how we plan and manage our communities increasingly important. Since people
now choose where they want to live first, businesses now must go where the people want to live to
attract the caliber of worker they need to employ for their business to success. The quality of life in a
community matters very much in attracting people to live there and businesses to establish themselves
there.
This trend of people choosing where they want to live is a game-changer for how the City of Chester
is planned and managed. No longer is parks and recreation simply “nice to have, but we can’t afford
to pay for it” – it is the essential core piece of future economic development. Parks and recreation is
central to quality of life and therefore economic development. Having safe, clean and beautiful parks
with plenty of things to do attracts people who want to live in a community. Research shows that the
decision to live in a community or locate a business there typically has recreation as the first point
of contact with the community1. If it is a place where people want to live, then business will follow.
Communities will begin to fight for qualified workers. If thought leaders in the City of Chester begin
to understand the gravity of this situation and how the quality of life plays in to where people want to
live, then the community dialogue will change and so will priorities on funding. The future is all about
creating communities in which people will want to live. Parks and recreation then becomes part of the
solution to economic revitalization, not something we can’t afford to pay for.
The City of Chester has the bones to do this. It is a compact walkable community with its beautiful
historic architecture still in place. It is a walkable riverfront community directly down stream on the
Delaware River from the thriving City of Philadelphia. Important regional trails, including Delaware
County’s trail system and the East Coast Greenway, are being planned to connect Chester to the
region beyond. The future of Chester is in fact rooted in recreation, having plenty of things to do, and
enjoyable places in which to spend time. Chester needs safe, clean and beautiful parks and plentiful
recreation opportunities to be at the core of its economic development strategies. Otherwise people
will choose to live elsewhere and businesses will follow them there.

Financing: The Major Challenge2
The following information on city financing is taken from the City’s Financial Recovery plan cited below.
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Today the City of Chester remains one of Pennsylvania’s poorest cities, with high unemployment,
virtually no economic growth, and a population increasingly reliant on government services. After over
20 years in Act 47 of 1987, as amended (“Act 47” or the “Municipalities Financial Recovery Act”),
Chester’s economy is still not able to support its municipal government or to provide minimal services
to its desperately poor population.
The City of Chester has been in Pennsylvania’s Act 47 Financial Recovery Program since 1995. Chester
has struggled with re-defining itself following its boom years as a manufacturing and distribution center.
For several decades, Chester has been one of Pennsylvania’s poorest cities. Chester’s dire financial
situation peaked in 2006, when it obtained a deficit-funded loan to meet payroll and deliver basic
services. Its financial condition was granted a temporary reprieve in 2008 when Harrah’s Philadelphia
Casino and Racetrack opened. In 2009 this new revenue source allowed Chester to operate within its
budget for several years including establishing a reserve fund with excess revenues. The waterfront in
Chester has seen considerable attention with the granting of Keystone Opportunity Zones to attract
private investment. In 2010, PPL Park (now Talen Energy Stadium), home to the Major League Soccer
team, Philadelphia Union, opened, providing some seasonal employment opportunities and attracting
visitors to Chester – though nothing has drawn these visitors to spend time and money outside of
stadium activities.
Unfortunately, in recent years, the City has slipped back into severe financial distress. While the Casino
offered an additional source of revenue, the City’s other revenues have been stagnant. Economic
growth has been slow despite the City’s efforts. The City has been successful in redeveloping its
waterfront and has spurred some new business growth. However, those successes have been slow
to have a positive impact on the City’s budget. Meanwhile, the City’s personnel costs have climbed,
particularly in the police and fire ranks, where historically bad interest arbitration awards have driven
up the City’s labor costs.
Under the leadership of Mayor Kirkland, who assumed office in January of 2016, the City began to
take action to grow the City’s economy, to increase employment opportunities and to stimulate the
growth of its various tax bases to generate revenues to fund service provision. Mayor Kirkland and
City Council have also taken steps to reduce costs, including overtime costs, which hit historically high
levels in 2015.
Unfortunately, despite the administration’s best efforts, more must be done to alleviate the City’s
financial distress and it must be done quickly. The General Assembly enacted Act 199 of 2014, which
amended Act 47 in various respects. One focus of Act 199 is to limit the period of time in which
a municipality may remain in distress status under Act 47. A municipality’s distress status must be
terminated five years after the effective date of the most recent recovery plan or amendment enacted
under Act 47, which was in effect at the time Act 199 was enacted in 2014. As of 2014, Chester’s most
recent plan or amendment was effective in May 2013, which means that under the law, the City must
exit Act 47 by May 2018. This revised Plan must therefore set forth goals which are intended to enable
the City to exit Act 47 by May 2018.
Although, as stipulated by Act 199, it is possible that the termination date could be extended by
an additional three years, such an extension is not assured and cannot be assumed at this time for
purposes of this Recovery Plan.
As a result, the City must take immediate steps to eliminate its budget deficit and address its funding
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deficit. Extreme measures must be taken, and no department of the City will be able to avoid making
difficult decisions. The City must do more with less. Expenditures must be cut, which may result in
increased employee retirements and service level reductions. However, it is possible for the City
to achieve its goal of climbing out of distressed municipality status. With focused and disciplined
implementation of this Recovery Plan, the City will solve its budget crisis, deliver effective, critical
services and continue to spur economic growth as it reshapes itself for the future. Revitalizing Chester’s
parks is an investment not a cost. As cities across the country are attracting millions of residents again,
the center of this sweeping urban renaissance are newly revitalized parks. They are not only safe and
beautiful, but also serve as green engines to help address nearly every critical urban need from health
to housing, to education and environmental justice, and countering sprawl to combating crime. The
City of Chester wants to be part of this urban renaissance too.

Parks and Recreation Budget
The budget for parks, recreation and public properties is combined into one budget. The planning
team has requested a breakdown in line items to determine the budget for parks and recreation
without public properties.
1. Beale, Clavin L. and Johnson, Kenneth M. (1998). Population Research and Policy Review. “The identification of
recreational counties in nonmetropolitan areas of the USA”. P 50.
2. Econsult Solutions. (2016) Municipalities Financial Recovery Plan for the City of Chester. Pp. i and ii.
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APPENDIX D
PARKS, RECREATION, OPEN SPACE,
AND TRAILS FUNDING SOURCES
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Appendix D: Parks, Recreation, Open
Space, and Trails Funding Sources

Funding sources change frequently in terms of type, grant amount and the priorities of the funding
organization. The following list is presented as links to the current online resources.

State and Federal Funding
Recreation, Parks, Trails, and Conservation
• Finding the Green: A Guide to State Funding Opportunities for Conservation, Recreation &
Preservation Projects
• Growing Greener Environmental Stewardship Fund: Community Conservation Partnerships Program
Grants (PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources), Watershed and Environmental
Education Grants (PA Department of Agriculture), Drinking Water/Sewer Infrastructure Grants (PA
Infrastructure Investment Authority)
• Keystone Recreation, Park & Conservation Fund: Community Conservation Partnerships Program
Grants (PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources), Historic Preservation Grants (PA
Historical and Museum Commission), Library Grants (PA Department of Education)
• Land and Water Conservation Fund: LWCF funding is intended to protect national parks, areas
around rivers and lakes, national forests and national wildlife refuges from development, and to provide
matching grants for state and local parks and recreation projects. LWCF Success in Pennsylvania
• PA Agricultural Conservation Easement Purchase Program
• PA Council on the Arts: Arts and Culture Grants
• PA Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP)
• PA Department of Community and Economic Development
Variety of technical assistance programs and funding opportunities including: Greenways, Trails and
Recreation Program and Watershed Restoration and Protection Program, Multimodal Transportation
Fund, Flood Mitigation Program (FMP), H20 PA (Flood Control Projects, Unsafe Dam Project and
Storm Water Projects), Sewage Facilities Program (SFP)
• PA Department of Transportation: Transportation Grants
• PA Fish and Boat Commission: Fishing, Boating and Aquatic Resource Conservation Grants
• PA Land Trust Association: Conservation Easement Assistance Program
• The Center for Rural Pennsylvania: Research Grants
• PA Department of Environmental Protection Coastal Resources Management Program
Athletic Grants and Foundations
• Finish Line Youth Foundation: Program Development, Facility Improvement and Emergency
Assistance Grants
• National Football League Grassroots Program: Capital Field Improvement Grants
• Target: Youth Soccer Program Development Grants
• Tony Hawk Foundation: Skatepark Grants
• United States Golf Association: Junior Program Development Grants
• US Soccer Foundation: Program Development and Field Improvement Grants
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• National Gardening Association: School and Youth Garden Program Development Grants

Accessibility – Sources of Information
• PRPS Inclusion Task Force
• Model Aquatic Health Code (MAHC): An All-inclusive Model Public Swimming Pool and Spa Code
• National Center on Accessibility
• National Recreation and Park Association
• National Recreation and Park Association: Embracing Access & Inclusion to Succeed
• Temple University Collaborative: Community Inclusion Resources

Other Grant Funders and Foundations
• Council on Foundations
• Foundation Center
• GovSpot
• Grants.gov
• Grantsmanship Center
• National Recreation and Park Association
• PA Community Foundations
• William Penn Foundation
• Scattergood Foundation
• Deaver Foundation
• Bread and Roses Racial Economic Justice Fund
• Lenfest Foundation
• MTWB
• Four States One Source
• Delaware River Keepers
• KAB
• Pennsylvania Horitcultural Society
• WCS Climate Adaptation Fund
• FWS
• Gesu Sustainability
• The Harris Foundation
• IBM
• CVS Health Foundation
• Comcast Foundation
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PLANNING MEETING NOTES
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Meeting Minutes
Date of Meeting: 11-30-16
Client Name: Chester City
Project Name: Chester Parks, Trails and Open Space Master Plan Update
Purpose of Meeting: Advisory Committee Meeting 1
Date of Distribution: 12-06-16
Attending:

First Name Last Name

Suzanna
Tavis
Ann
Ryan
Lisa
Peter
Lizzie
Anthony
Peter
Charles
Steve
Kyle C.
Ralph
Susan
Rosetta
Dr. Kathy
Jessica

Fabry (SF)
Dockwiller (TD)
Toole (AT)
Walker (RW)
Gaffney
Rykard (PR)
Hessek (LH)
Moore (AM)
Rykard
Thompson
Beckley
Davis
Dorsey
Dennis
Carter
Hornberg
Kowalski

Joy
Janet

Taylor
Riley-Ford

Capacity

Viridian Landscape Studio (VLS)
Viridian Landscape Studio (VLS)
Toole Recreation Planning (TRP)
Natural Lands Trust (NLT)
Chester Economic Development Authority (CEDA)
Chester City
PA Environmental Council (PEC)
Chester Department of Parks, Public Property, and Recreation
Chester Planning Department
Chester Panthers
Delaware County Planning Department
K.C. Electrical Services
Chester Biddy Basketball Association
Planning Commission and Community Activist
Chester Bureau of Health and Let’s Move
Widener University and Shade Tree Commission
Widener University and Shade Tree Commission- student
representative
Chester Constituent Services
Chester Boys and Girls Club

A. Welcome and Introductions
B. About the Plan, Roles, and Responsibilities


About the Plan
o We are creating a plan to implement, not to sit on a shelf
o We will identify 5 – 7 key actions that will immediately improve Chester’s Parks
o Public opinion and partnerships are vital to the plan



Role of Advisory Committee members
o Speak up in meetings
 Your knowledge about Chester is key to creating a successful plan
 Our differences take us to creative places that move the plan forward
o Attend City Council meeting when plan is up for adoption
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 City Council must see that there is support for this plan and your speaking up in
support will help with adoption and implementation
 City Council will be aware of the plan as it moves forward
o Outreach to your networks
 Encourage your contacts to attend our community meetings
 We will be asking you to personally invite five people to our community forums
and to ask them to invite three to five people as well
 The more people at the meeting, the more effective the plan will be
C. Work Session
1. Opportunities in Chester: What do you love about Chester’s Parks?
o Crozier Park
 Beautiful natural area: you feel like you have left the city
 No cars, safe and accessible
 Chester Creek Trail in park is shovel-ready
 Little League fields
o Memorial Park
 Great football fields
 Good lighting
o Chester Park
 Great paved loop trail
 Ridley Creek runs through with native plants along its banks
 Band shell host entertainment
o Waterfront
 Views of the Delaware River are incredible
 City has only public boat launch on the Delaware in DelCo
 Programming like Chesterfest on the waterfront
 Canoemobile programming out of Chester
o General
 “We have the most beautiful parks anywhere.” Rosetta Carter
 There is a system of parks in Chester
 Passive and Active recreation
 Waterfront, forest, and field
 Parks in every neighborhood
 Public really uses the parks for community celebrations
 Weddings, family reunions, special events
 East Coast Greenway is a huge future asset
 Chester is transit accessible
 Taylor Arboretum is nearby
 Library near MLK Park
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Parks are key to changing the image of the city
“The parks are beautiful. You can bring your family, it’s safe in the day time, the
environment is beautiful, and it can enhance your thinking.”

2. Challenges in Chester: What needs to be addressed?
o Crozier park
 Isolation is an issue
 It doesn’t seem safe
 It needs marketing
o Memorial Park
 Lights should be improved
 Needs facilities for concessions and bathrooms
 Over 400 people come to the park to watch games
o Ethel Waters Park
 Difficult to get to
o Chester Park
 Hilly
 Make special events difficult to host
o Sun Village Park
 Does not feel safe
o General
 Route 291 is very hard to cross
 People don’t go to the river because of the highway
 Need more safe crossings
 Challenge of making East Coast Greenway happen
 Stormwater management is an issue across the city
 Global warming threatens the city and its parks
 Flooding is already an issue
 Hurricane season and flood season
 Children aren’t learning about the park system through their schools
 Recess is not constructive
 Environmental education for families should be more of a priority
 Vandalism
 How do we make sure our investments aren’t vandalized?
 Lack of surveillance in parks
 Lack of lighting in some parks
 Parking
 Reluctant to take away parkland, but we need capacity for visitors
 Citizens don’t know what is available in their parks
 Parks lack signage/existing signage is not adequate
 Maintenance is a big problem
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Access to water to water plantings and trees is a concern

3. People who are currently not being served by the park system
o Disabled
o Seniors
o Spanish-speaking community
o Youth ages 18 – 25
o People without cable and social media, computers
o Widener students
4. Number 1 Thing for the plan to address:
o Parks and recreation will improve the quality of life in Chester. It’s important to look at
how this plan will help overall city efforts for improvement
o Support all groups in Chester
o Increase appreciation of nature
o City-wide trail network that connects to the County’s network
o Marketing of the parks and programming
o Safety
o Needs to be a collective community project
o Increased outreach
o Making sure the recommendations create maximum utilization of parks
o Promote livability of Chester
D. Additional Items







The planning team could create an outreach program in which community volunteers would run
focus groups close to where people are in the community (homes, neighborhood locations, etc.)
The planning team could work with community groups such as the Chester Community
Liaisons, faith based institutions, schools, and others to identify potential focus group and
visioning leaders.
o The goal would be to train residents to run focus groups for the plan thereby increasing
public input significantly beyond the scope of work to be undertaken by the planning
team.
o This would have the additional benefit of creating more stewards and supporters for the
plan.
Low-maintenance improvements should be a priority
Creating “Friends of…” groups should be a consideration
First community meeting will be January 5th at 6:00PM or January 19th at 6:00PM
o Widener students on break January 5th, but January 19th might be later than ideal
o Spread the word and bring your friends
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E. Homework/Action Items


Email Lizzie (lhessek@pecpa.org) the names and contact information of people and
organizations to be:
o Interviewed for the Parks Master Plan
o Also consider additional people who should be on the Advisory Committee
o Email Lizzie by 12/9

Thank you to everyone for attending the first Advisory Committee Meeting.
We believe this to be an accurate record of this meeting and we will proceed in reliance on this report.
If there are any discrepancies, please report them to us in writing within seven days.
Respectfully submitted,
Pennsylvania Environmental Council,

Lizzie Hessek
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First Public Meeting: City of Chester Parks, Trails, and Open Space Master Plan Update
January 26, 2017
Chester City Hall
1 E 4th St,
Chester, PA 19013

Meeting Purpose
To obtain the ideas, concerns, and opportunities that the citizens of Chester have to improve the
quality of life in the City in art through parks, recreation, trials and open space.
Participants
63 people participated in the workshop, of which 41 identified as citizens and 22 identified as
representatives from key stakeholder organizations. The names of all participants are attached
to this meeting report.
Project Introduction
Anthony Moore of the City of Chester Department of Parks and Recreation welcomed the
participants and introduced the planning team and Study Committee members. The consulting
team of Viridian Landscape Studio, Natural Lands Trust and Toole Recreation Planning
provided an introduction to the Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan, plan goals, schedule
and information about public participation including the format for this meeting.
Meeting Summary
The participants worked in small groups at eight table to identify what they like about parks,
recreation and open space in Chester, what they don’t like, and the one most important thing
they would like to see accomplished because of this plan. Observations of the work session,
discussions at the tables, and general group discussion found that citizen concerns were
focused on improving safety, creating access and connections for safe walking and bicycling,
connections to nature, taking care of what we have, and adding more recreation facilities, they
expressed the importance of community involvement.
General Community Concerns:
•
•
•
•
•

Not enough gardens in Chester
Not enough food options
Train rides through Chester but doesn’t stop
Bike trails are in the road
Issues regarding young people: this is their future
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How can the community help youth voices be heard?
Should we pay youth to participate in community meetings? Do they need an
incentive?
o Can we pay young people to train community liaisons?
o Youth would like technology to be incorporated into parks
 Wifi in parks
 Social media link in parks
 Pokémon in parks?
 A space for dirt bikes and ATV’s in the parks would be popular
Do we want fancy parks or simple parks? Simple equipment or skate park? Parks with
exercise equipment?
How do we use parks to create a healthy city?
o There is a lot of disease vexing the city.
Educational programs in parks and about parks
o You can have the greatest park, but you can’t pay people to care.
o We have to educate a lifestyle
o Environmental Education is very important
Hometown pride generates care.
We must work to enfranchise citizens and heal wounds made over hundreds of years.
o
o

•
•
•

•
•

Feedback from Tables:
Table 1:
What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Name one thing you would
like to see this plan
accomplish:

Calisthenics parks/fitness
parks
USATF
Space
Walking Trails
Basketball courts
Places to exercise, bike, and
run
Riverfront
Fitness spaces
Beauty
Concerts

Not enough benches
No swimming pool
Poor accessibility
Not enough parking
No bathrooms
Poor lighting
Loitering
Not enough information
No swimming pool
No concession stands
Not enough programming (like
checkers and chess in parks)
No consistency of programs
and events
Lack of free indoor rec spaces
for youth
Lack of resources
Poor maintenance
Lack of safety

Better multi-modal activity
Safer access
Add fitness areas (tracks and
flat, cemented spaces)
Bridge reconstruction in
Chester Park
Talk with neighborhood
organizations
Urban agriculture
Safe community
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Table 2:
What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Name one thing you would
like to see this plan
accomplish:

Trees
Trails
Trails
Walking
Waterfront park and stadium
Baseball for kids
Pool
Swimming pool
Football for kids
Events
Trees
Trails
Pools
Playing fields
Open space
Green space
Events

They are not beautiful
Minimal promotion of events
No BBQ Pits
No BBQ Pits
No BBQ Pits
No dog park
Not enough natural plantings
No scenic trails
Parks need renovating
Dying trees due to insufficient
care
No aftercare
Plants and trees are not wellmaintained
Litter/trash is not monitored
enough
Unkept
Not enough trees
Not enough trails
Need exercise bars on trail
Lack of seating
No benches
No benches
No lights
Safety issues
Need security cameras
Not safe enough
No security
No track that is safe to
exercise on
Maintenance (litter removal,
tree care, and equipment
upkeep)
No security (more lights and
cameras)
Facilities (More benches and
more barbecue pits)

Connection to community
through the town center
More nature
Better maintenance and
cleaning
Safe natural places to enjoy
and walk in
Connection to everything
including town center
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Table 3:
What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Name one thing you would
like to see this plan
accomplish:

Art in the Park event
Scenery
Animals
Vegetable garden and flowers
Playground

Cyclists who don’t follow rules
of the road
Lack of safety
Poor lighting
Lack of employment
opportunities

Community problem solving
for park safety
People treated well
Four wheelers
Vegetable garden
Employment opportunity in
conjunction with projects
Vegetable garden
Lighting
Campaign against litter

What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Name one thing you would
like to see this plan
accomplish:

Places to hang out
People
Beautiful trees
Walking trails
Trails
Opportunities to exercise
Place to hang out
Nature
Programs!

Very unclean
The fights after everything
No dogs in parks
No sustainable food systems
Gun violence
Drug use
Drug dealers
No exercise equipment
No community gardens for
Not people-friendly

Clean streets
More security
Clean streets
Clean parks
New child-friendly playground
equipment with mulch
Exercise equipment for the
entire family
Clean bathrooms

Table 4:
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Table 5:
What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Landscape
Greenery
Green space
Running paths
The riverfront
Free concerts
Fireworks and concerts
Sports events
Bicycle trails
Bike trails
Nature trails
Waterfront trail
Tennis courts
Playground
Playground area
Basketball area
Grills
Sitting area
Place to walk dog
Chester Park topography
Kids summer program
Events
Bike trails

Street lights are out
Lack of lighting
Fights in parks
Unmaintained
Upkeep of picnic tables and
Broken park furniture
Graffiti
Poor lighting
People not curbing dogs
Dog poop
No restrooms
Not maintained
Trash
Grass cutting
No cleanup
Restrooms not clean
Crime
Lack of security
Lack of policing
Security
No curfew
Drug dealing
Not safe
Parked cars at night
Litter
Lack of security

Name one thing you would
like to see this plan
accomplish:
Kids programs
Lighting
Bike trails
Lighting
Clean restrooms
Lights
Tables and benches
A place like Longwood
Gardens
Place for teens to ride their
bikes (especially in Chester
Park)
Lighting
Safety
Community space

Table 6:
What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Trails for walking
Open space
Nature
Fun
Trails
Places to walk
Open space
Walking trails
You can sit and relax
Youth football
Concerts
Peace and quiet
Exercise

Possible crime
No local stores for food
Trash
No restrooms
Abandoned buildings
Upkeep for street lights
Trash
Insufficient facilities
No enough programs
Upkeep
Preservation
Not enough restrooms
Not enough lights
Not enough recreational
programming for youth

Name one thing you would
like to see this plan
accomplish:
A safe, beautiful space to
occupy free time for residents
of all ages
Create a sense of community
Harmony in full definition
Functionality
A safe place where residents
can have fun!
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Table 7:
What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Name one thing you would
add to Chester’s parks:

What is good about Chester’s
parks:
Summer concerts and
festivals
Walking
Biking
Nature
Water - creeks, rivers, ponds
Educational programs
Trees and plantlife
Benches
Walking trails
Trees and plants
Sports
Employment opportunities
Programming
Educational programs
Service opportunities
Nature
Trails
Programs
Employment opportunities
Learning opportunities
Community picnics
Sustainability opportunities
Dog park
Playgrounds
Benches
Trails
Educational programs
Community picnics
Water view
Nature
Trails for biking and running
Riverfront

Highway separates city parks
Lack of lighting
Invasive species
Lack of maintenance
Safety issues
Lack of strategic cleaups
Lacking diversification of
funding resources
Not many playgrounds
Overgrowths of nature
Trash
Lack of maintenance
Trash
Safety
Exposure to violence
Limited awareness of
activities
Pollution
Too much awareness at
Widener, not enough action
Trash
Safety and upkeep issues

Safe place to enjoy nature
Conservation and
maintenance of already
existing parks
Providing more trash cans
Safe trails for walking,
running, and biking
Better marketing of parks
Beautification
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Table 8:
What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Name one thing you would
like to see this plan
accomplish:

Tennis courts
Services
Programs
Programs
Trees
Forest animals
Location
Trails
Events
Basketball
Events

Lack of safety
Lack of safety
Cleanliness
ATV’s
Safety
Outdated rec equipment
Poor maintenance and
cleanliness
Safety concerns
Poor lighting

Fitness areas
Cameras
Snack machines
Safety
Recreation center or YMCA
Intergenerational parks
Improve safety
Sustainable green spaces that
are multi-use for cultural,
educational, and physical
community events

What is good about
Chester’s parks:

What is bad about Chester’s
parks:

Name one thing you would
like to see this plan
accomplish:

Bike trails
Places to walk or bike
Skateboarding
Rollerblading
Spacious
Beautiful
People coming together
Child playing
Sports
Awesome events for
community
Programs
Events
Walking
Walking
Bike riding
Places for families to attend
Bike riding
Riverwalk
Walking

Not clean
Not safe
Lack of maintenance
Lack of lighting
Lack of bathrooms

Picnic areas with pavilions
Area for special needs
children
Lite boating
Safety
Maintenance

Table 9:

We believe this to be an accurate record of this meeting and we will proceed in reliance on this report. If there
are any discrepancies, please report them to us in writing within seven days.
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How important are parks, recreation, and natural areas to the
quality of life in our City?

How would you rate the City of Chester
parks and recreation system?

Comments:

Comments:

“They offer a place for residents to meet, hang out,
relax and spend time together.”
“More exercise for our citizens.”
“All of these components are critical to the versatility
of our children.”
“Parks and recreation are areas designed to give the
youth constructive thing with free time.”
“Needed by children for play and for adults as third
places (social capital).”
It beautifies community
We need a peaceful area!

“More green space is needed inthe city and easy access.”
“Could improve safety, lighting and trash pickup.”
“Parks need to be maintained.”
“Good, just not enough.”
“A lot of places need enhancement.”
“No event is well advertised nor targeted for our youth.”
“Because some people don’t take care of the parks.”
“I’m not familiar with west end parks. Except the potential Chester
Creek Trail link.”
“More information needed. A systematic strategy to bring it all
together. Environmental, social, economic development.”
“Needs rec center or YMCA.”
“Need to be updated or upgraded.”
“I realize this city does not have the budget to maintain the
parks.”
“Underutilized? I’d like to know the usage.”

What do you think that the City of Chester should focus on in parks, recreation,
trails, and natural areas over the next 10 years?
Comments for
“Other:”

“Safety issues.”
“Safety.”
“Taco Tuesday.”
“Community gatherings.”
“We need improvements
for the park for our youth
sports.”
“Need the citizens to feel
safe.”
“Repair Riley creek bridge to
nether providence.”
“Bring criterion races to
Chester parks
Connect the bridge to the
trail at Crozer and Chester
Parks.”
“Boating, fishing.”
“Boating, fishing, waterways,
swimming, fishing.”

If we could do one thing to improve our City through parks, recreation, natural areas
and trails, what would you want that to be?
Comments:
“Create safe walking, running and bike trails.”
“Sustainability and clean ups.”
“Cleaning up the parks of trash and overgrowing nature.”
“Safety and security, continuous maintenance, lighting in parks.”
“Excellent lighting would be a plus.”
“Enhance the athletic portions of the park. Sports occupy more youth. Possibly a skate park.”
“City wide park clean up, divided into groups by address (east & west sides) on the same day clean parks, feed volunteers, and
have discussion on ideas for events related to the community members.”
“Include an area for special needs children to enjoy.”
“Have some kind of bike park just for kids to ride there bike. Bike safety for kids. A fun bike park for child.”
“Better lighting.”
“Include community gardens in parks.”
“How to reach people on dog curbing.”
“We have natural resources in Chester Park that could be used for cycling races. The topography is perfect for Cross Country
criterions and would be the destination spot for the mid-Atlantic region. Revenue source and youth activity all in one!”
“Cameras, state of the art equiptment.”
“Security, after care.”
“1) YMCA (full service) 2) multi size dog park 3) track/ walking trail 4) bike trail (east to west).”
“Connect the trails one park to the next. Add more trees!”
“Increase shade tree cover including more care for trees after planting (e.g. watering during dry periods).”
“Make safe connecting bike trails.”
“The lighting at the parks is a concern. In a bathroom facility it should always be available.”
“Create a systematic plan and methods for action. Live bulletin.”
“More family events.”
“More safety, more cops!”
“Improve the safety of the parks.”
“Keep cleaned up. More organized activities at parks.”
“Sponsor cleanups of public areas. Plan for adequate supervision of public spaces.”

Where Did You Take This
Survey?
“Maintain green spaces for optimal
use.”
“I would love to help organize this
(see above comment). (610) 2024648 - K. Barnes.”
“Anthony Bates - 615-828-9712 anthony@moozikoo.com.”

Additional Comments
100% of those that took the survey
took it at the Community Meeting
on January 26, 2017.

Chester Open Space Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q1 How important are parks, recreation, and
natural areas to the quality of life in our
City?
Answered: 43

Skipped: 0

Very Important

Important

Somewhat
Important

Not Important

0%
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Answer Choices

70%
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90%

100%

Responses

Very Important

93.02%

40

Important

6.98%

3

Somewhat Important

0.00%

0

Not Important

0.00%

0

Total

43

#

Comment from question #1

Date

1

We need a peaceful area!

5/31/2017 4:05 AM

2

It beautifies community.

5/31/2017 4:03 AM

3

Needed by children for play and for adults as third places (social capital).

5/31/2017 3:45 AM

4

Parks and recreation are areas designed to give the youth constructive thing with free time.

5/31/2017 3:39 AM

5

All of these components are critical to the versatility of our children.

5/30/2017 8:27 AM

6

More exercise for our citizens.

5/30/2017 8:22 AM

7

They offer a place for residents to meet, hang out, relax and spend time together.

5/30/2017 8:18 AM
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Chester Open Space Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q2 How would you rate the City of Chester
parks and recreation system?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 2
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Average
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Comment from
question #2
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Good

9.76%

4

Fair

17.07%

7

Average

34.15%

14

Poor

9.76%

4

Comment from question #2

29.27%

12

Total

41

#

Comment from question #2

Date

1

Underutilized? I'd like to know the usage.

5/31/2017 4:08 AM

2

I realize this city does not have the budget to maintain the parks.

5/31/2017 4:07 AM

3

Need updated or upgraded.

5/31/2017 4:05 AM

4

Needs rec center or YMCA.

5/31/2017 4:03 AM

5

More information needed. A systematic strategy to bring it all together. Environmental, social, economic development.

5/31/2017 4:02 AM

6

I'm not familiar with west end parks. Except the potential Chester Creek Trail link.

5/31/2017 3:45 AM

7

Because some people don't take care of the parks.

5/31/2017 3:40 AM

8

No event is well advertised nor targeted for our youth.

5/31/2017 3:39 AM

9

A lot of places need enhancement.

5/30/2017 8:27 AM

10

Good, just not enough.

5/30/2017 8:22 AM

11

Could improve safety, lighting and trash pickup.

5/30/2017 8:16 AM

12

More green space is needed and easy access.

5/30/2017 8:11 AM
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Chester Open Space Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q3 What do you think that the City of
Chester should focus on in parks,
recreation, trails, and natural areas over the
next 10 years?
Answered: 42

Skipped: 1

Taking care of
what we have

Improving
existing parks

Adding new
parks

Trails
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Chester Open Space Survey

SurveyMonkey

Trails

Conservation
of natural...

Programs and
services

Balance of
above choices

Other
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Chester Open Space Survey

SurveyMonkey

0%

10%

20%

High Priority

Improving existing parks

Adding new parks

Trails

Conservation of natural resources

Programs and services

Balance of above choices

Other

40%

Medium Priority

High Priority
Taking care of what we have

30%

50%

Low Priority

Medium Priority

60%

70%

80%

Not a Priority

Low Priority

90%

100%

No Opinion

Not a Priority

No Opinion

Total

100.00%
40

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

40

85.37%
35

14.63%
6

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

41

21.05%
8

31.58%
12

18.42%
7

23.68%
9

5.26%
2

38

55.00%
22

35.00%
14

5.00%
2

2.50%
1

2.50%
1

40

75.68%
28

18.92%
7

5.41%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

37

70.00%
28

25.00%
10

5.00%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

40

58.82%
20

29.41%
10

5.88%
2

0.00%
0

5.88%
2

34

77.78%

11.11%

11.11%

0.00%

0.00%

7

1

1

0

0

#

Comment for "Other"

Date

1

Sponsor cleanups of public areas. Plan for adequate supervision of public spaces.

5/31/2017 4:08 AM

2

Fishing.

5/31/2017 3:53 AM

3

Boating, fishing, waterways, swimming.

5/31/2017 3:51 AM

4

Boating, fishing.

5/31/2017 3:50 AM

5

Connect the bridge to the trail at Crozer and Chester Parks.

5/31/2017 3:48 AM

6

Bring Criterion races to Chester parks.

5/31/2017 3:48 AM

7

Repair Riley creek bridge to nether providence .

5/31/2017 3:45 AM

8

Need the citizens to feel safe.

5/30/2017 8:22 AM

9

We need improvements for the park for our youth sports.

5/30/2017 8:21 AM

10

Community gatherings.

5/30/2017 8:16 AM

11

Taco Tuesday.

5/30/2017 8:15 AM

12

Safety.

5/30/2017 8:13 AM

13

Safety issues.

5/30/2017 8:11 AM
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9

Chester Open Space Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q4 If we could do one thing to improve our
City through parks, recreation, natural
areas and trails, what would you want that
to be?
Answered: 30

Skipped: 13

#

Responses

Date

1

Keep cleaned up. More organized activities at parks.

5/31/2017 4:08 AM

2

Improve the safety of the parks.

5/31/2017 4:07 AM

3

Safe for users.

5/31/2017 4:06 AM

4

More safety, more cops!

5/31/2017 4:05 AM

5

More family events.

5/31/2017 4:03 AM

6

Create a systematic plan and methods for action. Live bulletin.

5/31/2017 4:02 AM

7

The lighting at the parks is a concern. In a bathroom facility it should always be available.

5/31/2017 3:56 AM

8

Make safe connecting bike trails.

5/31/2017 3:55 AM

9

Increase shade tree cover including more care for trees after planting (e.g. watering during dry periods).

5/31/2017 3:54 AM

10

Connect the trails one park to the next. Add more trees!

5/31/2017 3:53 AM

11

1) YMCA (full service) 2) multi size dog park 3) track/ walking trail 4) bike trail (east to west).

5/31/2017 3:52 AM

12

Security, after care.

5/31/2017 3:51 AM

13

Security, lights.

5/31/2017 3:50 AM

14

Cameras, state of the art equipment.

5/31/2017 3:48 AM

15

We have natural resources in Chester Park that could be used for cycling races. The topography is perfect for Cross

5/31/2017 3:48 AM

Country criterions and would be the destination spot for the mid-Atlantic region. Revenue source and youth activity all
in one!
16

Lighting, security.

5/31/2017 3:47 AM

17

How to reach people on dog curbing.

5/31/2017 3:46 AM

18

Include community gardens in parks.

5/31/2017 3:45 AM

19

Better lighting.

5/31/2017 3:44 AM

20

Have some kind of bike park just for kids to ride there bike. Bike safety for kids. A fun bike park for child.

5/31/2017 3:43 AM

21

Include an area for special needs children to enjoy.

5/31/2017 3:42 AM

22

City wide park clean up, divided into groups by address (east & west sides) on the same day clean parks, feed
volunteers, and have discussion on ideas for events related to the community members.

5/31/2017 3:39 AM

23

Enhance the athletic portions of the park. Sports occupy more youth. Possibly a skate park.

5/30/2017 8:27 AM

24

Excellent lighting would be a plus.

5/30/2017 8:22 AM

25

Safety and improved visibility.

5/30/2017 8:19 AM

26

Safety and security, continuous maintenance, lighting in parks.

5/30/2017 8:18 AM

27

Cleaning up the parks of trash and overgrowing nature.

5/30/2017 8:16 AM

28

Sustainability and clean ups.

5/30/2017 8:15 AM

29

Sustainability.

5/30/2017 8:13 AM

30

Create safe walking, running and bike trails.

5/30/2017 8:13 AM
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core issues
On January 26, 2017, the Chester community came together in a public forum to discuss parks, trails and open space
for the city’s Master Plan Update. Core issues were identified through a series of interactive activities focused on
why Chester’s open space system is important, where Chester should focus improvements over the next 10 years
and specific suggestions for improving greens places in Chester City. The results are summarized in the below SCOT
(Strengths, Challenges, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis. These insights provided by the community will guide
the team’s plan for Chester, ensuring the plan is relevant, meaningful and truly Chester Made.

• A place for community gathering and
community building
• Great spaces for children
o Play
o Socialize
o Get to know their city
• Excellent programming (e.g. basketball and
football)
• Beautiful river and public river access

opportunities
•
•
•
•

HELPFUL

• Parks lack vital amenities
o Lighting
o Sport and recreation areas
o Dog parks
o Bike trails
• Not all residents have easy access to nearby
parks
• Crimes occur in parks, making them less
accessible to kids
• Difficult to maintain parks

O T

Beautiful natural resources and historic sites
East Coast Greenway runs through Chester
Extremely active sports culture in the city
Delaware County implementing parks plan

challenges

•
•
•
•

t h r e at s

Perception and reality of parks being unsafe
Lack of funding for park maintenance
Lack of funding for programs
Climate change causing more heat waves and
flooding

HARMFUL

During the January 26 community meeting, the Team posed several questions to the people of Chester targeting
what is important to them and what they would like to see in Chester’s parks, trails and recreation system.
Participants had several minutes to think and write down all of the words that come to mind in response to each
question. The word clouds below show the results of this exercise, the scale of each word indicates frequency of use.

1

2

3

4

INTERNAL

SC

EXTERNAL

strengths

word cloud

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
b r o o k ly n b r i d g e pa r k n e w y o r k , n y

BEFORE

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
b r o o k ly n b r i d g e pa r k n e w y o r k , n y

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
n o r t h s h o r e pa r k p i t t s b u r g h , pa

BEFORE

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
n o r t h s h o r e pa r k p i t t s b u r g h , pa

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
g e o r g e t o w n pa r k

washington, dc

BEFORE

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
g e o r g e t o w n pa r k

washington, dc

https://georgetownwaterfrontpark.org/about-the-park/history-of-the-park/

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
the schuylkill

+

delaware

p h i l a d e l p h i a , pa

BEFORE

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
the schuylkill

+

delaware

p h i l a d e l p h i a , pa

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
c u m b e r l a n d pa r k n a s h v i l l e , t n

BEFORE

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
c u m b e r l a n d pa r k n a s h v i l l e , t n

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS

BEFORE

governors island new york, ny

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
governors island new york, ny

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
c a m d e n w at e r f r o n t

camden, nj

BEFORE

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
c a m d e n w at e r f r o n t

camden, nj

SUCCESSFUL RIVERFRONT PARKS
t r a n s f o r m at i v e i n t e r v e n t i o n s

p o p - u p pa r k s

Chester Parks Community Meeting
Date of Meeting: November 15, 2017
Client Name: Chester City
Project Name: Chester Parks, Trails and Open Space Master Plan
Purpose of Meeting: Obtain public proposals for interventions in priority parks in Chester
Date of Distribution: January 5, 2018

Attending
First Name

Last Name

Capacity

Elease
Anthony
Rikkaya
Annette
Lisa
Daniel
Peter
Ann
Susan
Rahniya
Brooke
Cristal
Emijzae
Dyami
Kara
Joan
Sahmir
Charles
Haimoo
Jessica
Bonita
Officer
Elizabeth
Lisa

Elam
Moore
Dennis
Pyatt
Gaffney
Paschall
Rykard
Faulds
Dennis
Cooper
Miller
Nieves
York
Cooper
Abgott
Neal
Patterson
Thompson
Robins
Kowalski
Tyler
Alvarez
Williams
Dennis

Resident/Chester Park
Chester Parks/Resident/Chester Park
Resident/Barry Bridge Waterfront
Resident/Barry Bridge Waterfront
CEDA/Barry Bridge Waterfront
East Coast Greenway Alliance/Barry Bridge Waterfront
Chester Planning/Resident/Deshong Eyre Park
PA Sea Grant/Deshong Eyre Park
Resident/Deshong Eyre Park
Resident/Deshong Eyre Park
Resident/Deshong Eyre Park
Resident/Deshong Eyre Park
Resident/Deshong Eyre Park
Resident/Deshong Eyre Park
Resident/Memorial Park
Chester City/Resident/Memorial Park
Resident/Memorial Park
Resident/Memorial Park
Resident/Memorial Park
Widener University/Resident/Mitchell Park
Resident/Sun Village
Chester Police/Sun Village
Chester City Council/Sun Village
Resident

Tavis
Monica
Lizzie
Tony
Karen
Ryan
Ann
Eartha
Helen
Darrell

Dockwiller
Gagliardi
Hessek
Spagnoli
Clancy
Walker
Toole
Banks
Rainy
Jones

VLS
VLS
PEC
PEC
NL
NL
Tool Recreation Planning
Resident/Chester Park
Resident/Chester Park
Resident/Chester Park

Not all attendees participating in Action Groups signed in with the facilitators. In addition, about 20 children aged 8 – 12 from the Boys and
Girls Club joined the Action Groups to share their ideas for meaningful park improvements.

Meeting Context:
On November 15, 2017, the Chester City Parks, Greenways, and Open Space Master Plan team hosted
a community meeting at the Chester Boys and Girls club to gather information about six priority parks
that will be highlighting in the final Parks Master Plan. Over 60 community members participated in the
conversation, including community advocates, young professionals, local police, university students,
and youth from the Boys and Girls Club.

Meeting Goals:
The goal of the meeting was threefold. The primary goal was to discover what park improvements and
interventions are the most meaningful to the Chester community. The meeting was also intended to
promote the idea that investment and community care for parks, trails and open space will strengthen
communities. The meeting’s final goal was to achieve public buy-in and inspire communitywide
leadership support for parks, trails and open space. Achieving these goals will build community buy-in,
ownership, and empowerment that are needed to ensure effective implementation of the Plan. To
achieve this goal, the community members in attendance broke into Action Groups organized by
priority park and discussions facilitated by team members. Instructions on the tables encouraged the
groups to:
1) Surmise: Examine the aerial and think about your on-the-ground experience of the park. As a
group, discuss 3 things this park has going for it and 3 improvements that would make a
significant impact on the park. (Think long-term and short-term.) Have a volunteer record the
group’s thoughts.
2) Visualize: Using sticker packets, discuss and decide the best interventions and style for the park.
Place selected stickers on the map where the intervention will be most useful. Use the mailing
label stickers to write notes that will help the design team understand your group’s design
decisions, or to add any ideas that are missing from the options provided.
3) Customize: Use the colored pencils provided, mark the map as best you can to indicate the
route you take to get to the park, any preferred routes and areas of caution or obstruction.
4) Summarize: Select a team volunteer to report your table’s discussion with the larger group.
Decide what 3 points the group wants to make in summarizing your discussion for your park.
Each group discussed the strengths, challenges, opportunities, and threats present in the parks to
structure the conversation. Each Action Group presented their thoughts to the wider group and offered
others the opportunity to share additional insights and wishes for the park presented. The following
notes are a summary of the Action Group discussions broken out by priority parks.

Barry Bridge and Waterfront

Strengths
Non-obstructed view of river
Fishing
Public dock

Opportunities
Trail alignment
Recreational opportunities (things to see
and do)
History - tell the story of the waterfront

Challenges
Needs to be more user-friendly to the
east
Isolated/poor access
No “there” there
Insufficient amenities
Pet waste
Lighting
Dock needs repair
Confusion about owner
Fenced Port Authority land
Threats
Dumping
Safety at Norris and Highland

Key Take-aways for the Waterfront:
The Action Group’s discussion was highly focused
on creating a sense of place in the vicinity of Barry
Bridge and the waterfront generally. This starts
with access. The roads in are not safe or userfriendly as wayfinding is limited and gateway
streets do not provide a pleasant entry. Dumping
is prevalent. There isn’t really a sense of what is
public and what is not, so it is unclear what the
true destination is. The Action Group called for
place-making: adding better lighting, greening,
porous pavers, mile markers, pet waste disposal
bags and trashcans, and interpretive signage
would make the area more user friendly. These improvements apply primarily to the trail corridor, which
the Action Group would like to be expanded and connected to the neighborhoods and downtown.
Near Barry Bridge, more substantial improvements were also suggested such as a concert pavilion and
bathrooms. The Action Group felt that amenities should not be out of scale the waterfront and should
catalyze activities on the waterfront, but not take the focus away from the river, trail system, and general
recreational opportunities.

Mitchell Park

Strengths
Existing trees/space
Small and intimate
Place for family gathering/church service
Good place for a meal

Challenges
Lighting
Restrooms
Water source

Opportunities
Surrounding homes = potential
volunteers
Potential community garden
Fitness area/yoga
Stormwater management

Threats
Memorial Park nearby
Hidden, so easily forgotten by City

Key Take-aways for Mitchell Park:
The Action Group felt that Mitchell Park was already well-used and well-loved by neighbors, but that a
few interventions were needed to make this neighborhood park draw users from other parts of the City.
In its current state, children in the group expressed a desire to play in the park (“It’s a cool place for
hide-and-go seek or tag!”), and adults stated that the park felt safe and relaxing. However, other Action
Group participants stated that the park isn’t used enough, and that it could benefit from programming.
The Action Group appreciated the new park furniture such as tables and benches present in the park,
but they expressed concern that most of the park is concrete and in need of repair or some other
material. There are a few light fixtures, but they get knocked out and aren’t fixed, so the park feels
unsafe at night.
To improve Mitchell Park, the Action Group suggested adding more visual vegetative patterns to make
the space even greener, more benches and some programing to activate the space – suggestions
included small group fitness, reading, performances, lectures, etc. They were also interested in putting
art installations in the park to give it a special identity for the neighborhood.

Sun Village

Strengths
Walk around
Skatepark
Jog
Opportunities
After-school programs
Play equipment
Dog park
Maze glass
Community garden

Challenges
Littering
Fix the traffic – hit their dog
Unsafe – families don’t take kids there
Threats
Drug dealers on corners
People try to shoot you by the alleys
Stray dogs
Unleased dogs

Key Take-aways for Sun Village:
The Action Group discussing Sun Village were able to see opportunities in the park despite being aware
of the park’s challenges. Challenges included animal abuse and stray dogs, non-functional restrooms,
and a negative perception of the park that permeates the city. While the City is currently unable to fund
animal control in the park, other interventions such as building dog parks could be creative solutions to
one of these challenges.
Much of the Action Group’s suggestions focused on fixing what is already in the park. A major
recommendation was to reopen the building in the park to serve as an environmental, recreational,
educational center. The bathrooms in the building could also be repaired to give visitors the sense that
the park is well-maintained. The grills in the park should be repaired so neighbors have a reason to
come to the park for cook-outs. Finally, the basketball courts in the park offer a great recreational
opportunity, but they must also be repaired.
Recommended additions to the park include an area for a splash pad, better play equipment, an adult
fitness area, and a community garden. The urban farming element would be key to providing active,
healthy living through the provision of places and education about growing your own food.
The Action Group expressed dismay that city residents have a negative perception of the men who use
the park. In reality, the park users protect kids and helped Chester Police host a festival in the park.
These users could potentially be stewards and partners in the park. Community advocates clean and
program this park. They have been successful in securing grant funding for involving youth. Opening
the building and making it functional is key to expanded youth and family recreation, education and
related services here.

Chester Park

Strengths
Activities – diversity
Size - space
Allows for multiple events
Location – easy to get to with car,
walking, public transit
Walking trail
Fishing
Stage for special events
Opportunities
Art in the park
PA system and lighting
Trail connected to Parkside/ Taylor
Arboretum
Bike park and skate park
Garden space – peaceful, paths, chess,
seating
Nature, relax, play
Dog park
Water and nature education

Challenges
Issues with neighbors dumping
Bridge out – disconnected
Insufficient parking

Threats
Security
Wildlife

Key Take-aways for Chester Park:
The Action Group saw Chester Park as an
active destination park for the city and
visitors alike. They wanted the park to offer
additional activities such as water recreation
for all ages (pool, splash pad, and passive
water features such as a fountain); social
seating areas that could integrate
concessions or a café; a pavilion for
parties; a bike park or a skate park; fishing;
and more events and programming. The
emphasis was on having activities for all
ages – children, teenagers, and adults – to
enjoy the park together.
There was also a call to make the park more connected to the city through the trail system. There are
opportunities to improve existing and
create new trail loops, both paved multiuse trails and unpaved walking trails. There
is also an opportunity to use trails to
connect Chester Park to the Taylor
Arboretum and the Parkside trail system.
Additionally, the community suggested
creating an internal path system to connect
different areas within the park as many
areas feel disjointed at the moment.
Another suggestion to improve
connectivity in Chester Park is to repair the
existing bridge over Ridley Creek so that it
can be used for pedestrians. The bridge is on the Streets Department list of bridges to be fixed to allow
car traffic, but it is not a high priority. Reinforcing it so that it can carry pedestrians might be a cheaper
solution and improve pedestrian access in the park. Other infrastructure recommendations included
fixing the existing bathrooms and adding new ones, and increasing parking capacity.
The Action Group was very interested in opportunities for landscaping in Chester Park. They loved the
variety of existing natural features in the park such as the meadow and the woods, and they wanted to
highlight those. Discussion also focused on highlighting park entrances and creating more social areas
using landscaping and gardening.

Memorial Park

Strengths
Varied reasons to come
Multi-generational - kids play and adults
walk
Host fairs along 7th St.
Feels safe, even for visitors
Family atmosphere
Programs
Library
Opportunities
State rep trying to bring security cameras
Benches, stands, shade trees in the works
Stormwater authority partner
Amphitheater
Picnic area
Movies in park

Challenges
Trail needs stations
Lights
Not modern
Safety
No storage or concessions for football
team
No bathrooms
Threats
Personal safety
Gopher holes

Key Take-aways for Memorial Park:
Memorial Park already has many great amenities that make it a well-used and loved community park.
With a few extra resources, care, and programming, this park has the potential to become a truly great
park. There is already a green infrastructure plan in place for this park, currently awaiting funding. Once
installed, flooding will be amended, added vegetation will beautify the park and walking trails can easily
be revived. The park’s proximity to the public library offers a fantastic opportunity to partner on
educational outdoor programming (e.g. Sister City’s Park pop-up library program with the City of
Philadelphia Public Library). Memorial Park is also home to the community’s winning football team’s
playing field, which has the potential to generate revenue for the team and the city by adding a
concession stand and bleachers for guests. Adding a walking trail and additional lights to the park was a
suggestion that the Action Group agreed was important. Additionally, the existing bathrooms are a
great amenity to this park and would have even more of an impact on user experience if they were
open daily, year-round, and made accessible. Finally, the community pool is located at Memorial Park
and presents an opportunity for more community functions, picnicking, etc. Despite complaints over
cost, the pool is very well used; in fact, community members have expressed the desire for an additional
community pool at a different park to serve other neighborhoods who travel far to get to Memorial.
Instituting continuous, meaningful multigeneration programming at this park will be the key to its
success (e.g. pop-up library/read aloud/book clubs etc., Taiichi/yoga, etc., health fair/training, music
festivals, dancing, cooking competitions, vender days/flea markets, etc).

Deshong/Eyre Park

Strengths
Big
Natural
Flat
Central
Proximity to transit
Next to high school
Tidal creek with wildlife
Opportunities
Driving range (West Chester Univ
interested)
Retirement home nearby (volunteers and
users)
Blank palette
Trail planned through parks
Eyre Park levee trail funded
Old art gallery
Gateway to community

Challenges
County ownership of Deshong
Maintenance is lacking
Homeless population
Insufficient lighting
Overgrown vegetation

Threats
Flooding
ATV park consideration

Key Take-aways for Deshong/Eyre Park:
The Action Group was aware of the
ecological constraints and opportunities
of Eyre and Deshong Parks. Children
and adults alike were interested in the
parks becoming quiet spaces to relax
and enjoy nature. Deshong Park, a
former arboretum, still has an incredible
collection of trees and walking paths,
but it is currently overgrown and
perceived as unsafe. The idea to restore
the park’s nature and turn it into a
demonstration park, or a “Little
Longwood Garden” in Chester, was
very popular with the community
members. Across the street from Deshong Park is a retirement community. Designs for Deshong Park
must consider the elderly and handicapped who live nearby. This community also has the potential to
be stewards and programmers of the park once it is renovated. The City parks programming
department should prioritize engaging this population, in addition to the nearby High School, to
coordinate projects and programs that will actively engage these frequent user groups, including the
homeless population who frequent this park during the day. The more this park is used and loved by
the surrounding residents and passersby, the safer it will be and the more engaging it will feel. This park
sits at the gateway to the Arts Corridor and should not only reflect that in its use, it needs to stand out
as a model park so that visitors feel safe and engaged and keep coming back, spending money and
telling others to go to Chester for arts and entertainment.
Deshong Park will be connected to Eyre Park by the Chester Creek Trail, which is engineered and
currently being funded in segments. The idea for Eyre Park was to keep it floodable by using pervious
materials in any infrastructure projects. The children at the table were particularly interested in having
places to relax in Eyre Park. The proximity of the Chester Creek is a great opportunity for environmental
education and outdoor recreation in Chester. There could be a canoe trail form Camp Upland to Ethel
Waters Park using the Chester Creek with an access point in Eyre Park and designated access points for
fishing and bird watching.
Over all, the Action Group thought the two parks were ideal locations to create beautiful, natural, and
passive parks that would serve as a gateway to Chester for visitors and provide a serene space in the
city for residents.

Additional Exercise – Selfie Station
To gain broad stoke insights about community members’ greatest desire for Chester, folks
were asked to write key words after a prompt to finish the sentence:
I’d like to see Chester… “Colorful,” “Active,” “Safe,” “Beautiful & Clean & Safe,” “Boat Dock,”
“Doggy Parks,” “It all starts here!”

Next Steps
The Chester Parks, Greenways, and Open Space planning team will take this information
gathered from community members and pair it with information gathered from previous public
meetings, Advisory Committee meetings, interviews with community stakeholders and City
officials, and field work within the City’s parks. Using this robust collection of public input, the
planning team will create designs for the seven priority parks, focusing on low-cost, highimpact interventions that will transform existing resources in the City. Once the plan is
complete, the planning team will present it to the community at a final public meeting. The
planning team and Advisory Committee will work with City Council to adopt the plan and build
a strategy for implementation.
We believe this to be an accurate record of this meeting and we will proceed in reliance on this report. If
there are any discrepancies, please report them to us in writing within seven days.
Respectfully submitted,
Viridian Landscape Studio,

Tavis Dockwiller

Meeting Minutes
Date of Meeting: 04-02-18
Client Name: Chester City
Project Name: Chester Parks, Trails and Open Space Master Plan Update
Purpose of Meeting: Advisory Committee Meeting

Date of Distribution: 04-05-18
Attending:
First Name

Last Name

Capacity

Karen
Tavis
Ryan
Lisa
Lizzie
Anthony
Peter
Charles
Steve
Elizabeth
Elease
Susan
Duane
Lisa
Monica
Dave
Darrell

Clancy
Dockwiller
Walker
Gaffney
Hessek
Moore
Rykard
Thompson
Beckley
Williams
Elam
Dennis
Lee
Dennis
Gagliardi
Guleke
Jones

Natural Lands (NL)
Viridian Landscape Studio (VLS)
Natural Lands (NL)
Chester Economic Development Authority (CEDA)
PA Environmental Council (PEC)
Chester Department of Parks, Public Property, and Recreation
Chester Planning Department
Chester Panthers
Delaware County Planning Department
Chester City Council
Chester Department of Parks, Public Property, and Recreation
Planning Commission and Community Activist
Chester City Recreation Manager
City of Chester
Viridian Landscape Studio (VLS)
Chester Street Trees
Chester Department of Parks, Public Property, and Recreation

A. Welcome and Introductions
• The planning/design team is presenting concept plans for 6 focus parks as selected by
the Advisory Committee
o Everything is to scale: elements presented will fit in space
o Details of materials, shapes, etc. can change to respond to needs and desires
o Concept plans reflect the synthesis of feedback provided by the Chester
community
o The planning team engaged community members and solicited impression,
desires and feedback through:
▪ Public planning workshops
▪ Community events

Field trip with Advisory Committee to 6 model Philadelphia parks for
reference and inspiration
▪ Through 4 Advisory Committee meetings
Plans reflect big picture, long term aspirational ideas based on community input,
Goal is to determine top 3 things that will make the biggest and most immediate
positive impact on Chester
o After stakeholder group discussion, planning/design team will propose
achievable priorities for Chester City to focus on over the next 1-10 years through
a pilot project
o Team will reconvene with AC to review city trail system, connections and, analysis
and programming
o Final stage will be presenting to the public for final review and then submitting to
the City for adoption by early summer
▪

•
•

B. Memorial Park Concept Plan
• Vision: A park for all ages, interests and abilities – a place for the whole family!
• Already a great park, but there were still elements desired
• Pool, basketball, football, and tennis are all well-used
• Construction documents are ready to go for stormwater interventions and tree planting
• This plan will build on those existing plans
• Big items:
o Grandstand, storage, and concessions for football
▪ Possibility to seat 1,000 people in a grand stand scenario
o The two existing baseball fields can be upgraded, or four softball-sized fields can be
built
o Children’s play area could be turned into multi-generational play area for little kids,
big kids, and grown-ups in northeast of park
o Walking path can be repaired to encourage multi-generational time spent at park
o Rehabbing pavilion/restrooms in park – keep in same place, but make it more
attractive and keep it open during active hours
o Turn shade tree area behind library into picnic grove that can be used by library
patrons, sports teams, etc.
o MLK park is beautiful, but disconnected
▪ Be able to get into Memorial Park through MLK section
▪ Potential to have boardwalk system around stormwater system
o Build pump track in southwest of park for older kids
▪ Not for ATV’s.
▪ Skate park style would be better to keep out ATV’s

Basic diagram depicted to show shape and scale, specific features like ramps
and hills can be determined during a planning and design phase
Focus on programming
▪ Exercise classes, movies, and music
▪ Partnering with library to have outdoor literacy programming, storytelling,
plays and other types of fun events in the park
Strong connection to waterfront and ECG
Bumpouts and traffic calming on road crossing through park
▪ Possibility for temporary road closures for festivals
▪

o

o
o

•

AC priority: Concession Stand/Storage area for football field

C. Sun Village Park Concept Plan
•

Vision: A vibrant and active neighborhood park, a space that fosters tight knit community

•

Under-used and under-valued, but with interventions it will become eastern anchor of parks
system

•

It has great park frontages and great programming to build on

•

Can create a link from Widener to the River

•

Natural area is beautiful and important to maintain for ecosystem services – integrate into
park as part of trail system to provide interaction with nature

•

Many people wanted more activity/programming in the park

•

Big items:

•

Track and cross country running course will fit here
o

Major desire from community members

o

Would not need to cut down trees

o

Would need programming to ensure success

o

Cross country loop in park: could start as marked dirt trail and develop as program
stabilizes

•

Open gates on bridge to connect Widener campus to Sun Village

•

Develop access to waterfront and to Chester Park through Widener
o

Inter-park connections will be presented at subsequent meeting

•

Community garden: close to houses near park, possibility for farmers market

•

More play equipment, replace/refurbish old play equipment and maintain grounds around
play area– neighborhood has a lot of children under 5

•

Revitalize spray pad

•

Develop nature play area

•

Tennis courts in park should receive city programming
o

•

In the interim, courts can temporarily be used for basketball

A pool and rec center as a long-term plan -- would be a huge change agent for this
community since there is no pool or rec. center on this side of town
o

Research shows that kids who are engaged in programming (or affiliated with rec.
centers/club houses) are more likely to stay in school, have fewer problems in school
and fewer incidence with law enforcement

o

The concept plan shows a recreational-sized pool and rec center based on plans
shared from Architecture Firm BKP for similar projects in Philadelphia

•

o

Adding parking to site is recommended

o

Pool could be very valuable for the neighbors in east side

Develop access to the creek
o

Frequently asked for in community meetings

o

Fishing pier/landing point on Ridley Creek

•

Connect to Eddystone with pedestrian bridge

•

Possibility for pump track for East Side kids inside track
o

Pump track in concept design could be football instead – there are already goal
posts available

•

Adapt existing building in park
o

Give bathroom access to neighbors
▪

o

Opening bathrooms goes hand in hand with programming in park

Add kitchen to connect the garden with cooking classes for kids, lunch program, and
other food vendors

•

▪

A lot of the food cart vendors live in this neighborhood

▪

Will need architect to assess building

▪

Build out community building to have back entrance

AC Priorities:
o

Utilize parts of park that are closest to street to start inviting people in – phase
geographically towards back of park. Utilize access from 9th St.

o

Flooding happens in park (not from stream) – shift everything away from where
water pools
o Rec Center in Sun Village would be great as club house
D. Barry Bridge Park Concept Plan:
•

Vision: A vibrant and active regional destination – the riverfront is the city’s greatest land
asset

•

Much smaller than other parks, but great potential to become a destination and anchor by
making strategic use of space

•

People aren’t sure what is public and what is private in the park
o

Add wayfinding / points of interest map so people know what is open to the public
and what is private

•

Existing pier is well used, but space around pier is not

•

Open grass area to the east of pier could become activated by adding hammocks for
lounging and/or an earth mound for climbing and viewing the river

•

Existing plaza to the west of the pier is also not well used even though there are trees,
benches and lighting – transform most of this to open lawn with café tables for gathering
and eating by the river’s edge
o

The rest of the existing plaza can be used to build the tiered seating and to provide
vehicular/boat access to the docks

o

Bathrooms – partner with Union Stadium to open bathrooms to public during
programming times
▪

o

Add bathroom or portable restroom if Union Stadium is not amenable

Make park lively and active like Spruce Street Harbor Park – but with better views!
How? …Through programming!
▪

Fix the dock and add a boat/bike/kayak rental kiosk

▪

Build tiered seating looking toward the bridge for hanging out/relaxing
•

Permanent or portable stage in existing lower plaza for music or
movies nights that provide community with beautiful view of bridge
behind during event

▪

Host festivals and pop-up events

▪

Cafe tables and chairs and added green space for people to hang out

▪

Invite vendors (flea market, food festival, etc.) along the vehicular - pedestrian
edge

o

Open access to the shoreline so people can hang out along water’s edge and enjoy
the serenity of the tides
▪

people are already doing this a bit but have to jump a fence and navigate
through dense shrubbery to get there

▪

make it easier for visitors by removing fence and clear walkway access to
invite in to the river’s edge

o

Connect park to East Coast Greenway/Waterfront trail – already in the works, which
will be great for activating and inviting folks to the Chester waterfront

o

Make use of the empty space under 322 by transforming it to active play:
▪

Add lighting, adult swings, skate park, spray pad, areas for teenagers and
younger kids, etc.

▪
o

Will need to coordinate with DV Port Authority

Work with local artists to incorporate view of utilities along the riverfront as an
interesting instillation and make it part of the public realm

o

Add pedestrian lighting throughout and work with land/business owners of non-city
owned riverfront land to incorporate colorful lighting on industrial architecture to add
beauty and visual interest

o
•

Revenue from using the dock can go to maintenance of park

AC Priorities:
o

Docks

o

Trailhead and bike rentals for ECG – Bike, Boat, and Bait

o

Programming and coordinating with the stadium on events and bathroom use

o

Art and industrial heritage: light up the industrial infrastructure to provide a public
amenity and engaging atmosphere through private land and partnerships

E. Mitchell Park Concept Plan
•

Vision: everyone’s ideal neighborhood backyard park

•

Concept plan as prototype for all small, neighborhood parks in Chester
o

15 similarly small parks

o
o

Incredible asset for community recreation and community building

•

Could become an asset to neighbors by doing a few simple interventions

•

Big items:
o

Signage to show that kids play here

o

Too much concrete, it’s not inviting or engaging

o

Remove substantial portion of concrete to make way for open lawn on the north and
south end – this softens the site, makes it more inviting, requires minimal resources
and provides a flexible space for many kinds of activities

o

Put in shade trees in park for beauty and shade

o
Green relaxation area with hammocks and seating
o

Rearrange existing furniture to encourage community interaction

o

Central units should be given back to nature and to play
▪

Reintroduce play equipment for young children and add a trike track (older
kids can ride bikes safely around the streets surrounding the park)

▪

Add bird and pollinator attracting vegetation and seating for observation and
contemplation

▪

Can add bird baths and feeders to further the feeling of a back-yard garden
for all to enjoy

o

Community gardening on edges: give people access from their kitchens to garden

o

Designed for little kids to have safe space to play and for parents to build
communities

o

Space encourages BBQ/cook-out neighborhood events, but not shown on plan
because people can roll over their own from the neighboring properties

o

Remove existing broken lights and rely on functioning cobra lights for time being
▪

As park becomes beloved and well cared for, nicer lighting can be installed
over time

F. Chester Park Concept Plan
•

Vision: Chester’s Central Park

•

Largest park, in really good shape, beautiful and bucolic, nice stonework and statement

entrances
•

People use the space a lot – it just needs a little enhancement to make it exceptional

•

Big items:
o

Improve trail networks in park – add more trails in the east and provide trail users
with a multitude of experiences: woodland, meadow, active and promenade

o

Add meadow – mow an edge around the meadow and invite people in to make the
meadow appear intentional and avoid perceptions of an unkempt landscape
▪

Meadow will increase biodiversity and reduce mowing costs

▪

Include modest interpretive signage to reinforce intentionality of natural
spaces and educate about impact of ecological functions

o

Bio-filtration pool (natural swimming pool)
▪

There was a bio-filtration pool in Deshong in the 19th Century

▪

Bring this history back to Chester – Chester Park is the right park for this type
of community pool

▪

Placement of the pool was selected because it will feel tucked in to the hill,
which provides a sense of privacy and beauty

o

Adding hammocks and nature programming to woodland section will invite
relaxation and connection to nature

o

Add bridge to connect Chester Park with Taylor Arboretum
▪

There should be more than one way to cross the creek

o

Connect to Parkside and Woodlawn trail system to north

o

More lighting, more regular bike patrol to increase safety and year-round, dayevening activity

o

Pop-up programming to activity zone in southwest of park, particularly in activity
zone, e.g. yoga in the park, dance parties, roller skating, performances, etc.

o

New plantings to make the park feel more inviting, particularly at the main entrances
▪

The connection to nature in Chester Park is phenomenal

▪

Adding more plantings would increase biodiversity, ecosystems services and
reduce mowing costs

o

Make Elkington Street pedestrian-only between parking lots – to create a true
promenade that invites walking, biking, a place to meet, a place for weekend
farmer’s markets/flea markets/art markets and other activities

▪

Will discourage dumping

▪

(Need to determine where the best cutoff point is on either side of the stream
– Anthony to mark map for team)

▪
•

AC Priorities:
o

Make sure certain areas are kept natural

o

Interpretive signage for nature elements

o

Bio-filtration pool very interesting

o

Connection to Taylor Arboretum

o

Trail connections along Ridley Creek to adjoining communities

o

Possibility of enhancing picnic/pull-off areas on east side of the creek, up the hill

G. Deshong-Eyre Park Concept Plan
•

Vision: The Gateway to Chester

•

Opportunity for park to be amazing gateway to Chester – first thing people see as they
enter the city – first impression leaves a lasting impression and sets a tone for experience
beyond

•

Big items:
o

Connect to Arts Corridor on Edgemont/Ave of States and draw people in
through arts programming and pop-ups along the edge of Deshong (e.g.
Human scale art installations/sculptures, pop-up café and or beer garden during
summer, artful/magical lighting along edge, street tree plantings and lights,
formal artistic gardens, etc.)

o

Stunning existing trees, including a beautiful and rare American elm
▪

o
o

Rehabilitate arboretum on site and make trail connections more strategic

Incorporate nature play into arboretum

More multigenerational and multi-interest programming:
▪

Build community center in Deshong with quiet reflection area behind

▪

Will not necessarily need new building, but will need architect to review
existing building, which has been designated as an arts center and art/history
museum by Chester Made

o

Add trail and pedestrian bridge that connects Edgemont Ave through Deshong,

over creek, through Eyre, to high school
▪

Tree line and add seating along the main corridor to encourage use,
gathering and activity

o

Lighting throughout the park
▪

Opportunity along Arts Corridor to do something magical with lighting, e.g.
lantern style string lights woven throughout

o

Eyre should be given back to the floodplain while continuing to provide
recreation fields for high school and other community member use
▪

Close off vehicular traffic within Eyre (maintenance vehicles can use
pedestrian trails for access)

▪

Remove dam at northwest end of Eyre and allow natural flooding

▪

Wet meadow and forested woodland will establish and provide ecosystems
services and flood absorption to benefit the rest of the city

▪

South end of Eyre is a higher elevation and should remain active recreation
zone

▪

Remove one baseball field to add basketball courts for more diverse
recreation offerings

▪

Enhance existing driving range and connect with Cheney University to
formalize golf program

▪
o

Water Recreation area/pier on Chester Creek – can have kayak rentals

Opportunity for PR along I95 above inviting people to Destination Chester –
they can see the lighting and interesting activity from the highway and will
intrigue and draw people to exit, explore, enjoy and spend money from
Deshong gateway, through Arts Corridor and business district, all the way down
to the active and lively Riverfront!

•

Considerations:
o

Anything that goes into Deshong needs to be tax-ratable

o

CFO has information about what will happen with front part of Deshong

o

Make sure that park acts as a gateway to the City with public access

o

There should not be private development cutting off public space to the arts
corridor

o

Museum will be preserved in development plan

o

It is important for the City to say what it wants to see in Deshong Park
▪

If it is codified, there is more likelihood that it will happen in the development
plan

▪

AC team invited design/planning team to meet with stakeholders to discuss
strategy for public space integrated into retail/housing space

▪

Post meeting note: Chester City Planner requested team drop intentions for
Deshong and expressed that a meeting will not happen. Team will include
Deshong in plan to reflect AC and public’s ambitions for park and hours or
work team invested in park plan to fulfill the requirements established by the
grant but will incorporate a diagram that shows ideal public space within
Deshong given recent developments.

Conclusion:
o
o

o

AC to review concept plans (emailed to group day of presentation) and provide
final feedback by April 16
After stakeholder group discussion, planning/design team will propose
achievable priorities for Chester City to focus on over the next 1-10 years through
a pilot project
Team will reconvene with AC to review city trail system, connections and, analysis
and programming

Final stage will be presenting to the public for final review and then submitting to the City
for adoption by early summer
We believe this to be an accurate record of this meeting and we will proceed in reliance on this report. If
there are any discrepancies, please report them to us in writing within seven days.
Respectfully submitted,
Viridian Landscape Studio,

Tavis Dockwiller
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A. W elcome and Introductions
• Project Recap:
o Since 2016, the team has boots on the ground:
▪ Talked to multiple community leaders in recreation, health, safety, etc.
▪ Hosted community meetings to gather feedback on plans
▪ Attended community events in Chester to gather feedback
▪ Led Advisory Committee meetings with community leaders
o

The project is about the people of Chester
▪ 34,000 people in Chester, 8500 are under 16
▪ 6000 are in schools, 3000 are going to be in schools soon
▪ Half are living in poverty
▪
Three quarters live in single-headed household

o

•

Needs are great, and we need to build a case about why recreation is important
▪ Safety:
• Community is concerned about park safety
• Officer Alvarez involved in planning process
• “Recreation is crime prevention”
▪ Economic development
• Making beautiful parks brings businesses
• Research shows that the decision to move to an area starts with a
recreational experience
▪ Community development
• Data nation-wide shows that programs in parks brings people to parks
• It is more important than perception, safety, maintenance, etc.

Purpose of the Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Plan:
o The nuts and bolts of making a successful parks system
o Included are 6 parks master plans for parks in the City
o The plan will have to pilot projects

B. Existing Conditions of Chester Parks
• You have a lot to work with:
• Parks budget: $4.1 million (Note: Anthony asked about this amount as it is higher
than what they have to work with. Ann Toole explained that the source of this
budget was the Act 47 plan as that was the best available information. She has
been requesting a copy of the City budget. After the meeting, Councilman
Morgan provided the budget which is actually $1,102,464 for parks and
recreation, Ann requested the backup work sheets for the budget to determine
the components of the line item budget for parks and recreation.)
• 1 worker per 28 acres of parkland and RDA land or 1position for every 20 acres.
This ratio is consistent with the best park systems in the United States and more
than other Pennsylvania municipalities. This ratio is for parkland as a whole and
not divided by active and passive parkland which has a different level of
maintenance.
• Trail and Parks analysis:
• 29 parks
• 237 acres plus 45 acres of RDA lands that the department maintains
• Mixed typologies
• Nearly the entire City of Chester is within the park buffer of .25-mile radius
• There is a lot of opportunity here
• However, the City is dissected by major infrastructure barriers

•

• People aren’t connected to the parks
The plan looks at how people can be connected to the parks by trails and greenways

C. Take-aways from Planning Process
• Big response from community in Chester – take care of what we have
• We can’t do it alone
• We need to organize partners to manage and program Chester’s parks
•

•

•

Inheritance of Chester: the parks staff has a difficult situation on hand:
• Lack of safety, no programming, no management systems in place
• Nothing to work with
• There is no data about the parks: You can’t manage what you can’t count
• Anthony is working on getting numbers on lunch program and
programming
What would help you the most: money is not the answer
• The management team seems to think they have to do everything on their own,
but they can do more by building partnerships and having a deputy who
manages the relationships
• Case study of Reading:
• Bankrupt city, parks were written off as unsafe
• They hired a manager who believed in creating programming in parks
• She used partners to achieve her goals
• Today, Reading parks are award-winning
This plan is going to help put management tools in place for Chester Parks

D. Citywide Trail plan
• Existing trails:
o East Coast Greenway south of City
o Riverwalk Trail (ECG)
o Trail from Four Seasons Park to rail road
• Planned trails:
o ECG alignment along 291
o Chester Creek trail
• Proposed multi-use trails:
o Ridley Creek trail
o Chester Creek trail down through the City,
o Under-tunnel trail
• Proposed road improvements:
o Highland Ave

Norris Street
Connection to the waterfront (Flower street)
▪ Near casino, near Ethel Waters Park/City Hall
o Why Norris and Highland? They seem the most natural, there is a train station,
Highland is wide, Norris is already used as a connector to the waterfront
o Working on the connector streets as a priority is important
▪ They are easily fundable projects that will bring people down to the river
Trail plan was developed after driving and walking every street in the city and analyzing
connections, feasibility, and space concerns
The final plan will have a more detailed trails plan
The trails plan will only get done if the trail plan is set in stone
o The trail plan must be in the zoning code
“Safe spaces to walk and bicycle” is better than trails – avoids conversation about
gentrification
o
o

•
•
•
•

E. W aterfront Opportunities
• Looking primarily at the area around the wharf building, the stadium, and Barry Bridge
Park
• Mix of ownership
• Every owner is a partner at the very least, or land acquisition at the very most
• There is no full plan for waterfront properties at the moment
• The staff at the Union is open to making space around the stadium more open to public
use, but they have questions about what will be built
• They are open to the overflow parking area becoming a recreational amenity
• Farther east there are fewer properties available for recreational use along the river
• There are still opportunities for connections to parks within the city
• Programming is key to using the waterfront:
• It will build momentum and start a realistic acquisition of the space
• Make people feel comfortable with going to the waterfront
• Low-hanging fruit: reinstate the River Ramble
• Start small – add lighting to the bridges to activate the space
• Add lighting to industrial buildings
• Case study: Spruce Street Harbor Park
• Just add hammocks and lighting and watch the people come
• Create destinations along the waterfront to build momentum and excitement
• Scale: start small and build buy-in
• Focus on smaller, easy deliverables

•

• Let citizens know that there is something going on there regularly so that it
becomes part of the citizens’ story
Difficult to find partners to sponsor events financially, but the Union could be a good
partner

F. Ne xt Steps
• Finalize and adopt Resilience through Recreation: the City of Chester’s Parks, Recreation,
and Open Space Plan
• The plan will propose two simultaneous pilot projects:
• Memorial Park
a. Memorial Park is a top priority for the plan
b. Charles Thomson’s committee for the park can lead action to get
plan for park accomplished
• Parks and Rec should have a liaison from the city on
Charles’s committee
• DCED and other funders will look to see if the committee
has City buy-in, Country buy-in, and the support of the
Comprehensive Plan, which it does
• Sun Village Park
• Pilot projects are happening in places where there is a community group in place
• Sun Village is a microcosm of the City’s parks as a whole
o The plan will run through how-to’s for the various aspects of Sun Village:
▪ Community garden
▪ Maintenance management plan
• Having a maintenance management plan is important for
maintenance of the parks and the liability of the city.
▪ Programming plan
o The top organizational manager for parks and rec should spend 70% on
partnership building, 15% on programming, and 15% on financial tracking
o Sun Village is going to be in the plan to show how all these different
management systems comes together
o Start here and test it out before expanding to other parks
• Pilot Projects will have 10 Key Actions:
o 4 park-wide actions
o 6 pilot-project actions
• All these steps help to create sustainability over the long-term
• They create community buy-in
o It is physically impossible for the city to do all this work, so community
buy-in is extremely important

o

Philadelphia got its parks and rec system off the ground by partnering
with agencies (SEPTA) and the community
▪ The city has since removed itself from the maintenance of the
parks and non-profits have taken over
▪ Non-profit parks groups can apply for grants for maintenance
▪ Every park should have a friends’ group

G. Advisory Committee Feedback
• What are three things you liked best about what you heard today?
• The proposal for management planning
• The plan structures
• The park profiles
• Putting community gardens in the city
• The development of a cross-city trail system
• The plan presented four projects to consider – a small amount
• This brings hope to the community
• Keeping the children busy with programs and activities
• Safety
• What are three things that concerned you most?
• Concepts are not multi- or intergenerational
• Concepts make parks locally-focused and not regionally-focused
• Waterfront Park needs to be more development-focused
• The development of a stadium at Memorial Park – there is a library nearby, and
I’m worried about interference, vandalism, etc.
• The mention that the City cannot fill its maintenance jobs
• The amount of money allocated to parks in the City does not seem to go toward
tree maintenance
• Was there anything we missed?
• The importance of Barry Park and its connection to the ECG
We believe this to be an accurate record of this meeting and we will proceed in reliance on this report. If
there are any discrepancies, please report them to us in writing within seven days.
Respectfully submitted,
Viridian Landscape Studio,

Tavis Dockwiller

r e a d e r ’ s g u i d e to th e c o r e
p r o j e c t s & i m p l e m e ntat i on

Major Benefits of Parks and Recreation
• Human health and wellbeing: Parks make humans mentally and physically
healthy both directly and indirectly.
• Social cohesion and identity: Parks strengthen social ties and community
relations.
• Economic Development: Parks and recreation is a leading factor in economic
development by establishing a high quality of life that attracts workers and
businesses.
• Tourism: Tourism contributes to the local economy and may very wellbecome the chief industry of Chester in the future. Tourism includes leisure
visits outside of one’s own living or working environment, typically longerterm stays. Tourism activities promote health and wellbeing for visitors.
• House prices: the value of urban parks as part of the living environment is
reflected in higher real estate prices.
• Biodiversity: the role of parks in harboring and promoting biodiversity,
and species diversity in particular. Biodiversity has a direct link to human
wellbeing, while providing the base for ecosystem function and thus a range
of ecosystem services.
• Air quality and carbon sequestration: Urban parks reduce air pollutant
levels and provide carbon sequestration.
• Water management: Parks can filter and clean stormwater to help meet
runoff regulation requirements.
• Cooling: Parks cool urban areas which are prone to heat island effect.
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